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Note by the Translator.

The following memoir is a translation but in part. The learned

author has written the whole of the Grammar and some other parts in

English, which has needed very little correction. The original is written

in so pure a Greek style, that any one who has studied the ancient

Greek might read it, occasionally noticing an interesting change of

meaning without a change of form, or the reverse. If all our Greek
Professors should study the living Greek, in Greece, it would reanimate
the dead language, and clothe it with a new power and beauty.

We are confident that this article will be acceptable to American
scholars, both for its intrinsic merits and as a specimen of the present

literature and learning of the Greeks. c. h.

This memoir on the Language of the Gypsies will be divided
into five sections, as follows : 1st. Introductory remarks on the
history and present condition of the Gypsy race ; 2nd. General
explanation of the character and connections of their language,
and a critical estimate of the works which have hitherto appeared
upon the subject; 8rd. A vocabulary, with comparative ety-

mologies from the Sanskrit and other languages ; 4th. A com-
parison of the phonetical system of the Gypsy with that of the
Sanskrit ; 5th. A grammar of the language.
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SECTION I.

History of the Gypsies.

Most of the writings relating to the Gypsies have hitherto

been unsatisfactory and obscure. In various ways, laborious*

and learned writers have endeavored to explain the origin and
affinities of these nomadic, wandering people, who dwell or roam
in the midst of us, but are generally regarded with aversion and
disgust.

The leading subject of this memoir will be the language and
origin of the Gypsies, and not their customs and history. A
few preliminary notices, however, may help the reader to appre-

ciate what we shall offer in regard to their language.

A valuable authority upon the Gypsies of Western Europe is

the Englishman George Borrow. His work, "The Zincali, or an

Account of the Gypsies of Spain," exhibits from beginning to end
a man thoroughly acquainted with this people, speaking their

own language with such facility, and with euch a knowledge of

their habits and customs, that he was everywhere received as a

veritable Gypsy. His vocabulary of the language is invaluable,

although, as we shall see, his want of acquaintance with the

Sanskrit prevented his carrying forward his most useful labors

to the desired consummation.
In 1417,* in the reign of Sigismond, emperor of the Bomans

and king of Hungary, the Gypsies first appeared in Europe, to

the number of about three thousand. They resided first in Mol-

davia, and thence spread through Transylvania and Hungary.

A part, led by Ladislaus their chief, having obtained leave to

settle upon the crown-lands, and living unmolested under the

protection of the autocrat, gradually adopted the religion of the

country which they inhabited. And, to the present time, such is

the very common custom of this race : everywhere they adopt

the common worship, caring little for its dogmas.

They received from Sigismond the privilege of having their

own chief, but this was taken from them in 1609. In 1782,

according to the census of that time, there were about 50,000

Gypsies in all Hungary, but their number afterwards diminished.

In vain did Joseph II. endeavor to civilize them.

It is worthy of remark that in Hungary, according to the

testimony of the Gypsies themselves, they have retained their

original language in the highest degree of purity.

They are now found scattered over Europe, and through

Kussia, excepting the province of Petersburg, whence they were

Jong since expelled. They also prefer the extended and fruitful

* Bataillard, as we shall presently see, gives an ealier date than this.
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plains of Interior Eussia, where they find abundant pasturage

for their horses, to the trade in which they are so much addicted.

But nowhere have they been so fortunate as in the province of
Moscow, where many of them have magnificent dwellmgs, splen-

did carriages, and near relationship with highborn Eussians,

preserving that singular good fortune, the sweet voice of the

maidens, peculiar to their uncultivated tribes, and highly esteemed
by the Eussians.

About the beginning of the fifteenth century, says a French
historian, the Gypsies appeared in Paris, to the number of one
hundred and thirty-two. The French looked upon them as
most Satanic witches, and persecuted them with such severity
that they fled into Spain.

In Spain they are numerous, in certain large cities, having
quarters called Oitanerie. The fertility of the soil, and the mild-
ness of the climate, were both favorable to this roaming race.

The most part took refuge in Andalusia, where they live to this

day, no longer nomadic, but laboring in the cities and villages.

A celebrated law of Charles III., who deceased in 1788, intro-

duced a healthy and saving amelioration into the life of the race,

which had become intolerable from its addiction to theft and
robbery. What the civil arm and the severest laws were power-
less to do, this wise law speedily effected. Charles repealed the
inhuman laws which had been published against the Gypsies,
invited them to dwell fearlessly with the native Spaniards, and
secured to them the privileges of education and of participation
in civil offices. While he threatened to punish the Gypsies who
did not conform to the law, he invited the Spaniards to forget
their ancient hatred, and live with them under the laws and
government, as children of the same country.

This law, as also the philanthropy of the monarch, had a great
effect upon the Gypsies. They collected into cities and villages,

abandoned their thievish life, and, forgetting past evils, gave
themselves up to the common labors of civilized existence.
But this law, the Hke of which Europe had not then seen,

had the fl\te of many other laws, in not attaining its immediate
design, which was to make the Gypsies forget their language,
and become Catholic Christians and faithful Spaniards. Ko
such result followed, and they remain to this day, in Spain, as
elsewhere, a distinct race, and having a language common to all
the branches dispersed through the world.
They appeared in England about three centuries ago, where

they were mercilessly persecuted. Most of them were hung as
magicians and satanic witches. A few survivors concealed them-
selves in dens and caves, and came out only in the night to beg
their food. As the rage of the bigoted masses softened down,
the starved and naked Gj^psies reappeared, and, spreading them-
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selves according to tiieir national custom, remained in diiFerent

places and cities of England,
It is worthy of remark that the foggy and sunless climate of

England has given to the Gypsies more muscular strength and
beauty than their fellow-countrymen have elsewhere, and more
even than the English have in a similar rank of life.

Every where the Grypsy race is strongly marked by similar

traits and customs.

They are celebrated dealers in horses, they are famous horse-

doctors,, their old women are noted fortune-tellers, and the young
women drive a very profitable business in singing love-songs,

decent and indecent, in the streets and public places.

They have no principles, they serve no God but the God of
gain and fraud^ they cojaform to all religions. They excite the
voluptuous passions of others., but they rarely fall themselves
into the sins which they lead others into. A merciless death
hangs over the woman who has illicit intercourse, whether with
a Gypsy or a foreigner.

I have followed Borrow in his general description of the Gyp-
sies of Europe. As regards those in Turkey and in the Walla-
chian provinces, or rather in all those countries formerly known
under the denomination af Dacia,, I must refer the reader to other

authorities, who have treated the subject more at length, particu-

larly as my remarks upon their dialect may be elucidated by
their history and social position in these countries.

The latest writer on the Gypsies is J. A. Vaillant.* This au-

thor resided for many years in the Danubian provinces, and paid
particular attention to the history of the numerous Gypsies
scattered over those countries. In describing the origin of these

people, whose emigrations he makes coeval with those of the
ancient world, he launches himself into such an ocean of crude
and undigested learaing, he unites such wild theories with posi-

tive facts, he distorts ancient history in such an unphilosophical
manner, that the reader never knows where he is, or whither he
is drifting. With the exception of his valuable remarks on the
noble efforts of the Hospodars of Wallachia and Moldavia, to

liberate from bondage and oppression so many Gypsies in those
provinces., his work is of little value., either in a historical or

a philological point of view. He appears to have studied these

people for a long time,t and he would have bestowed an ines-

timable boon upon philology and ethnography, if, like Borrow^
he had given us a vocabulary of the dialect of the Wallachian
Gypsies, to which he appears to have paid little attention, though

* Les Rdtnes^Histoire Vraie des Vrais Boh^miens, par J. A. Vaillant, Fonda-
teur du College Interne de Bucarest. Paris, 1857.

f
" Je n'aurai point d regrettetr ks dixbwt ann^es .^ue j!ai employees d la bible

de km science." p. %%.
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he confesses that the foundation of their language is Sanskrit."^

Though he confesses in another place that their language is

the only criterion of their origin,t it appears strange that he
has not based his work on this idea, by which their mysterious

history would have been still farther elucidated.

Later writers on the social and political history of the Danu-
bian provinces have followed Vaillant as an authority on the

Gypsies, so numerous in those countries and in the provinces of

Turkey south of the Danube. As no general persecutions ever
took place against them, either on religious or political grounds,

they have been suffered to live quietly in those provinces, and
have multiplied to such a degree that they are superior in num-
ber to their fellow-countrymen in all the other states of Europe.

Those who are acquainted with the political state of Turkey
are aware how difficult it is to give even an approximate estimate

of its inhabitants. What confidence then can we give to Vail-

lant's statisticSjJ who makes the number of Gj^psies residing in

Wallachia 125,000, in Moldavia 137,000, Turkey 200,000, Tran-
sylvania and the Banat of Temeswar 140,000—total 602,000 ?§
According to the same author, the number of Gypsies scat-

tered over Europe amounts to 837,000, so that nearly three

fourths of all the Gypsies of Europe are to be found in Turkey
and the provinces north of the Danube. Ubicini || has followed
Vaillant, with slight variations. Eegnault^f makes the Gypsy
population of Wallachia and Moldavia 300,000, more numerous
however in Moldavia than in Wallachia. He assigns 140,000 to

Transylvania, Bucovina, and the Banat of Temeswar. All these

numbers appear to me to be greatly exaggerated, and they may
be owing in part to information from the Gypsies themselves,
who by such mendacious accounts are inclined to give themselves
importance and consideration in these provinces. Certain it is,

that in Turkey proper, where the Gypsies are set down by
Vaillant as 200,000, no census can be taken of them, even
approximately; for a great part of the Gypsy population are
continually roaming from plain to plain. Still, such information
is valuable, as tending to show the great numbers of the Gypsy
population in these countries, a fact remarked by travellers

whose object has not been either the census or the history of
this degraded people.

* "Mais il n'en est pas moins vrai, que, si la forme en varie, le fond en est tou-
jours un partout, et pour tous, et ce fond est le Sanscrit." p. 13.

f
" Leur langage, seul crit^rium de leur origine." p. 4.

tp.^Sl.
g A late writer on Constantinople and Turkey, Ijouis Enault (Paris, 1856, p. 226),

estimates the number of Gypsies in all the provinces of the Sultan at 214,000.

II
Provinces d'Origine Roumaine. Univers Pittoresque. Paris, 1866, p. 11.

•j[ Histoire Politique et Sociale des Principaut^s Danubiennes, par M. Elias Reg-
nault. Paris, 1855.
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The Gypsies in the Danubiaa provinces are divided into three

classes :^

1. The Laiesi, including artisans in works of wood and iron,

musicians, exhibitors of bears, etc.

2. The Vatrari, employed in all the menial employments of the

household. They are generally the servants of the servants.

At times they have become head-cooks, coachmen, and valets de

ehamhre of their wealthy masters.

8. The Netotsi, half savage, half naked, living by theft and
rapine, feeding in times of want upon cats, dogs, and mice; they

are the most degraded and debased of all the Gypsy population.

This class, by their turbulent conduct and nocturnal depredations,

have brought upon themselves dire persecution on the part of

the local authorities, in which their more innocent fellow-coun-

trymen have been in part sufferers. The Netotsi are of a darker

hue, with short frizzled hair. Some are nearly black, and this

difference of complexion may corroborate the statements of some
authors, who make them the descendants of a separate immigra-

tion, and from a climate differing from that of the former two.

All the Gypsies in the Danubian provinces, like their fellow-

countrymen in the rest of Europe, follow the religion of the

people among whom they live. Here, as elsewhere, they seem

indifferent to every external form of worship, and are considered

by the Christian people in the same light as the Mohammedans
view their Gypsy co-religionists in Turkey. The Turks, who are

not particularly punctilious in the choice of their wives, often

marry Gypsy women. Not so with the Christians, who have

kept'themselves aloof from family connections with the Gypsies,

and will rarely have any intercourse with them. No Gypsy is

ever permitted to enter into any of the sacerdotal offices of the

Greek church.

A singular trait in the political history of the Gypsies residing

in the Danubian provinces has been their state of bondage from

time immemorial. Bataillard,f who has written on the Gypsies

scattered over Europe, states that, from two charts discovered

lately among the archives of the monastery of Tismana in Little

Wallachia, it appears that they were to be found in Wallachia in

the middle of the fourteenth century, and were then as now in a

state of slavery. The long immunity from persecution enjoyed

by the Wallachian Gypsies was probably owing to their state of

slavery to the great landholders and the all-powerful monaste-

ries, by whom their misdeeds were often concealed, and by whose

power" and influence, as interested masters, the iron rod of per-

secution was often arrested. As many of them passed to the

•» Vnillant, p. 319.

f Nouvelks Recherchfts sur I'Apparition et la Dispersion des Boheaiicna cii

Euroj)e.
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monasteries with landed property, on the death of charitable

individuals, no doubt, from reverence to these asylums, such

must have been protected in preference to those belonging to

the state or to private proprietors, who at times suffered in the

stormy periods of political disturbance.

Did these men subject themselves voluntarily to bondage?
Were they driven to seek a shelter in slavery, to avoid ruthless

persecution and impending death ? Why did they not emigrate

to other parts of Europe, where their countrymen are often suf-

fered to roam, and in this manner avoid political and religious

persecutions by flight and concealment ? It is probably owing
to a milder treatment on the part of the people among whom
they came to dwell, and to the reports of heartless and bloody
persecutions suffered by their countrymen in other provinces of

Europe. Whatever the reasons may be which induced these

despised people to subject themselves to bondage, in preference

to a lawless and persecuted life, certain it is that in no part of

Europe have they multiplied in such vast numbers as in these

Danubian provinces.

Both in Wallachia and Moldavia a change has been lately

effected in their condition. Alexander Ghika, Hospodar of Wal-
lachia, and Stourja of Moldavia,*^ the former in 1837, and the

latter in 1844, have both decreed the freedom of the Gypsies in

their, respective provinces, and this people, so long oppressed,

enslaved in body and mind, will probably in a short time, as

they rise in wealth and learning under the fostering hand of
freedom, attain to some yet higher consideration.-}-

SECTION II,

Language of the Gypsies.

We come now to the principal subject of our memoir, the lan-

guage of the Gypsies, which, with our present unsatisfactory

knowledge of this people, is of paramount importance as a his-

torical demonstration of their origin and nationality. The entire

history of this race is in its idiom, and this point of comparative
philology will, I hope, prove to the reader the inestimable ad-

vantages accruing to history from the comparative study of

spoken idioms. It is wonderful that a race differing so widely
from the races around them, so universally avoided, as foreign

and barbarous, should have been so long in possession of indis-

* Vaillant, p. 435-442.

f The Gypsies are now allowed to intermarry with Wallachians, and such mar-
riages are consecrated by the Church. Formerly the price of a Gypsy was 150 to

200 francs. Ami Boue, Turquie d'Europe (Paris, 1840), iii. 326.
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putable proofs of their origin and fatherland. History has not
traced their mysterious migrations, or noted any sudden irrup-

tions into more cultivated lands. It has marked, however, their

notorious wickedness, their unconquerable propensity to roam-
ing and pilfering, and their universal abhorrence of the customs
and religion of the people amongst whom they roamed or dwelt.

Their origin has till of late been a mystery, and such it would
have continued to be had not philologists undertaken the study
of their spoken language, a study of extreme diflSiculty, owing
to their long continued ignorance, and constant avoidance of a
higher mental cultivation.

The study of the Gypsy language differs so widely from that

of all other idioms, that the reader will excuse the following re-

marks upon the subject. Not only does it differ from that of
other languages preserved both in writing and in the mouth of
the people, but it is another thing, also, from the acquisition of
unwritten dialects of savage tribes. In these latter, the language
is one and the same, easily acquired by the laborious philologist

who may mingle with the people, and from long colloquial usage
fix their grammatical rules. But the Gypsies constantly avoid all

who are foreign to their tribe, and, being universally abhorred,

they shun intercourse, and suspect the most godlike benevolence

shown to them. Acquainted as they are with the spoken lan-

guage of the people among whom they dwell, they generally

use it in the hearing of all, so that even here in Turkey, where
they are so numerous, many do not even suspect the existence

of any idiom peculiar to themselves.

Another consideration, extremely important in the study of

this idiom, is the intermixture of foreign terms, generally bor-

rowed from the language of the surrounding people, at times

remodelled to the Gypsy forms of speech, and at times so dis-

torted as to bear a very distant resemblance to the original word.

Sheer ignorance, and long separation from those of their own
tribe, have induced many Gypsies here in Turkey to make use

of exotic terms, while many m their own neighborhood were
constantly using well known and pure Gypsy terms. In such

cases the student is extremely embarrassed, unless some one

kinder than the others may direct him to a more learned Gypsy
for farther information. It is, therefore, of the utmost import-

ance that the student should possess a perfect acquaintance with

the languaoje of the people among whom they dwell, and par-

ticularly with the vulgar jargon, which can never be learned in

dictionaries or books, words floating from mouth to mouth, ex-

tremely significant, and precisely of a stamp to please the low
taste of a Gypsy in speaking to foreigners of similar education.

This knowledge is of primary importance ; otherwise he may
introduce into his vocabulary, as vernacular terms, words which
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have no connection with the Gypsy language.* In this manner
alone can we obtain a vocabulary of tbeir language free from all

words of foreign idioms, and capable of affording a solid histor-

ical basis for farther philological researches. This observation
has often occurred to me in the course of this memoir, and
such is the importance of it that its full weight can be felt only
by those who have had the courage to undertake such an un-
grateful task. Even in the composition of every Grypsy vocabu-
lary, there should be a well-defined demarcation between foreign
words and those native to the Gypsies, as a guide to others. Bor-
row is an illustration of this. In his vocabulary he has added
a vast number of Spanish words, some pure, some mutilated, and
every reader cannot but be perplexed with such a heterogeneous
mass of terms, Spanish and Gypsy, without any guide as to their
origin or etymology. Of what use, I ask, can a Gypsy vocabu-
lary be, but as a foundation-stone to the history of the Gypsies?
And in the vocabulary of Borrow, how can the student separate
from the Spanish jargon the vernacular Gypsy ? Who should
have undertaken a similar work but a man like Borrow, who
moved by love to his fellow-men, went among the Gypsies, like
a harbinger of peace, learned and spoke their language, and was
perfectly conversant with the Spanish and with their jargon?
Even after all the learned works on the history and lano-naa*e

of the Gypsies which I shall presently mention, a vast amount
of treasure still lies hidden in the remains of their idiom which
are scattered over their settlements in Europe. A comparative
vocabulary, that should exhibit all the pure indigenous words
preserved among all the Gypsies of Europe, to the entire ex-
clusion of every foreign word, is still a desideratum, and would
be a most precious acquisition to comparative philology, upon
which might be finally based the true and undisputable theory
of the origin of this people. Even as their language is now pre-
sented, most of the vocabularies exhibit a striking uniformity in
all those terms which can be compared with the Indian lano-nao-es
and which by common consent belong to the Gypsies.

°
This^

certainly, is a great incitement to fiirther labors.

The attempt to christianize the Gypsies, and to elevate them
from their half-brutish state, by translations of the Holy Scrip-
tures and other Christian works' into their own idiom,. I consider
as perfectly useless. For by whom are such translations to be
made, and by whom read? Here in Turkey, Gypsies roaming
over the vast plains of Bulgaria, and speaking a purer Gypsy
dialect, often cannot understand those south of the Balkans

* The perusal of the Vocabulary will convii>ce the reader of the truth of this
proposition, and of the necessity of liaviog some acquaintance with the hin^mnge of
those nations with whom the Gypsies have come into contact on their way to
Europe. ' ^
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and near Constantinople. Plain translations into the languages

of the people among whom they dwell, Christian benevolence,

and Christian oblivion of their misdeeds, may supply the want:

they hate us as heartily as we hate them ; they pilfer and injure

us, because we persecute and despise them.
Before proceeding to give an account of my own labors on the

language of the Grypsies, as,preliminary to the understanding of

the Vocabulary, I will succinctly describe to the reader the labors

of the many learned men who have up to this day paid particu-

lar attention to the study of this idiom. As the subject is little

known, many, no doubt, will be surprised to learn how much
has been already done in this field of literature.

Pott, who in his admirable work on the Gypsies has labori-

ously collected every thing that had been said on the subject up
to the date of his labors (1844-6), may serve as a guide in the

history of Gypsy literature.*^

The first writer on the Gypsies was Bonaventura Vulcanius,

professor of Greek literature in Leyden, where he died in 1614.

In his small treatise '*De Nubianis Brronibus, quos Itali Cinga-

ros appellant, eorumque Lingua"—published in the body of a

greater work on the language of the Goths, at Leyden, 1597

—

he gives about sixty-seven Gypsy words, without any derivation,

or plausible clue to their etymology or relationship. Of course,

before the study of the Hindu languages became common in

Europe, no plausible account could have been given of their ori-

gin. Vulcanius makes the Gypsies come from Nubia, in doing

which he appears to adopt the opinion of the famous Scaliger.

After Vulcanius, no histprical or linguistic work of much im-

portance appeared on the language of the Gypsies, till the great

work of Grellmann: "Die Zigeuner—Ein Historischer Versuch

liber die Lebensart und Verfassung, Sitten und Schicksale dieses

Volks in Europa, nebst ihrem IJrsprunge, von M. H. M. G.

Grellmann ;" Dessau und Leipzig, 1783. An improved and en-

larged edition of this work was published in 1787, and, about

the same time, it was translated into French by Baron de Bock.f

The work of Grellmann produced considerable impression at the

time of its publication, and though as a work of comparative

philology it is of little value now, still it can be usefully consul-

ted for its historical observations, as the author has judiciously

collected nearly every thing that was known of the Gypsies ante-,

rior to his time.:!: Indian literature, then so little known, has

made his work of comparatively little value to us now.

* Die Zigeuner in Europa und Asien, i. 3.

f Oriental Collections [by W. Ouseley], ii. 386.

t This author calculated the number of Gypsies in Europe as between 700,000

and 800,000, of whom 40,000 were in Spain, chiefly in thft southern provinces.
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In the Archaaologia^ or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to An-
tiquity, published by the Society of Antiquaries of London, vol.

vii., Loudon, 1785, are contained "Observations on the Lan-

guage of the People commonly called Grypsies," in a letter to Sir

Joseph Banks fromWm, Marsden. This learned author has made
some observations on the relationship of the Gypsy language to

the Hindustani, which had already been remarked by Ludolphus
in 1691.* In this same work are contained the observations of

Jacob Bryant on the Zingara or Gypsy language, transmitted to

O. Salisbury Brereton, in a letter from the Rev. Dr. Douglas.

Both these works contain a great number of Gypsy words. Pott

however remarks that "the comparison with the Hindustani and
Persian, etc., is weak."

In the work of Franz Carl Alter, "Ueber die Samskrd.
Sprache," Wien, 1799, are contained some Gypsy words, extrac-

ted from Catherine's Comparative Dictionary.

"Zigeuner in Herodot, oder Neue Aufschliisse liber die Aeltere

Zigeunergeschichte, aus Griechischen Schriftstellern, von Dr.

Johann Gottfr. Hasse;" Konigsburg, 1803. The author has been
imitated in a still more unphilosophical spirit than his own by
Vaillant, in his late work.
John Hoyland's '' Historical Survey of the Customs etc. of the

Gypsies ;" York, 1816.f This author has made large use of the

valuable work of Grellmann, adding also much of his own.
Another treatise, ^*0n the Similitude between the Gypsy and

Hindu Languages," in the Transactions of the Lit. Soc. of Bom-
bay, 1819, was published by Irvine—*'of no special value,"

according to Pott.

The next in order of time is the remarkable work of Anton
JaroslavPuehmayer—"Eomani Chib, d. i., Grammatik und Wor-
terbuch der Zigeunersprache, nebst einigen Fabeln in derselben.

Dazu als Anhang die Hantyrka oder die Czechische Diebes-
sprache;" Prague, 182L This work is extremely valuable, and
Pott frequently refers to it. Though I have not seen the work,
the quotations often found in Pott, and the frequent references

to it, amply prove the value which he set upon the labors of
this learned author. There is a striking similarity between his

Gypsy terms and those in my Vocabulary, so that I am induced
to believe that Wallachian Gypsies must have afforded him his

principal information.

^'Deutsch-Zigeunerisches Worterbuch, von Dr. Ferd. Bischoff;"
Ilmenau, 1827—a work often quoted by Pott.

* Pott, p. 6.

f Tlie full title of this work is given in the Penny Cyclopedia—" Historical
Survey of the Customs, Habits, and Present State of the Gypsies, designed to
develop the origin of this singular people, and to promote the amelioration of their
condition."
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'' Travels in Hungary./' by Bright. In this work are contained
some views of the origin and language of the Gypsies. The
orthography of Bright's Gypsy words dijBfers widely from that of
most other authors. Many of his Gypsyterms were collected in

England, and comparisons are instituted between the forms of
the language as spoken in Hungary, Spain, and England.

In the Transactions of the Eoyal As. Soc, of Greai Britain and
Ireland, vol. ii., London, 1880, is the following work: "Obser-
vations on the Oriental Origin of the Eomnichal, or Tribe mis-
called Gypsev and Bohemian. By Colonel John Staples Harriot,

Bengal Infantry (read Dec. 6, 1829, and Jan. 2, 1880)." This
work, according to Pott, is superior to every other one in Eng-
lish on the origin and language of the Gypsies. It gives a very
plausible account of the progress of the Gypsies from India
through Persia.

G. Louis Domeny de Eienzi's "De I'Origine des Tzengaris," in

Eevue En.Gyclopedique, Nov. 1882, p. 865-878; also his *'Es-

quisse d'un Tableau Comparatif de la Langue Tzengare ou Boh^-
inienne d'Europe., avec le Tzengare de THindustan, et neuf
Idiomes dc I'Orient." Eieuzi, as he himself confesses, was not
profoundly versed ux such philological studies. His work is not
of much value.

"Geschichte derZigeuner, ihrerlierkunft, Natur, und Art, von
Dr. Theod. Tetzner;" Weimar und Ilmenau, 1885. It gives in-

teresting uotices on the Pjfussian mode of governing the Gypsies
inhabiting that kingdom,, and on the laws regulating their social

position.

In 1885 was published at Erfurt, by GrafFunder, ** Ueber die

Sprache der Zigeuner. Eine Grammatische Skizze." This work
was reviewed in 1886 by the justly celebrated Bopp, in the

Jahrbiicher der Wissenschaftlichen Kritik, Nos. 88 and 89, and
the relationship of.the two idioms, Gypsy and Hindu, corrobora-

ted by .the judicious remarks of this great Orientalist.*^ This

work, together with that of Greljmann^ forms the basis of the

French work of Michel de Kogalnitchan, published at Berlin,

1837;: *^Esquisse sur I'Histoire, les Moeurs et la Langue des

Cigains, suiyie d'un recueil de sept cent mots Cigains."f

In 1841 was published the work of George Borrow: **The

Zincali, or an Accounit of the Gypsies of Spain, with an Original

.Clollection of their Songs and Poetry, and a Copious Dictionary

«of their Language f London, in two volumes. Borrow, while in

Spain as agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society, trans-

lated a portion of the ScriptiLres into the dialect spoken by the

f BibHotlieca Saoscrita, by Friediich Adelung, 1837, p. 67.— Pott, i. 22.

f Vaillaat is mistaken in saying that tlie .wqrk was published at Jassy, in Molda-

via (p. 11). Pott (p. 23) remarks of the wori: '* Xbe collection of words is not

worthy of miich commendation."
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Spanish Gypsies. His work is well known, and is valuable for

the historical information which it gives respecting the Gypsies

in general ; but its principal value is in the description of the

numerous Gypsies of Spain, and in the vocabulary, the richest

which had appeaa^ed up to his day. He has drawn largely from
Grellmann and Marsden. To this author I shall have occasion

frequently to refer in the course of this memoir.
Besides the above works, wiitten expressly on this subject,

notices of the Gypsies and their language are to be found scat-

tered in different works on ethnography and comparative phi-

lology. In Adelung's Mithridates, continued by Vater, are some
notices of the Gypsies and their language.'^ In 1818 was pub-
lished, at Frankfort, the work of Chr. Gottlieb von Arndt :

" Ueber
den Ursprung der Europaischen Sprachen." The author gives

some notices of the Gypsies, and their probable origin 'from India

and the central parts of Asia. He gives at the end of his work
some words of their language, which I have inserted in notes:

they seem to belong to the Dannbian Gypsies.

In 1841 was published at Milan the work of Frnncisco Pre-

dazi : *'Origine e Vicende dei Zingari, con Documenti intorno le

Speciali loro Proprieta Fisiche e Morali, la loro Eeligione, le loro

Usi e Costumi, le loro Arti, e le Attuali loro Condizioni Politiche

e Civili in Asia, Africa, ed Europa, con un Snggio di Grammatica
e di Vocabolario dell' Arcano loro Linguaggio." This author
seems to have borrowed largely from Grellmann and Kogalnitch-
an, and to have had little personal acquaintance with the lan-

guage, w^iich he terms ^'linguaggio arcano."

The most important work on the Gypsies is undoubtedly the
German one of Dr. A. F. Pott, published in two octavo volumes,
the first in 1844, the second in 1845, in Halle—"Die Zigeuner
in Europa und Asien." To this work was awarded by the In-

stitute of Paris, in 1845, the premium of comparative philology,
originally instituted by Volney. It is a work of high character,

showing unwearied application, and the most profound scholar-

ship, in every department connected with its subject. Its author
has collected and compared every thing written up to his time on
the language of the Gypsies, so that the reader has in a single

view every thing that had been gathered by many learned au-
thors. He appears to have studied the subject for a long time,

and no difficulty or dryness seems for a moment to have abated
the courage of this learned and indefatigable author. It is the
Thesaurus of the Gypsy language, and other dialects, better
able to repay so much labor, might be justly proud of a simi-
lar grammar. The work of Pott is principally directed to the
language and to its grammatical construction ; his notices of the

* Bibliotheca Sanscrita, by Friedrich Adelung, p. 67.
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Gypsies and their peregrinations are scanty and meagre. He
has paid particular attention to the relation of the Hindustani
and other spoken dialects of India to the Gypsy language, using

as a reference the excellent work of John Shakespear on the

subject.^ His references to the present spoken Persian are very

frequent, and often extremely judicious. The second volume
contains a vocabulary, in which are inserted all the words found
in the various vocabularies of the Gypsy language drawn up by
preceding authors. Borrow's entire vocabulary is inserted, but

no effort is made to separate what appears to be Spanish from
Gypsy. Pott has had, however, the precaution to mark with an

asterisk every word undoubtedly Sanskrit, and those of doubt-

ful origin with a cross—the rest are left for farther investigation.

The first volume is far from possessing the interest of the second,

for the Gypsy language in its grammatical construction has lost

nearly every mark of its Sanskrit character, and varies extremely

in the different provinces of Europe, ingrafting upon itself very

intimately the spirit and analytical character of the language

spoken by the people. In this manner, the construction offers

less interest than the primitive signification of the words. In

his grammar. Pott gives nearly every author's construction, with

numerous quotations for the elucidation of the subject, which

render the work extremely voluminous.

It was not till I had completed nearly the whole of my vocab-

ulary that I obtained this work of Pott, and I consider it as a

very fortunate circumstance that I had not by me such a guide

from the beginning, for so masterly a hand must have kept me
in the path which he had already trodden. Left to myself, with

what scanty help I obtained from Borrow's vocabulary, I have

searched and researched for myself, and have assiduously exam-

ined the relation of the Gypsy to the Sanskrit, setting aside QYery

term which to me appeared of other than Gypsy origin. Sub-

sequently, I have compared many of my derivations with Pott's.

There is a striking similarity in both, with this difference, that I

have given in many of my derivations more attention to the Sans-

krit than Pott. An example the reader may see in the defini-

tion of ijah, *fire,' which Pott refers to the Sanskrit agni, 'fire,'

Lat. ignis^ Pol. ogien, I have referred it to the root yahsh^ 'to

sacrifice,' since nearly all words in Sanskrit having the consonant

Icsh, in passing into the Gypsy, lose the final sh, and exhibit pure h
The reader will see numerous examples of this in Section IV.

There is a marked difference in our derivations of tav, 'thread,'

which Pott leaves doubtful, giving the Sanskrit sthaioi (a weav-

er) ?—while I have attempted to show its connection with the

Sanskrit root tap^ 'to heat, to torment,' a connection which be-

* A Dictionary Hindustani and English. 4to.
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comes extremely probable from the occurrence of a similar word
in the Persian language. Similar differences in our derivations

I shall point out in the notes to the Vocabulary.
Pott's work contains all the words of Borrow's vocabulary,

which to me appears rather a blemish, as many of them are

the purest Spanish. Nothing should enter into a Gypsy vocabu-
lary but what can be proved or shown to be pure Gypsy. It is

on this account that I have eschewed nearly all borrowed terms,

Greek and Turkish, from my own, inserting merely a few, in

order to show the manner in which such words are mutilated and
distorted. Whether Pott himself had much personal acquaint-
ance with the Gypsies, with their language and pronunciation, it

is difficult to say. For nearly every thing he refers to others.

No work on the language of the Gypsies has appeared since
the publication of this great work of Pott. Vaillant, before the
publication of his work, had given to some of the French peri-

odicals dissertations on the Gypsies, but they are historical and
descriptive. In his large work, of which we have already spo-
ken, and which contains everything scattered in his other trea-

tises, he has at the end a few Gypsy words, which I have inserted
in notes, and which, with slight variations, resemble those in my
Vocabulary, coming as they do from the Danubian Gypsies. No
confidence can be placed in his derivations, even when he tries

to his utmost to arrive at something like truth, for he is as wild
here as in his descriptions of the Gypsy peregrinations. I give
the reader a specimen. ^^Ila-garu^ 'ane,' mot a mot, Mongue
oreille;' kar-puj 'melon,' mot a mot, * fruit de la terre;' kol-pu,
' tour, golfe,' mot a mot, 'rond terre;' kriskal, 'cristal,' mot a mot,
* transparente et solide surface.'" Now magdra is a Bulgarian
word, signifying ^ a donkey ;' karpu is the Turkish karpuz—prob-
ably from the Greek xagnog^ ^ fruit'—a name now given to the
watermelon by the Turks; holpu is the Greek xdlnog, *a harbor,'
pronounced by the Turks kiorfuz ; hristal is the Greek xqlaxallog^
^ glass, ice,' etc.

I come now to my own labors, a notice of which is neces-
sary to the understanding of the Vocabulary, and of the few
grammatical observations inserted in Section V. I have re-
marked already, how widely the acquisition of the Gypsy lan-
guage differs from that of every other language. The reader
therefore should perfectly understand it, in order to judge of the
accuracy of the author's observations, and the truth of every
point in dispute.

About four years ago, Mr. John P. Brown, the learned Orien-
talist, and dragoman of the American Embassy in Constantinople,
gave me a short vocabulary of the Gypsy language, which he
had collected in his excursions in the suburbs of ConBtantino-
ple. Up to that time, I had given little attention to this idiom,
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and knew not raucli of it, except what at times I met with in the

course of my Sanskrit studies. Most of it had been collected

from Moslem Gypsies, a few words being added by a Christian

Gypsy. There was nothing in the vocabulary but the simple

definitions in English. All the words, together with a few nu-

merals, were about seventy. As the subject became extremely
interesting to me, from the relationship so palpable in many
words, I determined to continue the work, and to corroborate

Mr. Brown's definitions by other Gypsies, adding whatever else I

could obtain from other sources. After many months' assiduous

labor, after repairing to different Gypsy haunts in Constantinople

and its suburbs, and mingling with the people in search of more
intelligent Gypsies, I collected about one hundred and fifty words,

which I attempted to explain, unassisted by works on the sub-

ject. My observations were published, in the fall of 1857, in the

excellent Greek periodical of Athens, the New Pandora. These
studies, extremely imperfect, were praised by the learned editors,

and kind words of commendation were forwarded to me by some
friends and literati of Athens. All this was a farther incitement

to proceed with my labors, and ever since I have been assiduously

employed in collecting materials, in making acquaintance with

Gypsies, and in awakening their interest for their native idiom.

This has tended to flatter their vanity; and so I have been able

to obtain abundant materials for a more perfect work : up to the

present time they come forward with new words, frequently

transmitting them to me by correspondence. These materials I

kept scrupulously by me for future use, hoping to have occasion

to add whatever I collected to a new edition of the Greek article.

Precisely at this point of time, towards the latter part of last

year, the Eev. Cyrus Hamlin, missionary of the A. B. C. F. M.,

offered to translate my little work into English, for the Ameri-
can Oriental Society. In this I acquiesced with all my heart,

persuaded that this eminent and laborious friend of long years,

perfectly conversant with the polished Greek of the present day,

would make a faithful translation of the whole. I have re-

viewed the whole translation in company with Mr. Hamlin, and
can testify to its accuracy.

In this manner has originated the present memoir, which is

presented to the public enriched with all the additional materi-

als collected by me since the first publication of my researches

in Athens—additions which render it essentially a new work.

My first method of acquiring the language was to give a word
to the Gypsies, either in Greek or Turkish, and to obtain from

them the corresponding term in their language. This method,

pursued for some time, is tiresome and extremely fallacious—for

they may give you another word, in order to cover their ignor-

ance, or this same word, with pronouns, in the plural, and often
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united to a verb. This, at first, is extremely perplexing, and tbe

student cannot properly understand his position, or feel any de-

gree of confidence, until he has in some manner fathomed the

depth and breadth of their brutal ignorance. They will do their

best, particularly when incited to such uncouth and unknown
martyrdom by the exhibition of money as a spur to their sluggish

memory. They will torment themselves, look at heaven and
earth, scratch their heads, or put their fingers upon their temples^

to recall the lost term, which, according to their expression, is

sticking at the tip of their tongue. I have frequently pitied

the poor fellows, since they seemed so in earnest to satisfy my
curiosity ; and I have desisted from farther demands for a par-

ticular word, which they professed they knew, but could not
possibly recall.

With the Moslem Gypsies I have had great difficulty, for they
are fast losing their idiom, and few of the new generation know
any thing of it.* The Christian Gypsies, however, still retain

it, with an incongruous mixture of Greek and Turkish termSy

and from them I have obtained nearly all the materials contained
in this memoir. The profound hatred of the Moslem Gypsies^
or rather their contempt of every thing pertaining to a Christian^

inherited from the genuine Moslems, makes them shy, and very
poor guides in such matters.

This process of collecting words from single individuals soon
disheartened me, on account of its imperfections, and the great

diflftculty of obtaining by it even a scanty knowledge of Gypsy
terms. I therefore, after numerous trials, resorted to dialogues,

which succeeded admirably, and which I can recommend to any
individual in similar circumstances. One can, hardly keep pace
with their volubility. Words flow as in a torrent, while the
elements and combinations of which it consists can afterwards
be arranged in a systematic manner by the student, and easily

elucidated one by the other. I cannot but make this remark,
and say how much trouble might have been saved, had I begun
with this plan, which has cleared up wonderfully all my notions
and views of this very interesting idiom. I have permitted my
Gypsy masters to add whatever came into their heads, in the
course of the dialogue. In this manner a rich treasure of knowl-
edge resulted from our studies.

It was my good fortune, however, in prosecuting these studies,

to make the acquaintance of a Greek Gypsy, Andrea George,
living twenty miles distant from Constantinople. His amiable
character had induced a Greek gentleman, some years ago, to

* They strive to show zeal in their new religion, and consider their vernacular
idiom as partaking of christian heresy, and of course avoid speaking it as much as
possible.

VOL. VII. 21
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put him into a Greek schoolj where he went through the first

elements of the Greek grammar. To this young man, to whom
education has imparted feelings nobler than those of his fellow-

countrymen, the subject became very attractive, and to his kind-

ness I am greatly indebted for the help he has rendered me in

the latter part of my studies. He has, in his short excursions

to the neighboring villages, collected from different Gypsies,

coming from the north of Turkey ^ many terms unknown to him,

which he has given to me, and which I have examined and
inserted in the Yocabulary. We have reviewed together all the

Vpcabulary, and all the dialogues, collected from different quar-

ters, which have served as the basis of it. I have noted with
the greatest accuracy his accents, and the sounds of his voice

in the pronunciation of the various consonants, and I have every
reason to put entire confidence in his information. It coincided

with whatever I had previously collected from numerous sources,

and which I continually submitted to his examination. He
himself was often unable to give me the desired information

except in the form of dialogue, and by degrees he was induced

to write for me dialogues in his vernacular idiom. In this way
he acquired for himself a great number of terms, ascertained

my wants, and witli kindness of heart entered into my views,

and has even attempted to collect whatever of his native idiom

is known among the Gypsies dwelling in the villages near Con-

stantinople, or roaming in tents, and coming from the distant

plains of Bulgaria and Servia. Having become extremely inter-

ested in these labors upon his own language, Andrea still con-

tinues his observations, and submits them to me, often demanding
whether such a word should be pronounced in such a manner,

and not in another. He asked me once, for example, whether

the word for 'he sells' should be hikUl or hiknel: I told him that

the latter was the proper form, and that he should always avoid

likUl

In this manner have been collected and arranged all the

materials which enter into the Vocabulary. There is nothing

borrowed from any work on the Gypsies, and I am warranted in

saying that all the terms are in constant use among the Gypsies

dwelling around Constantinople and in the Eoumelian villages,

up to the skirts of the Balkans. My long intercourse with them
has rendered me somewhat familiar with their idiom, and in the

present state of my knowledge I offer this Vocabulary as ex-

hibiting the actual condition of their spoken language, the result

of four years' constant application and study. It is my earnest

hope that it may prove of some utility to students in ethno-

graphical science, and in all those scientific and philosophical

pursuits that have for their object to ascertain the true origin of

tribes and nations.
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In tlie definitions, I have often inserted quotations from my
dialogues, as pronounced by the Gypsies, quotations which in

numerous cases serve to illustrate the term under consideration.

They are extremely important, and may serve as points of illus-

tration to those who shall desire to make farther researches upon
this interesting subject. The reader may put implicit confi-

dence in their accuracy, for they have been repeatedly sifted and
examined.
The object of this memoir is to demonstrate the relation of the

Gypsy language to the Sanskrit ; and in this part of my work,
as I have said before, I was perfectlj^ unassisted. What I have
done I humbly submit to the public. Though persuaded of
its near connection with the Sanskrit, more intimate than that

of any other spoken language of Europe, I confess that I have
not always succeeded in pointing out the relationship of Gypsy
terms to the Sanskrit, even in cases where their structure would
seem to bear an undeniable stamp of Hindu origin. But I feel no
discouragement; and w^hen I consider that our immortal Coray
has been able by long and unwearied study to define and trace

to the ancient language most of our pure modern Greek jargon,

and thus to explain so many obscure passages in ancient Greek
authors, what cannot we hope to effect by a similar process, when
Sanskrit shall be better known, and its etymologies better de-

fined? I have no doubt, as I have remarked in the Vocabulary,
that, as the modern Greek has vastly elucidated the ancient, so

the Gypsy, which is so closely related to the Sanskrit, will impart
the same advantage to Sanskrit, when the relation of the two is

fully established and universally acknowledged. It will then
become evident that Sanskrit verbs, most of which remain unal-

tered in form in the Gypsy, but have different significations, may
have originally possessed these significations. Coincidence of
original meaning becomes undeniably apparent in the case of
many adjectives and nouns.
As the language of the Gypsies has been thoroughly permeated

by the spirit of the modern Greek and Turkish, as spoken in and
around Constantinople, I have derived considerable assistance

from both these languages, in elucidating manj^ points under
discussion. Pott himself often makes reference to modern Greek
words, with a judgment and an accuracy worthy of all praise.

The reader will see the opportunity for similar references in the
course of the Vocabulary.
As to the orthography of the Gypsy language, it is well to

inform the reader that I have adopted for the vowels that of the
Italians, as the most perfect, and least liable to error : a should
be pronounced as a ixi far—e, as in met—% as in pin—o, as in no—t/, as in hull. As to the consonants, I have retained the ordin-
ary notation of orientalists, wanting ch for the sound of those
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letters in child, chime, Italian cima—j, wliicli by common consent

corresponds to the Sanskrit /, I have constantly written /—for
example, jandva, 'I know^ (written by others djandva)—as better

suited to English readers. The strongly aspirated Sanskrit pala-

tal I write chh, the guttural M, and the aspirate h. The Gypsies

in these countries have no sound corresponding to that of the

English th in this, that, Greek S, The lingual and palatal sibil-

ants of the Sanskrit I have represented by sh and g; to both
belongs very nearly the same pronunciation, that of the English

sh, as in shall, shore.

There is such a softness in the pronunciation by the Gypsies of

some consonants, that I am at a loss how to write them. The
word piero, *old,' is an example. It is not pur6, nor furS, nor

phuro, nor pfuro. I cannot pronounce it ; the sound is like blow-

ing from the mouth, as in blowing out a candle. As to writing

or expressing it by Roman characters, there is a difficulty similar

to that which Europeans experience when trying to represent

the ghain of the Arabs. This word by some is written j^wrd, by
others/wro; still, to me, all are wrong, and do not give the true

pronunciation of the word. But I have preserved /wrd, generally

adopted by others. The same difficulty occurs in the pronuncia-

tion of mindo, * mine,' which at times is heard as though pro-

nounced minro, I have pronounced it in both ways, in the hear-

ing of Gypsies, and they have made no remark. But I could not

pronounce it as they do themselves. Their manner is like an

imperceptible breathy passing upon a word mindro, so gentle that

both consonants are heard, while one is at a loss to say which

predominates. It must be heard to be appreciated. So with

their pronunciation of soft k—the Turkish kef—which at times

appears like a pure t, particularly when in the middle of words.

Utkiavdva, 'I mount, I hang,' at times appeared to me as though

it should be written utiavdva, and at times ukiavdva; so gentle

is the sound of k in similar cases, that with some Gypsies it is not

heard at all. I have followed the more general usage, and have

often been guided by the aorist in determining the proper or-

thography of the present of the verb. These delicacies in the

pronunciation 1 have noted in the Vocabulary. Some Gypsies,

find particularly the Moslem, pronounce the gently aspirated p
as a pure p, saying always puro, * an old man.' The reader will

see farther notices of the pronunciation of the consonants in

Section IV, where their mutation in passing from the Sanskrit

to the Gypsy language is spoken of.

I have pointed out all the Persian words found in the idiom,

as they are an important element in the history of the Gypsies.

It is evident that a people using so many pure Persian words

must have formerly had close connection with the Persian peo-

ple. They could not have borrowed them from the Turks, who
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make no use of these particular words. The reader will observe
them in their proper place.

Less interest is attached to the Slavonic terms, for the Gypsies
are still found scattered among the numerous Slavonic tribes of

the banks of the Danube.
All Mr. Brown's terms are inserted in their proper places, and

marked "Br.," to distinguish them from Borrow's, marked "Bor."
Mr. Hamlin's remarks upon the Armenian language I have

inserted in notes, and marked "Te."

SECTION III.

VOCABULABY.
A.

To ABANDON

—

mukdvu.—This is probably connected with the Sanskrit

root much, * to release, to let go.' The change of a palatal into a
guttural, and vice versA, is common in all languages. KamuJcdv tut,

* I shall leave thee ;' ndpalal mukelaman bizorald, * afterwards it leaves

me weak.'

To be ACQUAINTED with

—

pinchardva.—This seems to be a compound
verb, formed from the Sr. root char, * to go, to proceed,' and the par-

ticle vi, which, joined to the verb, imparts to it in the causative the

meaning of * to pass back and forth in one's mind, to consider, to

meditate upon.' Pinchardva shows the addition of a euphonic n
after vi, and the change of v into p, so common among the Gypsies.

Meya pinchardvales, * I also am acquainted with him :'—though tran-

sitive in form, it has here a neuter signification.

Afar—dur ; Bor., dur.—From the Sr. dilra, * distant.' Keti dur isi

chin ii Silivri? *howikr is it to Silivria?' Durdl, *from a distance
:'

durdl allidn? 'have you come from a distance?'^

Affirmation—vd ; Br., nangar ; Bor., unga.—I think there is an error

in the definition of Mr. Brown, as it seems to me impossible that such
an affirmative particle should have the negative na in its first sylla-

ble. Still, it is valuable as tending to elucidate Borrow's word. Va
is the Sr. indeclinable vdi, a particle of asseveration or confirmation.

The Gypsies in these quarters know of no other particle, and will ac-

knowledge no other, but most of the Moslem Gypsies use the Turk-
ish or Greek. Borrow's form, although to appearance obscure, may
be referred to a pure Sr. origin ; namely, to the word angd, itself also

an asseverative or assenting particle, *yes, truly.'

All—sarro, sarvd, sdrrore, sdvvore, sdrvolo ;f Br., sarvillee ; Bor., saro,

—Almost unchanged from the Sr. sarva, ' all, the whole, entire.' As
concerns the final syllables lee and lo, I do not know whence they
come. Te dikel sarre, * should he see all ;' sarre o nianushe isi kho-
khavne, 'all men are Hars;' sdvvoreorom, * all the Gypsies;' ketiisdnas

sdvvore? *how many were you all?' sarvenghe te penesles, *to declare

* Armenian dar, dara, in composition ; as daratsainel, * to sound abroad.'

—

Tr.

f "Sare, *tous.'" Vaillant, p. 456.
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(lit. *to say') it to all.' It is a very common word, and understood by
all the Gypsies, wherever they are to be found.

Alms—lachipe ; Bor., lachipen,—This is an abstract noun, from lachoy

^ good,' and the common suffix pe or pen ; it signifies * goodness,

benevolence.' It is used, however, by the Gypsies, in the sense of
* alms.' They have followed in this respect the usage of the Greeks,

who frequently, in the place of hlst^ftoiriurT], *alms,' use the term ^^v^t-

abv^ * contribution for the salvation of the soul.' Compare Turk.

sadakd, *alms,' lit. * goodness, righteousness.' Kamdva to lachipe mo
chavo^ ' I desire thy happiness, my child.'

Always—gheles,—Possibly connected with the Sanskrit Jcdla, * time.'

And—id, ie.—-This conjunction may be identified with the Sr. he, in

preference to cha^ which is more usual among Sr. authors. The fol-

lowing colloquial phrases amply illustrate its signification. Td e cha-

ven, * and the children ;' td penena,, ' and they say ;' td nd penena cka-

chipes, * and they do not speak (say) the truth ;' td isi kodrom hut

ckikd, * and there is in the road much mud (muds).' In the follow-

ing examples it can be rendered ^ also ' : terela ia yeh dulon (Gr.

divloi') ,
* he has also a servant ;' terela ta khelia, ' it has also figs

;'

katnesa td m6l? *dost thou wish also wine?' This conjunction is

frequently pronounced te^ particularly when it is not at the beginning

of a sentence.

Anvil—amuni ; Br., ammunee ; Bor., amini,—From the Greek ax^mv,

* anvil,' pronounced by us now u^^6vvoy and ol^^ow,

Apple—papai, hapai.—This term, like many other denominations of

plants and fruits, is obscure, and difficult to be explained.

Armful—angdli,—This is the Greek term dyxaliu and uymxh}^ mean-

ing 'whatever can be held between the arms.' Cf. dyxdhi ^o^^ov

(Xenophon). Tek angdli char, *an dyxdXr^ of hay.'

To be ASHAMED

—

lojdva ; Bor., lacha,—From the Sr. root lajj, * to be

shamefaced or ashamed.' This is the term to which the Gypsies of

Spain attach so high an importance, (Bor., ch. vii.) meaning by it as

a substantive * the unblemished chastity of the unmarried female.'

With the Gypsies in these countries the signification of the word is

simply 'shame,' and they translate it by the Greek arrgonii, or the

Turkish 'ay^, * shame.'

—

Lackand, ' shameful.'

JOSHES—prd/W.—This is the Slav. prdh'\ * dust.' Among the Bulga-

rians, however, the term pepdl is in common use for * ashes,' from the

ancient Blav, pepeP, 'ashes;' Gr. namdlri, 'the very finest of flour,'

and ' whatever is rubbed to extreme fineness.' Kalo prdhos, ' black

ashes ;' e boveskori prdhos, ' the ashes of the baker ;' keii prdhos

kamesa? 'how much ashes dost thou wish ?' keti prdhos reselatut?

* how much ashes suflSices thee f*
To KBK—puchdva.—From the Sr. root prachk, ' to ask, to inquire, to

desire to know.' The liquid r has been dropped, as in other similar

examples (Section lY). This verb is at times pronounced pachdva and

pechdva. Sdske puchesa mdnder ? 'why dost thou ask (from) me?'

kapuchdv lestar, ' I shall ask (from) him ;' td te puchdv lestar, * and

that I may ask (from) him.'

* PrdcAoi (ar^na), md again, praco8, "staub." Pott, ii. 361.
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Ass

—

kher ; ^v.^ kher ; "Bor., gel^ guel, jeroro—fem.kherni; Bor.
,
jeni^

jerinL—The Sr. hara^ from the root hrl^ ' to bring, to bear,' signifies

* bearer,' and secondly *the ass,' as the Turks call the ass merkeh,

from the Arabic root rakaha^ * to bear.' Thus hara signifies * beast

of burden' in general, and, by secondary meaning, Hhe ass,' which,

through all the East, is the burden-bearer in domestic works. This

term is also written khara : compare Zend khara and Pers. Mer, * an
ass.' My term kherni is * the female ass.' Those of Borrow are of

different provinces, but all of the same origin. Sigo kher, *a swift

ass;' tumari khereskoro i zen chorghid, * your ass's saddle they have
stolen ;' ierela pdnj kher^ * he has (owns) five asses.'

To AWAKE—jangdva,—The Sr. root jdgri is * to awake, to be awake or

watchful.' We shall see in the next Section that the r of the Sans-

krit, particularly when in composition with other consonants, is fre-

quently dropped, as in this case. Jangavdva, the passive form, is * to

be awaked;' jangavdo, *he is awake.' It corresponds to the Turkish
oj/anik, * awake, a man of talent :' Gr. h^vnpog. Janganiliom (pass,

aorist), * I have awaked ;' janganilo, * he is awaked.'

Axe—tover, tovel.—This word is pronounced in both ways by many
Gypsies, for the liquids are often commutable. It is a pure Persian

word, taher and taver^ *the two-edged axe used in felling wood.'

Tovereskoro, * one who uses an axe,' or ' one who makes and sells

axes.' The Turkish is battaji.

Back—dumo,—This is a frequently used term among all the Gypsies,

for the hinder part of the trunk, extending from the neck to the os

sacrum. The Greeks now call the body xoQfilov or xogful, diminutive

of xoQiudg, * the trunk of a tree.' May not, then, dumo be compared
with Sr. druma, * a tree,' which, by dropping the liquid r, has become
dumo ? To me this origin appears very probable, particularly upon
comparing it with dudum^ * a gourd,' in which the same word druma
appears tp exist.

Bad—gorko.—This is the usual adjective used in opposition to lacho^
* good.' Gorko manush^ * a bad man ;' o rashd'i marela e gorke ckaven,
* the master beats the bad children ;' gorkipe, * badness, wickedness.'

Bald—pako.—The Sr. verb pack means ' to mature, by cooking or rip-

ening;' and derivatives from it signify * maturity, suppuration,' and
even 'gray hairs,' as the maturity of age. The Sr. word pdka has
all these significations, and the same term is by the Gypsies referred

to baldness, as an attribute of grey hairs and old age. Pako isi, nd
terela bdl, ' he is bald, (and) has no hair.'

To BAPTIZE

—

holdva.—This word of the Christian Gypsies, which, like

all the rest of this class, is of peculiar interest, seems to belong to
the Sr. hul^ of the 10th class, *to sink, to dive and emerge again.'

In embracing Christianity, the Gypsies must have been at a loss, at

times, to express by appropriate terms the new order of things which
they constantly saw before them. They have done, in this matter,
what other nations in embracing Christianity had done before them.
The Slavonians call the cross krest^\ undoubtedly from the Greek
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XQi^uTog; and ssij krestdT/u, 'I baptize,' analogous with the English
*' I christen," i. e. * I baptize, I make one a Christian.' Have not
most of the nations who received the blessed tidings of Christianity

from the Greeks adopted also Greek terms ? But whenever words
were found in the idiom of the Gypsies capable of expressing the new
idea, they would naturally be adopted by them. We shall see another
example in the name of the cross. Banxltfa^ the transitive of ^(lyrroi,

meant originally * to color by dyeing.' The word to this very day is

used for ' dyeing, painting, besmearing the face with rouge,' etc. : it

is a neuter and transitive verb. As color was transmitted to cloth

by immersing it in water, the word very naturally came to mean * to

immerse in water.' What difficulty then had the Gypsies in giving

to this act of Christianity the word which corresponded to the Greek 1

Those Gypsies unacquainted with the word use vaptizdva^ * I baptize,'

the Greek ^umt'Cfa, Boldva e chaves, * I baptize the child ;' bolipe,

* baptism ;' holavdo^ * baptized ;' bibolavdd, * not baptized.'

Barefooted—pirnangd.—A compound word, pir^ piro, *foot,' and
nango^ * naked ;' literally * naked-footed.' In another part of the Vo-
cabulary, I treat of the etymology oipiro^ pirnd, the Gypsy terms for

*foot.'

Barley—;;ov.—This is the Persian ^*av, * barley,' which the Gypsies have

borrowed directly from the Persians. Sr. yava, * barley.' The Per-

sian form of this term is undoubtedly from the Sanskrit, as the Per-

sian language very generally changes the Sr. t/ into j : compare jugh,
* yoke,' Sr. yufia ; javan^ * young man,' Sr. yuvan.

Basket—koshnika ; Br., sevlia ; Bor., cornicha.—This is a Bulgarian

word, from the Slavonic kosh^ and kosnitza, ' a basket.' The origin

of Mr. Brown's term is unknown to me.

Bath—tatto, hdgnia ; ^or., tati.—Borrow defines this word "fever,"

Sp. calentura. Although it has not the signification of * bath' in his

vocabulary, yet the meaning which he gives may serve to elucidate

my own. From the Sr. root tap^ ' to heat, to burn,' is formed the

part, tapta^ * hot, burning,' and this, by the customary change of p to

#, becomes tatia^ just as the Italians pronounce the Latin aptus '"''atloP

The Arabs, from the w^ord hamma, * to heat,' have formed hammdm,
'bath,' and humma, * fever.' This word, as well as rat, ratli, 'blood,'

should be written with tt, tattd. Some Gypsies use the word hdgnia^

It. hagno, a common word in these countries for ' bath.'

Bean—bopi.-^A Bulgarian word, bop, ' a bean,' but particularly the spe-

cies called the Egyptian : Gr. xovxxla, Turk, bakld.—PI. bdpia.

Bear—richini.—As numerous Gypsies in Roumelia and the Danubian
provinces gain their livelihood by exhibiting bears in the streets and
public places, it is natural to suppose that this term would be a com-
mon one among them all. To me it appears related to the Sr. riksha,

' a bear,' and hence to the Gr. ^Qurog, Lat. ursus. Should this deriva-

tion be found to be true, it will be one of the rare examples of the

change of ksh into ch, as I shall have occasion to show in the follow-

ing Section.

To beat—mardva.—This verb seems to be of the same root with the

verb merdva, ' I die.' In order to distinguish it from merdva, it is
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always pronounced mardvay and the aor. marghiom. It means also

* to pound, to grind, to bruise.' O rashdi marela e ckaven, ' the teacher

beats the children ;' marelala ? * does he beat her V

Beautiful—sukdr ; Br., shukd ; Bor., jucal.—These words are from
the Sr. suka7'a, compounded of the prefix su, * well,' Gr. ev, and the

adjective kara, * making,' Gr. nowg^ from the root kri (Lat. a-eo), *to

do, to make.' jffofra, in Sanskrit as well as in Persian composite

words, indicates action ; as sukara^ * the well-doer, the generous be-

stower,' and hence ' whoever is beautiful in soul or body.' To Mr»
Brown's word, shukd, a final r should be added ; in Borrow's, the

final r is changed to /. The fem. jucali is the Sr. sukard. The Gyp-
sies form all feminine nouns in e, as we shall see in speaking of the

nouns (Section V).
Because—sostar.—Appears to be the pronoun so, with the ablative

particle tar (lit. *from which'), * on account of;' precisely as the

Greek didit^ composed of the prep, didc, and the rel. pron. o,t* ; also

od^ey^ rel. pron. and the ablat. ^ev, Sosidr isds kelipe, * because
there was a dance.'

To BEGET

—

bendva,—This term, like its cognate hen, * birth,' I have not
been able to refer to any Sr. root, with any degree of satisfaction.

The term is common to both sexes, in man and animals. / romni
henela, * the woman begets,' i. e. ' produces, brings forth ;' gurumni
amari bengkids yek moskdre (Gr. (Aoaxdqiov^, * our cow has brought
forth a calf;' i chukli bengkids pdnj rukone, * the bitch has begotten
(brought forth) five whelps.'

^znmTy—paldL—This evidently is the Sr, para, * distant, remote, after.'

Here, as in many other adverbs of location, the term is in the abla-

tive form, a very favorite one with the Gypsies. According to the
formation of other similar adverbs, it would be, in its simple form,
pal: as avry, <out,' avrydl, *from the outside,' Gr. H^mx^ev; andre,and-
rydl, and andrdl, ' from the inner side.' It is often to be heard united
with the comparative particle po, as popaldl, ' still more backwards.'
Ldvales paldl, *I take it back;' palalutno, *the next in order, the
second;' polaleste, * farther back ;' napaldl, * afterwards;' kdna chinesa
bar, na palalutne ghen, 'when thou throwest a stone, the afterwards
(i. e. *the consequences') consider;' peliom paldl, *I fell behind,' i. e.

*I followed him.'

To BELIEVE—pakidva.—This verb I refer to the Sr. root paksh, * to take
a part or side.' Pakidva ki anekd isi, ' I believe that it is so ;' na
pakidva ki mul6, ' I do not believe that he died.'*

Bellows—pishot; Br., pishata.—Mr. Brown's word is in the plural form.
Belly—bor; Bor., pos, po,—This is one of the many terms of the

Gypsy language, the derivation of which is not clear to me. Terdvas
dak me poridti, ' I had pain in my belly.'

* Pott (ii. 346) writes the word patdv, and derives it from the Sr. prati -f- i, *con-
fidere.' The Gypsies here pronounce it as I have written it. I have frequently
heard it. The difference, however, may have been occasioned by the pronunciation
of the consonant t, which with the Gypsies is often a soft k. A similar commuta-
tion is often to be heard among the Greeks, particularly in the island of Lesbos
(Mitelene).

VOL. vii. 22
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Between—maskare.—This term comes from the Sr. madhya^ * middle,

intermediate/ Lat. medius^ Or. fiiairog^ Slav, mezdyu^ ' between.* Mas-
hare to dui Mr^ * between the two houses;' maskare to dui drom, and
maskare dui dromende^ * between two roads;' maakare dui manushende,
' between two men ;^ masJcardl, ' from between,' Lat. ex medio, de medio,

Mod. Gr. dnd T^v fLiicrrjv.

Bird—chiriJclo ; Bor., chiriclo,—The Sr. chiri, * a parrot,' is the only

word to which can be referred this Gypsy term. Probably the term

had also the more general signification in the Sanskrit, for we h^e
in the present spoken 'language of the Hindus chiriya, for * birds' in

general. The signification of this word among the Gypsies is ex-

tremely vague; it is applied to all the feathered tribe. I have heard

it used of quails, partridges, pigeons, etc. Never have I been able to

ascertain any term for particular species of birds or fishes. The Gyp-
sies call them by their Greek or Turkish names.

Birth—hen.—See to beoet.

Bitch—chukli.—This is the fem. of chukel, ' dog,' by the addition of

2*, the usual affix of Gypsy feminine nouns. The e of the final syllable

is always rejected : chukel, chuk(e)li, Amari chtikli, ' our bitch
;'

.kaidr kinghidn ti chuklid / ' whence didst thou buy thy bitch ?'

To BITE—dantdva, dantildva,—Both these verbs are in use ; they have
been formed directly from the Sr. noun danta, * tooth ' {see tooth).

The second, dantildva, is a compound verb, formed of danta and the

verb lava, * I take,' both of which are separately explained in the

present vocabulary. Unlike its mother tongue, the Gypsy language

is not generally fond of compound words. Ta o chukU danyhidnles,
* and the dog bit him.'

Bitter—kerko.-—This is the Slav, gorkie, * bitter,' in general use among
the Bulgarians, from whom the Gypsies have received it. It is a com-

mon term among all the nations that speak the various dialects of the

Slavonic.

Black—kalo (fem. kali)f' Br., caU ; Bor., calo, calhrdo, caloro.—
These terms are derived from the Sr. kdla, * black, of a dark color.'

The second of Borrow is a Spanish form. Compare the Slav, kalenie,

* color, dye,' The reader will observe that the Turkish Gypsies have

preserved many words of their mother tongue pure from all foreign

iiitermixture. Isi kali, ' she is black ;' kale romd, ' black men :' kalo

is used for * a negro ;' kali, for * a negro woman :' kalo manro, * black

bread.'

Blacksmith—master; Br., masteros.—Master is a word very generally

used by all classes of people in Constantinople, from the vulgar Italian

maestro, to designate * a chief workman,' or artist of any profession :

Turk, and Persian tistad. Many Gypsies, in place of this term, use

their own shastireskoro, 'iron-worker' (see iron).

Blind—koro.^—Compare the Sr. giri, * a certain disease of the eyes
;'

girikdna, ' one blind from the disease giri.'' This word is used at

times by the Gypsies as an imprecation : o devel te kord kerelman,

' may God reduce thee to blindness P

* ''Gall, 'noiret beau.'" Vaillant, p. 179. f Armenian ^o^r, 'blind.'

—

Te.
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Blind man—tam-manush.—1 give here this second word for * blind,' as

it is applicable only to the human race, whilst the fornoer, koro, is

used, as in other languages, for inanimate objects. It is a compound
word, Tam is from the Sr. root tarn, 'to be senseless, to be dark.'

The derivatives of this root signify 'blindness, bodily or mental,

gloom, perplexity,' etc.

Blood—rati;* Bor., rati, arati.—From the Sr. root myy, Uo color, to

dye' (Pers. rmA:), comes the participle raJcta^ 'colored, dyed, red,^

neut. raktam^ ' blood.' In the above Gypsy terms, the k of the Sr. is

changed to ^, for the sake of euphony ; like the Italian pj'attico from
the Latin practicus. Dukhdva but e rdtt, 'he likes much to bleed'

(lit. *he likes blood').

To Boil—tavidva, tapidva.—By the transmutation of the labial p into

its cognate v, this Gypsy verb is easily referred to the Sr. root tap, ' to

lieat, to burn,' and, in the Gypsy language, ' to boil,' as an effect of
fire.

Bone—kokkalo.—This term is common to all the Gypsies. I have never
been able to ascertain any other denomination for bone, even among-
the Moslem Gypsies. It is the common Greek xo-nKaXov, derived from
stdxxog, 'the kernel of fruit:' aoyexahdrM is 'to become hard,' and is

a very common term among the Greeks now.f
Bosom—koliu,—I leave to others to determine whether this word can

be referred to Sr. kola, signifying, among other things, ' the bosora,

the lap, embrace.' The names of parts of the body in the Gypsy lan-

guage are often extremely difficult and dubious.

Bowel—buko ; Bor., porias,—Buko may be referred to the Sr. bukka
and bukka, both meaning ' the heart,' in the same way as the Greeks
called aTtldyx^ov every internal organ of the bpdy, and often, to this

day, the common people call the stomach and the bowels xugdla.

Borrow has the Sr. purttat, ' an entrail, a gut,' which seems in fact

to furnish the proper etymology of the word used by the Gypsies of
Spain.

BoY-CHiLD

—

ckavd ;l Br., schago; Bor., chavo, pi. chai.—
Girl—chdi ; Br., schay ; Bor., chavory.—The Sanskrit has more than

one term to which the above words can be referred : tuch, tiij, and
toka, ' progeny, children,' fdva or fdvaka, ' the new born of any ani-

mal.' The Gypsy word I have always heard pronounced chavo. Some
of the Moslem Gypsies reject the v, and pronounce chad. Mo chavo,
' my child ;' dui chaven terdva, ' I have two children ;' rovela ani
khurdd chavo, 'he cries like a little child;' o rashdi marela e gorke
chaven, e lache chaven na marelalen, ' the teacher beats the bad chil-

dren, the good children he does not beat ;' te chavenghe, ' to thy chil-

dren ;' astarghiom e chaves, ' I caught the child ;' e chaveskoro ndv so

isi? 'what is the child's name?' td e chaven, 'and the boys' (ace.

case) ; terela chaven ? ' has he (or she) children ?' mi chdi, ' my girl
;"

terela yek mif,rs, yek chdi, ' he has one boy (and) one girl.'

* A.rmenian ariune, ' blood.'

—

Tr.

f This term should always be written with double x—x6xxa7.o\\

X
" Tchai, * jeune homme.' " Vaillant, p. 4.^7.
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Brain—goti,—Used by the Gypsies for * brain ' and * mind/ Terdvales

me gotiate^ ' I keep it in my mind/ i. e. * I remember it.* It may be
referred to Sr. goda^ * the brain,' or to godhi, * the forehead.' From
this word is formed gotiaver^ * having a brain, intelligent.' * Brain ' for

' intelligence ' is very common also among the Greeks. '^Exei, fiveXby^

* he is wise,' lit, * he has brain.' Mi goti, * my mind ;' ate all6 amare
gotidte, * there came to our mind,' i. e. ^we were reminded ;' te n'avesa

me gotidlBj * should I not bring to my mind.'

Bbave—murs,—This terra is often used as equivalent to the common
Greek n&lli]^ and TtfxXXr^xdgiop^ * a brave, one endowed with courage ;'

Turk. gii/it, Pers. pehlivan. The Gypsy term probably originates

from the Sr. mW, *to die,' and its participle mrita^ * dead, mortal,' Gr.

^gotbg, x^vrjxbg, of which we shall speak in elucidating the verb merdva^
* to die,' so common in all the Indo-European langu^^es. Compare
Slav, muzz, * a man, a male.' The Gypsies frequently use the term

for the male sex, whenever they intend to indicate manliness and cour-

age in the person spoken of. It properly signifies a person of cour-

age, but who makes no osten^tious parade of it. It is used also for

' boy :' terdva dui ckaven, yek chdi, yek rniirs^ ' I have two children, a

girl (and) a boy.'

Bread—manro, mando^ marno, marly; Br., maru ; Bor., marno^jumeri^

iafo.—Cognate with the Sr. mardra, ' granary or storehouse,' where

all kinds of produce, and whatever is used for food in general, are

kept. Borrow's tato is evidently the Sr. tapta, participle of tap, * to

heat, to burn,' and consequently signifies that which is heated or

cooked, as the Lat. panis biscoctus, Fr. biscuit^ Gr. &§tog dlnvgog, i. e.

* bread subjected to two fires.' Manro khandi khdva, * a little bread

I eat ;' kalo manrd^ * black bread ;' manreskoro, ' a baker,' or * one who
sells bread.'

To BREAK

—

pangdva,—Sr. bhanj, ' to break.' Panghidla^ * it broke,' aor.

of the mid. voice
;
panghiovdva^ ' I have been broken.'

Breast—chucM^ chucM ; Bor., chuclia,—From the 8r, chuchi^ 'breast,'

(Gr. fivtaidg) ; chuchuka, * a nipple.' Cktichi ddvaks, * I give it the

breast ;' piela chuchiy * it drinks the breast ;' nd Ula chuchi, * it does

not take the breast ;' chuchia dukina, ' the breasts pain.'

Bridoe—purL—From the Sr. root par or pri, * to pass over, to go to

the other side.' The Greek, from negm^ mgdta, has nsqdtrjg^ ' one who
passes to the other side,' and niga^ * on the other side.' Compare

Zend peretus, 'bridge.'

To BRING

—

andva,—Perhaps from the Sr. root ni, ' to lead,' with the

prefix d, ' hither, to.' It is extremely common among the Gypsies.

Its aorist is anghidm>, * I brought ;' fut. kandv, ' I shall bring.' Kaidr

anghidn te romnid ? ' whence didst thou bring thy wife V so anghidn ?

* what didst thou bring f

gj^Qj^u

—

bugU,—^This ac^ective, of which the derivation is unknown to

me, means ' broad, wide, expanded :' fem. bugli. BugU drdm, * wide

road.' It serves to form the verb bugliovdva, ' to expand, to stretch,

to put out clothes to dry,' probably from the custom of stretching

clothes on the ground to dry them. Bugliarghidm e yismata, * I have

spread the linen (to dry).' BugUovdva means also * to widen, to scat-

ter;' Gr. (rHoqnllm,
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Brother—j^ral, plal ;^ 'Bor., plan^ piano.—
Sister—pen; Bor., plani.—Except for the first of these forms, one

would hardly believe them to be the Sr. bhrdtri, the correlative of so

many Asiatic and European synonymes : in the Zend hratar; Pers.

herader; Lat, frater; Gr. ^^(irw^; Goth, brothar; Germ, bruder; Er\g,

brother; Slav, brash ; Russ. brat; Bulg. vrat. The Turkish Gypsies

have fortunately preserved the word nearly like its archetype, to which
we can thus refer the three forms of Borrow, which are undoubtedly
from bhrdtri^ metamorphosed according to the natural interchanges

of letters. Plal approaches the Lithuanian broils^ * brother' (Bopp).
Pen and plani are from the same Sr. original. The Hindus use

another word, ^vasri, Sister,' Lat. soror. Amare penid^ * our sister'

(ace. case); te praleskoro ndv? *thy brother's name?' keti pralen
teresa? * how many brothers hast thou ?' me praleskoro kereste^ Mn
my brother's house.'

Buck—buzos.—Related to the Sr. pa^u^ ' an animal in general, a heast,

a goat.' A diminutive form of this term is buznd, buzni, * a she-goat.'

Chungali buzn% 'a good-for-nothing she-goat ;' buznoro, ^ kid ;^ ker-

ghids dill buznore, * she had (lit. 'begat') two kids.'

Bulgarian—das.—Tliis appellation is given by the Gypsies to the nu-
merous Bulgarians living among them, or coming from Bulgaria in

the summer season to till the lands of the Greek and Turkish land-

holders. The Bulgarians are found in vast numbers on the lands of

Roumelia. They are called Bovlycxgoi by the Greeks, Biilghdr by the

Turks, and Bulgar by themselves. To them this appellation das is

utterly unknown. It is, however, extremely interesting, as being, per-

haps, a reminiscence of the words Dacia, Dacian. Bashdi, pi. of dds ;

dasni, *a Bulgarian woman;' dasord (pi. dasore), *a young Bulgarian ;'

dasniori, * a young Bulgarian girl ;' c/as/^awd, adj., * Bulgarian;' dasi-

kani chip, ' the Bulgarian language ;' dasikanes, * in a Bulgarian
manner '

—

Bovlyvcgtcnl.

To BURN—to^mm, tapiovdva.—lw speaking of bath, I have referred to

the Sr. verb tap, ' to burn, to be hot.' It is only here and in tavidva,

*I boil,' that we meet it as a verb, used as tap is in Sanskrit.

Business—joz^^i, buii.—This term, in frequent use among all the Gyp-
sies, I have rendered by the term * business' in English, in preference
to any other. It is the Greek dovlela, <• service, work, business ;' the
use of which may be illustrated by a few colloquial expressions : thus
we frequently say, e^w dovleiai^ noUr\p^ ' I have a great deal of business

;'

Big Tivog dovUiav ejuail * in whose service art thou?' The Gypsy
word seems to be related to Sr. bhitti, primarily ' being, existence,'

but ordinarily meaning ' prosperity, success, power :' the Gypsies have
made it mean * work, labor,' as what is necessary to the enjoyment
and preservation of one's life, or the acquisition of wealth and pleas-

ure. Bhukti, * eating, possession, fruition,' from bhvj, ' to eat,' does
not appear to me to have any connection with this Gypsy term. Sik-
lilidn neve putid? * hast thou learnt (any) new business?' kapichavdv
tut ti polin (ndlip) yek putidti, 'I shall send thee to the city for (one)

* 'Prates, 'fr^res.'" Vaillant, p. 456.
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business ;' terdva hut putid^ ^I have much business.' Puti {^l.putid)

is also applied to the implements of work. Deman me putid, *give

me my implements.' Butidkoro^ ' a day-laborer.'*

To BUY

—

Mndva.—This verb I refer to the Sr. root kri (pres. krindmi),
* to buy, to barter, to exchange.' It is a striking example of the un-

questionable relation of the Gypsy and Sanskrit idioms.f The r has

been lost, as in many other like cases (see Section lY). With vi

prefixed, kri means * to sell :' so also among the Gypsies, biklndva or

hikndva means * to sell.' Kinghiom yek grdst^ * I bought a horee
;'

kdrin klnghidn te chukUs ? ' when didst thou buy thy dog ?' hds
Ufikoro^ meya kinghiomles, ' it was his, and I bought it.'

C.

Cabbage—ahah; Bor., chaja^ rests.—This may possibly be the Sr. cdkha,
* plant,' limited by the Gypsies to signify * cabbage,' in like manner
as by the modern Greeks the ancient term Idxocyov^ * vegetable.' This

conjecture is strengthened by the analogy of Sorrow's term resis,

which we shall have occasion to explain in speaking of vineyard :

applied in former times to savory substances in general, it has come
to be limited exclusively to the vine by the Gypsies of Turkey, and

to the cabbage by those of Spain.

CACARE— khidva^ khlidva.—The verb is pronounced in both these

ways. Fut. kamakhlidv, ' I shall void, cacabo ;' khlendo and khendo^

^ cacatus ;^ khlenghiom, *I have voided.' The origin of this term is

unknown to me.

Cane—ran,—Of uncertain etymology.

Carriage—vordon.—This term is intimately related to herd^ * a sailing

vessel,' which we shall note in defining ship, ^oth seem to belong

to the Sr. root hhri^ * to carry, to bearJ Vordon I have heard used

at times for *a pack-horse.'

To be cheated—khokhdvniovdva.—Compound verb, from khokhavno^
* a liar, one cheated,' and avdva, Te dikel sarre o manush ndna kho-

khdvniovel, *were he to see all (i. e. * every thing'), a man would not

be cheated.' For a clear understanding of these compound verbs, the

reader must examine the explanation of the component parts of the

verb, in their respective places. Khokhdvniovelman, ' he cheated me.'

Cheese—kerdl.—The Sr. kshira is defined * water, milk,' and from it is

derived this Gypsy term. The compound consonant ksh^ as we shall

have occasion to show in the next Section, is constantly changed to

the simple k, Kotor kerdl, ' a little cheese ;' ke o yaver kerdsales kerdl,

* and the remainder (i. e. * milk') we make cheese.'

To CHEW

—

chamkerdjua.—This is a compound verb, composed of charti

—Sr. cham, * to eat, to drink, to take any thing into the mouth as

food'—and the Gypsy verb kerdva, * I make, I do,' from the Sr. kri,

* to make,' which we shall explain in speaking of the verb to make.

Chicken—chavrL—This is the usual Turkish yavru or yavri, ' the young

of any animal ;' Gr. veouobg.

* Pott proposes vritti as a probable origin of this term.

f The Armenian Icunel, by change of r to n, may be from this root.

—

Tr.
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Child—raklo ; fem. rakl% *a female child, a daughter.'—This term,

though frequently confounded with chavo, *a boy, a child,' means prop-

erly * the little one,' to luncgov of the Greeks. Terela pavje rakUn^ 'she

has five children ;' yavre raklenja^ * with other children.' It is used

often for *the child at the the breast, the babe;' Gr. fnxtqbv,

Christmas—khristune,—Although I have made particular inquiries after

terms of a religious character in the native Gypsy language, I must
confess that very few are to be found. I have noted in other parts of

the Vocabulary such as are of pure Sr. origin. The rest are from

the Greek. Christmas, in modern Greek, is called rd x^iax6vyevva

(^X(jiaxo\) yhvridig)^ i. e. * Christ's birth,' from which has been formed

this Gypsy w^ord, with the accent on the final syllable.

Church—karghiri ; Bor., cangri.—These two words are of European
origin, from the Gr. ixytlrjala, and xvgtajtdg olxog ; Germ, kirche, Eng.
kirk and church, are from the latter. The Latin nations have prefer-

red hxxli]aln'^ It. chiesa, Fr. eglise.^

Clean—shucho, shuzo.—The Sr. adjective fuchi, from the root fuch,
* to be pure or clean,' means ' white^ pure,' etc. All the numerous de-

rivatives from this verb have the same idea of cleanliness, physical or

mental. By some Gypsies the word is pronounced shuzo ; shucho,

however, is the more common pronunciation. Shuchipe, ' cleanliness,'

is formed by the addition of the usual particle pe, Shuchi romni, 'a

clean woman ;' shucho chavo, * a clean child.'

To CLEANSE

—

koshdva, goshdva.—The signification of this term is ' to

make clean, either by rubbing, washing, or sponging.' The Greeks
now use the word (ttto/^/^w, 'I clean,' from andyyog, * a sponge.' Its

etymology is obscure. Aor. koshliom, ' I made clean, I cleansed.'

Clothing—pdta ; Bor., plata,—This term I derive from the Sr. pata,

pati, patta, etc., all meaning * cloth, colored cloth, a garment.' The
Gypsies of Spain, for euphony's sake, have inserted an I in the first

syllable. The word, pronounced patane by some Gypsies, is by them
applied to the bands and various pieces of cloth with which babes are

swathed.

Coal—angdr; Br., anga ; Bor., langar.—This is the unchanged Sr. an-

gdra, * coal.' Borrow adds an initial I by mistake ; or, more proba-

bly, it is a fragment of the article el, which the Spanish Gypsies have
universally adopted. The Gypsy language suffers what many others

do, sometimes cutting off from, and sometimes adding to, the most
common words : as Nd^og (the name of the island), pronounced now
"A^ia

;
elg t-^v ndliv ('to the city'), Turk. Stamboul; European Salon-

ica for Thessalonica; Eng. dropsy for hydropsy (vdQot)ipy Angareskoro,
* a collier, one who sells coals.'

Cock— hasno, hashno ; Bor., hasno,— This word, though apparently
more changed than many others, I am inclined to refer to the Sr.

pakshin, *fowl, bird,' from paksha, *wing, feather.' The interchange
of the consonants is natural. hashno kaleskoro isi? *the cock, whose
is it ?' e basneskoro, * of the cock ;' e hasnengoro, * of the cocks.'

* The Armenian word for church is yegeghetzi, which is ixxT^rjaia, transformed
to accord with Armenian rules of euphony, and shows us how strangely a word can
be modified in passing from one tongue to another.—Ta.
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Cold—shil^ shilalo ; Bor., jil^ jir^ gris.—These terms are derived from
the common Sr. gita^ * cold, frozen.' Borrow's form gris is, I think,

a mistake ; for it seems connected with the Sr. grUhma^ which signi-

fies * heat, the hot season of the year.' In comparing words of the

Gypsy language with the corresponding Sr. adjectives in fa, we see

that they often change this final syllable to I ; thus gatam^ ' hundred,'

becomes shel and shevel ; sita, * grain,' becomes y//; and this word
pita, shil. Shilalo^ * frigid ;' shU but, * very cold ;' skilatd palvdly

' cold wind.'

To feel COLD

—

shildliovava.—Verb compounded of shilalo ,
* cold,' and

avciva^ * to come, to be ' (Section V).

Colt—kurl, furi ; Br., kuree ; Bor., saullo.—May not the first words

be related to the Sr. kurdha, * a light bay horse with black legs ?'

Comb—kangli,—There are two Sr. words to which this term can be

referred ; kartkata, * a comb, an instrument for cleaning the hair,' and

kankdla, * a skeleton.' I am inclined to give the preference to the

latter, as more natural, and more congenial to the commutation of

consonants observed in the formation of the Gypsy language.

To COMB

—

ghantdvaJ^—This verb seems to have no relation to kangli,

* a comb,' but may be connected with Sr. kanta, kantaka, ' a thorn,

goad,' etc. Ghantdva mo sherd, * I comb my head ;' ghantdvaman,
' I comb myself;' Gr. TtxBvl'Qo^ai.

To COME

—

avdva.—Aor. avghiom and alliom. Jch alliom te dikdv tut,

* yesterday I came to see thee ;' nashkidn f allidn, * they left and

came;' sdskealle? * why have they come?' allidm katdr ki len, *I

came from the river ;' kdna kamaves? * when wilt thou come?' hut

laches, avdva, *very well, I am coming;' favela to ddt, te penes mdn-

ghe, * should thy father come, let me know it' (i.e. *thou shouldst

tell it to me ').

To CONCEAL

—

gardva.—It is diflBcultto refer this verb to any known Sr.

root, without violating the common rules of Gypsy derivation. Garda-

vaman, *I hide myself,' xQiumofAai i gardvtut, * hide thyself ;' garati-

cano manush, *a hidden man' (i. e. *a mysterious person'), ^vamtbg.

To COOK

—

pekdva.—Sr. pach, * to mature by cooking or ripening, to

boil, to dress.' Pers. pnkhten, * to cook ;' pukhie, ' cooked, matured ;'

Slav. peM, ' I cook,' which has changed the Sr. palatal ch into the

guttural k, like the Gypsy. This verb is extremely common, and well

known to all the Gypsies. Pekilo, * baked, cooked' (3d pers. aor.

pass.)
;
peko, * cooked ;' Sr. pakva, ' cooked, matured.'

Cooh—sudro.—Evidently the Pers. serd, ' cold, frigid.' It is often ap-

plied to water, to express its freshness. Sudro pani, ' cool water ;'

sudrd tut, *cold milk.' It is often confounded with shilalo, 'cold.'

To COVER

—

uchardva.—The close coincidence of form between this

word and the Sr. uchchardmi, ' I arise, go up,' leads me to conjecture

their relationship, notwithstanding the difference of meaning. Mid.

voice: uchardvaman, * I cover myself;' uchardvaman e paplomatenja

(Gr. nanlihfjiaTa), * I cover myself with quilts :' part, uchardd, * cov-

ered ;' hiuchardo, * uncovered,' pronounced often huchardo ; as bu-

* Pronounced yantdva, with a Gr. y [yavrd^a).
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chardo isi o amdksi (Gr. (i//<i|*), * the carriage was uncovered.* Uchar-
ghiom (aor.), * I have covered.'

Cough—han ; Bor., pichiscas.—
To COUGH

—

hasdva,—From the Sr. root M*, *to cough.' The change of
the guttural k into the aspirate h is observable in other Gypsy words,
as we shall have occasion frequently to notice in the course of this

memoir. Many Gypsies pronounce the noun as though it were writ-

ten with a Greek x- Their pronunciation of the aspirate h is so feeble

at times as to be scarcely heard. Borrow derives his term from Sr.

vikshava^ *• cough.' But hasdva^ * I cough much.'
To COUNT

—

ghendva; Bor., ginar^ jinar,—The Sr. verb gan means *to

count, to reckon up by number, to calculate.' Though applied to cal-

culations of a higher order by the Hindus, it is now by the Gypsies
confined solely to counting. Many of them can count no higher than
ten in their vernacular tongue. The word is frequently used in the
sense of considering or reflecting. Palalutne (^f^^X ' consider the
consequences' (lit. *the afterward things'). So also the Greeks:

Cow—see ox.

Crepitus ventris—khdn,—Of doubtful etymology.
CRoss—^arsM/, trushul ; Bor., trijul.—All the religious terms of the

Gypsies are of peculiar interest. Unfortunately for their history, they
have few such which are vernacular, and, like the Persians and Turks,
have borrowed nearly all from the people among whom they live,

and whose religion they have embraced. This, however, is a singu-
lar exception. It seems to be related to the Sr. trigiila^ ' a trident,

a three-pointed pike or spear, especially the weapon of Siva.' To
many Gypsies this word is entirely unknown, and in its place they
use the Greek aiavgog: kerdva mo stavros' *I make my cross, I cross
myself.'

To CRY OUT

—

hashdva.—This Gypsy verb may be referred to Sr. vd^, * to
sound, to cry as a bird, to call,' etc. These definitions go to prove
that the verb was applied by the Hindus to all those sounds of ani-
mals expressed by the Lat. 'ululare. So, too, with the Gypsies, who
use it in a very general sense, and apply it not only to quadrupeds,
but to birds also. hasno bctskela, * the cock crows ;' bashela o chukel,
' the dog barks.'

CuRSE—anTzar^.—This is an imprecation very much in use among the
Gypsies. I will endeavor to explain it by the usages of the natives,
both Greeks and Turks. Annan and arma signify in Sanskrit ' disease
of the eyes, and consequent blindness.' The Turks, among their
imprecations, frequently make use of the phrases hor ol, ' mayest thou
become blind;' klor olmn, *may he become blind.' The Greeks very
often exclaim to one another t<)q)lu^ * blindness;' vdc Tv(plix)0^f^g^ 'mayest
thou become blind.' In a similar manner, as I conceive, this Sr. word
in the mouth of the Gypsies became a word of imprecation, having
the same signification with the Greek and Turkish terms. They know
nothing of the primary Sr. signification of arman, and, when asked
the meaning of the term, they answer " it is a ^laucpri^ila^ * a curse,'

'^

The phrase Ma deman armdn^ ' do not give me a curse,' is extremely
VOL. vn. 23
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common among them all, and they use it as we use the phrase " do
not revile me.'* Armdn ddva is * to curse.' But it is rarely used in

any other form than the one given above, precisely as the Greeks
never use the term xiJqp^a save as an imprecation.

To CUT

—

chindva; Bor., chinelar^ achinelar.—The Gypsies use this word
indifferently, either for cutting in the ordinary sense oi the word, or

for reaping. Borrow also defines the word ckinelar "to cut, to reap."

The Sr. chhid^ * to cut, to divide,' inserts an n before its final radical,

like all verbs of the same conjugation : chhinna^ from this root, is

* divided, cut.' The Gypsies have rejected the final radical conso-

nant, and in its place have preserved the characteristic n of the con-

jugation. Borrow's addition of an initial a to ckinelar is a pleonasm

frequently found in his vocabulary. Chindva, and, in the passive form,

chiniovdva, is used frequently in the sense of ' I am tired.' Among
the ancient Greeks, the word x6nT(a had this signification : 'innog tov

dva^dTTjif zomev (Xen.), and ^dnog, *pain, labor,' evidently prove it.

Compare Mod. Greek ixdnrjv, ex67it]X(x, ' I am tired ;' to dd6pti> fis xdniBi^^

* the tooth pains me.' The Turks use the passive, kesilmeky * to be cut'

(act. kesmek), for *to be tired or wearied.' So that the Gypsies have

imitated the usages of their neighbors. Chiniovdva kdna pirdva, 'I

get tired when I walk;' kdna shundvales moghi chindo, *when I hear

him my heart (is) afflicted' (lit. *cut'): chinghiom, aor.

To CUT with a knife, to whittle—choldva.—The Sr. root chhur we shall

have occasion to explain, in speaking of churi, * knife,' to which it has

doubtless given origin, as well as to this verb choldva. It is singular

that the liquid r should have been retained in the noun, and changed

to I in the verb.

Day—dives, ghives; Br., ghives; Bor., chihes.—Related to the Sr. div,*

denoting ' heaven, day.' From dives comes disilo, ' the day breaks.'

Khandi dives, * few days ;' diveseskorOy * wages for a day's work ;' saro

dives, * every day ;' keti dives ? * how many days ?' Ghives is more

general among the Moslem Gypsies.

Dea.f—kasukov ; Bor., cajuco.—^This is a common word, well known
and familiar to all the Gypsies. I am unable to give it any satisfac-

tory Sr. derivation, though it seems to be related to that idiom.

Death—mold, meripe; Bor., meripen.—This is evidently from the Sr.

root mrI, *to die,' which we find in nearly all the European lan-

guages,' living and dead. Mold is the Sr. mcira, * death, murder,'^ by

the change of r to L The ultimate pe, pen is the customary particle

forming abstract nouns, numerous examples of which are to be met

with in our Vocabulary. For farther elucidation of this term, see

to DIE.

Deep—khor,—This term derives itself from the Sr. root khur,\ * to cut,

to scratch, to dig.' Khor chin ti puv, * deep into the earth.'

To depart—nashdva; Bor., najabar, najar.—This verb I refer to the

root naf, * to disappear, to cease to be, to perish.' Nasghid f allid.

* Armenian <?tv.

—

Tr. t Armeman khor t
khorIn.—Tb.
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*they left and came;' Mna Jcanashh? *when wilt thou depart?' hut

nashela^ * it goes swiftly' (of a horse); nash amendar^ olendar, * de-

part from us,* from them :' part, nanto, * departed.'

Devil—benk; Br., bevJc; Bor., hengue^ hengui.—Bcngo isi, or bengosi,

* he is a devil ;' ja tuke benke, * go thou also to the devil,' an impre-

cation ; bengals manusk, * a devilish man,' i. e. * a cunning man.'

To DIE

—

mera.va.—We have in other parts of our Vocabulary terms
which are connected with this verb, as molo^ * dead, death,' meripe,
* death,' merdo^ *sick' (Bor.), murtardva, *I jnurder.' We have oc-

casion, in defining these terms, to speak of the Sr. root mri, ' to die,'

which is to be found in a great many languages, bearing intimate

relation to the Sanskrit. It was naturally to be expected that a word
which has retained its place in so many languages, having more or
less affinity to the Sanskrit, should also be preserved in the Gypsy.
In speaking of meripe, * death,' we have noticed some of the affinities

of this verb among the Indo-European languages. The reader may
be pleased to see the word running with slight variations through so

many languages. The Zend has mere] ' to die,' and the transitive

merec, Uo kill.' Pers. merden^ *to die,' merd^ 'a man,' corresponding
to the English use of the word mortal^ ' one liable to death, a man.'

With the Sr. part, mrita corresponds the Gr. Sgoidg, and with amrita^
^^^QOTog, 'immortal,' and dfj^^crtcc, *the food of immortals.' The
Albanians, from the Gr. ^QOTdg, have formed their verb 1^^«?, ' to die,'

while they have retained the original in a purer form in f^o'^^r^

* death.' The Lat. morior has no need of explanation. The Gr.
juaoatpu has even to this day the same signification among the modern
Greeks that it had among their fathers : it is applied to the death of
plants, and to the wasting of life by long disease, the (laqao^bg of
the ancient Greeks. The European languages, Latin and German,
have retained the word, particularly in its transitive form, to murder,
Slav^ umyrayu^ * I die,' and mori% * to kill.'* Muloiar, ' after

dying.'

To DIG

—

khatdva.—The Sr. verbal root khan is ' to dig, to delve.' Kha-
ndmi, ' I dig,' would be in the Gypsy language khandva, instead of
khatd.va. But the Gypsies, as we shall have hereafter occasion to

demonstrate, instead of borrowing directly from the original root,

have made use of participles as roots, and from thence have formed
many of their verbs. We have an example in duk, ' pain,' dukdva,
* to be in pain.' So here the part, khdta, ' dug, excavated,' has served
as the root of khatdva, * I dig.' Kon khatelalen / ' who digs (i. e*

* cultivates') them?'

Dirt—mel.—
Dirty—melalo,—Compare the Sr. noun mala, ' dirt, filth, sediment,' and

the same as an adjective, ' dirty, filthy.' The Sr. adjective malina
may have given origin to the Gypsy adj. melalo, by the mutation of
n to L It appears to me, however, to be a regular Gypsy forma-
tion from mel, * dirt,' by the addition of lo, which is a common adjec-

* The Arm. language has mer-nil, • to die ;' mertzoonel, ' to murder ;' maril, ' to
faint away;' moA, * death;* 'mahganatsou* ^moYial; ' anmahy 'immortal.'

—

Tr.
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tive termination among the Gypsies. As whiteness is a symbol of

purity, so is blackness associated with whatever is filthy and unclean.

This word, which has also the signification of * black* in Sr., is un-

doubtedly related, then, with the Gr. ^A«g, * black,' and fteXdviop^ 'ink/

To the same origin I refer another Gypsy word, mulano, * dark,' from

the Sr. adj. malina. Borrow has muiani, ' sad.' Te tiJcne isi melale^

* thy children are dirty.'

To become dirty—meldliovdva.—A compound verb, of the mid. voice,

compounded of melaid, 'dirty,' and avdva (see Section V). Melaliom,
' I have been dirtied.*

Door—dar, vuddr; Bor., hurda.—The derivation of both these terms

is very evident. The Sr. dvdra, ' door, gate, passage,' appears in both

ancient and modern languages: Zend dvara, Pers. dei% Gr. xf^iqu,

Goth, daur, Eng. doorj^ Puradvdra, composed of dvdra and pura^

*city,'isthe same as our nilrj, 'gate, city-gate.' I refer Borrow's

word to this compound, which in the mouth of the Gypsies has lost

its last syllable. If this etymology be correct, we may here find the

derivation of the Latin porta. This term is by some Gypsies pro-

nounced dal^ by the natural commutation of the liquids. Kon dila

ovutdr? 'who knocks at the door I' band o vutdr, ' shut the door ;'

dui dar terela, ' it has two doors.'

Down, below— tele, fele; Bor., ostelis, ostell— This word, common
also to the Slavonic {dolj/, ' down'), I refer to the Sr. tala, ' deep, a

low place, the foundation of any thing.' "With it is connected, prob-

ably, the Latin tellus, ' earth.' The tele of the Gypsies is the regular

locative case of tala—tale. The analogy is manifest. In Borrow

these forms seem to have an initial euphonic syllable, foreign to the

original word.

Dream—sunno.—Compare Sr. svapna, Gr. vnvog, Lat. sopnus, somnas,

' sleep ;' Lat. sopnium, somnium, Gr. Mnviov^ ' dream,' lit. ' in sleep

'

{Iv V7iv(ji) ; Slav, sortie, ' dream,' from son'\ ' sleep.' In the same man-

ner, by the rejection of the radical p, has been formed the Gypsy

sunno, which, like the Latin somnium from sopnium, was probably at

first siipno. Me sunneste, ' in my dream.'

To dress—uryavdva.—In order to make intelligible the meaning of this

verb, it is well to say that it is used precisely as the Greeks use their

aioliCoum, ' I adorn myself, I put on clean clothes, or fine clothes.'

It has also the signification of 'changing clothes,' and often simple

' dressing,' as to dress for a ball or party, etc. To me it seems related

to the Sr. adj, drya, 'of a good family, apposite, proper:' unless it

be rather connected with the root urnu, ' to cover, envelop, dress.'

Urydipe, 'raiment;' uryanghids tut, ' thou hast dressed thyself.' Some

Gypsies say urydva, 'I dress.'

To DRINK

—

pidva;\ Bor., piyar, tapillar.—Two Sr. roots exist, inti-

mately related to each other, to which these Gypsy terms can be re-

ferred; namely, pd and pi, 'to drink, to nourish.' Borrow has pita.

* Armenian toor.—Tr.

f ^'Napilel, 'k boire'" (probably tapiUl). VaUlant, p. 869. '* Tepau, piau,

piawe,pi:' Arndt, p. 891.
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* drink,' related to the Sr. pita^ Lat. potum^ Gr. noibv, Slav, piyu,

*I drink.' Pilids akhid mol, Hie drank that wine;' an te pids, * bring

(i. e. ^come'), let us drink;' khandi mol pidva, ^a little wine I drink.'

Drunk, Intoxicated—matto ; Bor., mato.—From the Sr. root mad^
' to be merry, intoxicated, excited, or mad,' part, matfa^ '• intoxicated.'

"We find this word in the Latin : Pliny calls the white vine (Brionia

alba) tnadon, and Plautus the intoxicated madnha; and althongh
these terms are derived by the lexicographers from madeo^ still I

think they should rather be referred to the Sr. mad. Gr. /uaila and
/MttT/;/, ' levity, folly,' properly originate from this Sr. root. Mattd,

coming evidently from the Sr. matta, should be written with tl.

Matto id, ' he is drunken,' pronounced in an abbreviated form
mat tosi.

To become drunk—mdttiovdva.—A compound verb, from mafto, * drunk-
en,' and avdva. The form is the usual mid. voice. MattiUom (aor.),

'I became intoxicated;' mattiovena, *they became intoxicated.'

Dry, Emaciated—shuko ; Bor., juco, fem. juqiii.—From the Sr. ver-

bal root ^ush, ' to dry,' is formed the adj. fushka, ^ dry, slim, emacia-

ted.' Compare Slav. swAii, Mry,' sushta, 'dryland,' in distinction

from the sea; Lat. siccus. Shuko manro, *dry bread,' denoting bread
without any other food ; shuko manro na khaliola, ^ bread alone can-

not be eaten ;' shuko manush, ' an emaciated man ;' shuki romni, * a
lean woman.'

To dry—s/iukiardva, shukiovdva.—Of these two terms, the former is

transitive, 'to dry, to expose any thing to the sun or fire to be dried ;'

the latter is a middle verb, 'to become dry' (Gr. axeyvot'o^ai)^ as with
other verbs of this formation (Section V). Shukiliom, ' I have be-

come dry ;' kashukiovel (fut.), ' he will be dried.'

Dung—goshno.—There seems to exist, in the first syllable of this term,
the Sr. r/o, 'a cow;' compare modern Greek ^owidi, <the dung of the
bovine species,' to which may be referred another Gypsy term, bunista,
' dung.' Goshne, ' dungs,' corresponds to xdngog, xdngoL, xoTzqavov,

KdTTQui'a, 'excrements.'*

Dog—chukel; Br., rikono; Bor., chuquel.—For the explanation of rikono,

see WHELP. The other two are perhaps from the Sr. jukuta and
jakuta,, 'dog.' Kon dinids amare chukles? 'who struck our dog?'

Dwarfish, Small—khurdo ; Bor., chirdo.—Both these terms are refer-

able to the Sr. krit, ' to cut off,' whence the Lat. curius,j[ It. corto,

Fr. court, Germ. kurz. Our avQxbg, which is of the same derivation
with the Lat. curtus, signifies generally ' humpbacked.' I think also

that our xovqei);, Kovqelof, xovglg are of the same origin. Khurdo is

applied to a child at the breast, to a young man, etc. Kamela te

pandrevel khurdo, 'he wished to be married young' {pandrev€l=
{)7iixrd(j66ofiai)

; khurdo chavo, 'a young child;' kkurde mackorenghe,
' to the small fish :' khurdo is properly * small in body or mind.'

* Pott, under groni, has " Poln. gnoi/f Walach. gunoin, * mist ;' grengro gurum-
niakro grojjo, * pferde-, kuhmist.'

"

f Armenian kodrods, by transposition of r and d.—Te.
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Ear—kann; Br., kana; Bor., cani.—The Sr. karna, *ear.'

Early—rdno.—This is a Slavonic term, rdnv (adv.), * early, very early.'

The Gr. ogf^gtog and og&Qog of the New Testament are always trans-

lated by this term. Mdno rdno is frequently to be heard in the

mouth of the Gypsies. The Greeks often say in a similar way, ttqmI:

7rQbifl\ * very early.' Turk, ckapuk chapuk, * quickly.' Kdde (^xdds) rdno,

* every morning.'

Earth—puv^ phuv, pfuv,^—This is the Sr. bh'it, *the earth.' Many Gyp-
sies pronounce it bhu, others /w. To the pronunciation of this word
are applicable the observations which I have already made in the

preceding Section (p. 162). Puveskero, *of the earth;' chin ti puv,
' to the ground.'

To EAT

—

khdva,—This is the common Sr. root khdd, *to eat.' Isi te khds

manro khandi ? * oan (lit. * is there ') I eat a little bread ?' dikdva ka

teres onghi te khas, * I see that thou hast appetite (lit. * heart') to eat
;'

shuko manro nd khaliola, * dry bread is not to be eaten :' khaliola is

the mid. form of khaliovdva. Khasdi, * food,' is applied to whatever

is eaten with bread ; Gr. oi^og, Turk, katek : arakela manro, khasoi te

kheaa, ' there is found bread (and) food for thee to eat ;' ta na khdvas,

* and should I not eat ;' khandi khdsales, * a little we eat (of) it ;' te

khen e chave gudlo tut, * that the children may drink (lit. ' eat') sweet

milk.'

Egg—vanrd; Bor., anro.—The Sr. neuter noun aw^a means * an egg,

also 'a testicle.' It has both these significations among the Gypsies.

In this they have followed not only the usage of their mother tongue,

but that of the Turks and Greeks : cf. Turk, yumurta, ' an Qgg, a tes-

ticle ;' Gr. ^vybv (anc. ^ov), ' an Qgg, a testicle.' The Gypsies of Tur-

key have added an initial v to their noun. This word I have some-

times heard pronounced vanto. The pronunciation of the dental con-

sonant in it resembles that of do and ro in mindo, minro, ' mine,' of

which we have already spoken in the former Section (p. 162).

Emaciated—See dry.

Empty—chucho.—Referable to the Sr. adj. tuchha, *void, empty.' It is

often used by the Gypsies for 'a dull man, an empty mind :' compare

Turk, boshy 'empty.' The Greeks also, borrowing this Turkish term,

say cit^&Qbmog ^nodtxog, * a good-for-nothing man.'

Excommunication—kalipe.—This abstract noun is formed from kalo,

' black,' by the addition of the usual particle pe, I have noted the

word merely to show its peculiar use among the Gypsies, and because

of its interest as a religious term. Excommunication is frequently

resorted to in order to induce thieves to give up stolen property

;

although but rarely in the case of Gypsy delinquents, on account of

their irreligion.

Extinguisher—vreA/wZa.—This is a Greek term, ^gs/Tovla, By the

Gypsy blacksmiths it is applied to small pieces of old straw carpet,

* '^Bhu.ebhu, Herre.'" Vaillant, p. 33 ; ''pour do,, p. 395; "obhu, 'laterre.'

do., p. 457. " Pu, bu, pube, epebu" Arndt, p. 357.
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soaked in water, which is then sprinkled over the charcoal fire, in

order to extinguish it. This term is nowhere to be found in the dic-

tionaries of our language, to my knowledge, although it is of a regular

formation. It is in use among some of the Greek blacksmiths, but is

principally to be heard among the Gypsies.

Eye—yak ;'^ Br., yaka; Bor., aquia.—The final a of Mr. Brown's form
is the characteristic vowel of the plural. Yak is evidently from the
Sr. akshi, aksha, 'eye,' which is cognate with the words used to denote
* eye' in many of the Indo-European languages. The Latin oculus
implies an ancient form ocus, of which it is a diminutive. The Sla-

vonic has preserved this unchanged, in oko, ^eye;' Germ, auge; Eng.
eye. The initial y of this term is a euphonic prefix : so, in Greek,
we say often yema for «!;««, * blood.' Mono yak, 'my eye ;' perdile
me yaka, *my eyes were full (of tears) ;' dikela man to yaka, 'he looked
me in the eyes ;' banddva me yakd, ' I close my eyes.'f

Eye-brow—j»ov.—This may be referred to the Sr. bkrii, ' an eye-brow,'
which appears in so many cognate languages, more or less altered

:

Zend brvat; Pers. ibru; Slav, brov; Gr. (^gp^g ; Eng. brow, etc. The
rejection of the liquid r, when united to other consonants, is extremely
common with the Gypsies (see Se(^tion IV). Makavde povd, 'painted
eye-brows.'

F.

To FALL-—perdva.—This is the Sr. pat, ' to move downwards, to fall, to
descend.' Aor. peliom, 'I have fallen.' It is a very common word
among all the Gypsies. yek pelotar, ' the one after falling ;' per te

devleste, 'fall on thy back' (lit. 'on thy God'); pilo andjoe/d, * fallen;'

jr«7o isom, 'I am fallen,' 'I fell' The change of f to r we have
noticed above.

Fat—parmrdo,—From the Sr. root vardh, 'to increase,' with the prefix
pra or pari ; pravriddha, ' increased.' Parvardo mas, ' fat meat.'

Father—ddt ;% Br., dat ; Bor., bato, batu.--^I)at corresponds to the Sr.
tdta, tata, ' father,'§ while bato, batu probably come from the Sr. pita,
'father,' which has correlatives in nearly all the ancient and modern
European languages, modified according to the spirit of each language :

Pers. beder, Gr. Txutri^, Lat. pater. Germ, vater, Eng, father. Ate isi to

ddt? ' is thy father here?' Idkoro dat, <her father;' mrd ddt, to ddt,
'my father, thy father.'

Father-in-law—s^a.s/rd, sastro.—
Mother-in-law—shasui, sashui,—^Both these terms may be easily con-

nected with the well known Sr. words fvafura, 'father-in-law,' and
fvapru, ' mother-in-law,' which have passed into the Latin socerus and
Greek kxvgdg

: compare Germ, sckwdher and schwiegervater,

* "lak, 'oe'iVf Vaillant, p. 859. '' Jakch, * auge: " ArncU, p. 374.

f Tlje Armenian achk is from the same root, accommodated to the fiivorite sounds
of the language, which indulges freely in transposition of letters and interchange of
similar sounds.

—

Tr.

t " Tat, ' pere.'" Vaillant, p. 481.

§ It is found in many languages, as Eng. daddy, Welsh tad, Irish taid, Russian
tatra, etc.

—

Tr.
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Fear—dar; Bor., dar^ dal.—
To FEAR, to be AFRAID

—

davdva; Bor., darabar, daranar.—These de-
finitions are all referable to the Sr. verbal root dri, dar, * to respect,

venerate, dread,' whence comes dara, * fear, terror/

Fever—tresca.—This is a Bulgarian word for 'fever,' particularly the
intermittent autumnal fever, so prevalent in the great valley of the
Danube. It is related to the Slavonic tryasu, 'I shake, I move.'
Both Greeks and Bulgarians, in speaking of intermittent fevers, give
them this denomination. Gr. S-igfii] and x^sQinaala. The Gypsies have
followed the usage of their neighbors, and apply this word solely to

intermittent fevers. Borrow's term for * fever ' we have already ex-

plained (see Bath).
Fig—kheli.—
Fig-tree—khelin.—Of doubtful etymology. Terela te klielia, * it has

also figs.'

File—verni.—Of origin unknown to me : pi. vernia, Ketenghe kinghidn
oka verni ? * for how much didst thou buy that file V jovenghe, * for

six' ('pieces of money' understood).*

To fill—perdva,—From the Sanskrit root par, pri, * to fill'

Finger—angust, angrust; Br., wass ; Bor., angusti,—See Ring.. Mr.
Brown's wass is a mistake for ' hand.'

To FINISH

—

resdva.—This is one of the many Gypsy words whose deri-

vation is to me doubtful. The proper meaning of the word, as used
by the Gypsies, is ' to finish business, work, a day's labor :' resavghi-

6m 7Yii puti, ' I have finished my business.' It is often used imper-
sonally : as resela, ' it is enough ;' resela man, tut, les, ' it is enough
for me, thee, him ;' na resela, 'it is not enough.' It is used also in

the sense of 'arriving, reaching:' nasti resavghiomles, 'I could not

reach him ;' avdives resavghiom, ' today I have arrived ;' kamaresel ?

' will he arrive?'

Fire—yak ;\ Br., yak; Bov,, yaque,—This word, at first, might seem
to be from the Turkish verb yakmak, ' to burn,' imp. yak, * burn
thou.' But it is my opinion that in the genuine Gypsy language

we have no Turkish words. I am not unaware of the general cor-

rupt use of Turkish words among the Gypsies, whether Christian or

Moslem, as well as among uneducated Greeks and Armenians. But
if the word be Turkish, how did the Gypsies of Spain get it un-

changed ? They have neither known the Turks, nor had their fathers,

in passing through Europe, the slightest intercourse with them.

I think, then, that this word yak is from the Sr. root yaksh, and its

derivative and synonym yaj, both meaning ' to sacrifice, to off*er in

worship.'^; Tebeskds bashe it yak, ' let us sit near the fire ;' murta-

rdva i yak, 'I quench (lit. *I murder') the fire;' murtdr i yak,
' quench the fire.'

First—avkos.—This word, which I translate ' first,' seems to be related

to atid, *here,' with the particle ka, expressing presence, time. It

* Pott "writes the word yerni, * lima, file.'

f "/a*7, *feu.'" Vaillant, p. 480. '' JagJak,Jaffo, ^^eherJ" Arndt, p. 357.

J See what has been already said respecting this word, in Section II (p. 156).
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may be translated ' this one,' and, in an emphatic tone, ^ the first.'

There is some analogy between this Gypsy term and the Slavonic,

which has made its number one ^edyn\ from the Sr. ddya^ ' first,

initial.' Avkos angle, ' the foremost.'

Fish—macho ; Br., matcho ; Bor., macho,—This is the Sr. matsya, * fish.'

Machoro, * a small fish ;' khurde machorenghe Ion chivela, * to the

small fish he throws salt ;' machhhoro, ^ a fisherman ;' londe mache^
* salted fish.'

Fist—domiik ; Br., domuh.—A term well known to all the Gypsies.

Flax—vus.—This probably originates from the same root as hus, ' straw.'

While the one name was applied to straw, the other was given to

flax. The Sr. has husha and busa, * chaff'.' It is well to remark that

flax is a very important branch of trade with many Gypsies, in the

neighborhood of populous cities.

Flea—pushum : pi. pushumd.—But puskumd terdvas akkid ratt, * many
fleas I had this night.'

Flour—varo ; Bor., roi.—This term may be referred to the root hhrij

* to nourish, to cherish, to maintain ;' hhara, * one who cherishes, up-

holds, supports,' etc. Soshe nd terdsas varo, * because we had not

flour ;' deman Jchandi varo, ' give me a little flour.'

Fly—makid ; Bor., macha.—These terms are referable to the Sr. maJc-

shikd, ^ a fly.' Bopp derives from this term the Latin musca, and the

Old German mucca, * a gnat, a mosquito.'

Fool—denilo ; Bor., dinelo, ninelo.—The Sr. adjective dina is defined

^poor, distressed, frightened.' By the addition of lo the Gypsies

have formed this word, applied now to those who are either extrava-*

gant in their speech and actions, or suff'ering under alienation of mind.

Here in Turkey, it is translated constantly by the Turkish deli, ' a

fool,' Gr. XmUg, 'fool, lunatic' The second word of Borrow has

merely changed the initial d into n. Borrow, in the etymology of

the word dinelo, gives the Pers. diwanah (divane), a word common
also among the Turks. This has no connection with the above men-
tioned word, being from div, Sr. deva, * a god,' by the addition of

the usual Pers. suffix dne, meaning * one in the power of a god or

demon;' the da^iudvwg of the Greek, the daifiovtufjihog ('enraged') of
the present Greeks. Pilids akhid mol ta denild, * he drank that wine
and (became) a fool,' i. e. ' was intoxicated.' From denild is formed
deniliovdva, ' I become a fool :' meya piliom ta denilidm, * I also drank
and became a fool.'

Foot—piro, pindo, pinrd, pimo ;^ Br., peera; Bor., pinro, pindro.—
The Sr. usually employs the words pdd and pdda, from the root pad,
* to go, to move,' whence our no<)g, nodbg, Lat. pedis.j- The above
Gypsy words have no relation to this Sr. root, but appear to come
from the verb par, ' to pass, to traverse.' Of the four forms w^hich I

have given, the first appears to me to be most in use among all the
Gypsies. Mr. Brown's peera is probably a plural form. Pind6 is

often pronounced pinro, like mindo, minro, 'mine' (see p. 162).

* " Geroi, pir, ' fuss.'" Arndt, p. 382.

f Armenian vod.—Te.

VOL. VII. 24
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Java ti Silivri grastesa, td no, pmdeniza, * I g<^ ^^ Silivria witb a
horse (i.e. 'on horseback') and not with the ieet' (i. e, 'on foot');

me pire dukenaman^ ' my feet pain me :' piripe^ ' g^it/ applied par-

ticularly to the horse: pirindos, 'going on foot;' pirindos kajes?

Jcamajdv grastSsa, 'art thou going on foot? I shall go with a horse'

(i. e. ' on horseback ').

Foreign—peryul,—This term seems to have originated from the Per-

sian pergkiul^ ' a stranger, a foreigner/ Peryulicano tan^ ' a foreign

country' (lit. 'place').

Forest—vesh.*—This is the Pers. bishe, ' a wood, a forest.' By some
Gypsies it is used for ' mountain,' probably on account of the moun-
tains of Roumelia being so thickly wooded.f

Forwards—angle ; Bor., anglal.—The Sr. adjective agra, ' chief, prin-

cipal, first,' corresponds with iHzgog, so often used by the Greek writers

:

agre is its locative case, frequently used as an adverb, signifying ' in

front, in the forepart.' By the usual change of r into I, and by the

interposition of a euphonic n, it has become angle. Adj. anglutno,

'the first, the one foremost.' Angle isds mindi, 'formerly it was

mine (mea) ;' p6 angle, ' still more forwards ;' anglal, ' from the front

'

(Borrow's form) : anglal to ker, ' from the front of the house,' or

' from the house in front ;' angldl mdnde, ' in front of me, before me ;'

anglal to pasha, ' before the pasha ;' Gr. ivrnimv tov naaaa. This

ablative form is now mostly used for angle. Angldl devleste, or angldl

to develj ' before God, in the presence of God.'

Friend—parnavo.l—This term is not very common among the Gypsies

here. It is related to the Sr. root pri, 'to please, to delight, to be

pleased or satisfied.' This root has given to the Gothic frijd, ' I love,'

and frijonds, ' loving ;' to the Slavonic priydteHe, ' loved, pleased
;'

to the Greek <3P*^c5, qp/^og. The participle prtna, 'pleased, satisfied,'

may have given origin to this Gypsy term,.by the addition of the final

syllable vo, common in forming Gypsy adjectives. Jdva ti polin (n6hv)

te dihdv me parnaves, ' I go to the city to see my friend ;' in mo par-

navdj ' he is my friend ;' po laches ta teresales parnavo, ' it is better

that thou shouldst have him a friend ' (i. e. ' friendly ') ; ta te penes

same parnavenghe V aven, 'tell all the friends to come.' From this is

formed the abstract parnavoipe, ' friendship :' ker mdnghe akd parna-

voipe, 'do me this friendship' (i. e. 'favor').

Frog—zdrnpa.—I do not know the derivation of this word, which,

however, appears to me to be of Slavonic origin.

From—katdr,—Ablative part. tar. From the rel. pronoun Mn. Katdr
ti hindovij ' from India ;' Jcatdr ti pdlin (n6hv) avdva, ' from the city

I come ;' katdr to sastS, 'from the right' (i. e. 'side') ; katdr ti drdk

kerena mol, ' from the grape they make wine.'

* «F"es^/for4t.'" VaiUant, p. 457.

+ Pott writes the word weesh^ vesz, vash, more in harmony with bishe. 1 have

heard the word pronounced vest^ though rarely.

I ''Tireiy pries^ang pani om, *je suis votre ami, votre frere.'" Vaillant, p. 391.

This is extremely corrupt. It should probably stand thus : tiro pries 'som, prat
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Full—perdo; Bor., perdo.—From the Sr. root pri, * to fill,' is formed
the participle purta^ ' full, filled, complete.' There is a striking resem-

blance between the. Spanish and Turkish Gypsy words, whenever they
can be traced to their proper Sr. root.

To become full—pertiovdva.—A compound verb, of the mid. voice,

composed of perdo, ' full,'- and avdva, ' I come.' PerdiU me yakd^
* my eyes have become full (of tears) ;' Greek ysfiil^ofxav, from y^/w«,

a fill.'

O.

Gait—piripe,—From piro, ' a foot,' by the addition of the particle pe.

It is applied to horses and donkeys, especially to the former, which
are valued according to the smoothness of their gait, so much es-

teemed by the Turks. Piripe is mostly applied to that pace of the
horse called amble ; Pers. rahvan, ' easily moving on a road.' Piripe
terela ? terela^ ^ has it a good gait ? it has ;' amare grasteskoro piripe

nandi lacho, ' our horse's gait is not good.'

Garlic—sir; Bor., sar,—This w^ord is probably of Persian origin, from
sir, * garlic, allium.' The present Hindustani word is seer, 'garlic,'

as given by Borrow in his vocabulary.

Girdle—kiustik.—This is a Persian word, Mustek, meaning generally
' the fetters put to the feet of horses', as in the stables of the East.

Kiusteh, as it signifies ' something that binds, a tie,' has been applied
by the Gypsies to the girdle, as a fastening.

Girl—See boy.

To GIVE

—

ddva ; Bor., dinar,—This is evidently from the Sr. c?d,* * to

give,' which is extremely common in all the Indo-European languages,
ancient and modern. This verb is irregular in its conjugation : imp.
de, ' give thou ;' deman, * give to me :' aor. diniom, ' I gave,' which
approaches more nearly to Borrow's form. Ddva has also another
signification, ' to beat, to strike, to knock,' extremely common among
all the Gypsies, taken probably from the colloquial usages of the
Greeks. Kon dela o vutdr ? '• who knocks at the door V instead of
marela, ^ strikes ;' diniomles ti pah, * I struck it on the wing ;' dinids
e eastern amare chuMes, *he struck with a stick (i.e. 'wood') our
dog ;' o manush dinidspes e yek haresa, ' the man was struck with a
stone ;' kon dinids te romnia ? ' who struck thy wife V Bind, part.,

'given, struck, flogged.'

To GO—jdva.—This verb I refer to the Sr. gd, ' to go, to move.' It is

universal among the Gypsies, and used as the Greeks use their idndyo),

and the Turks gitmek, Aorist, gkeliom, 'I went,' pronounced at

times gkerghiom: kdrin kajes, or kamajes? 'where wilt thou go?'
gheliom to gdv, ' I went to the village ;' ghelo avri, ' he went out ;'

jela po gorkes, ' he goes worse ;' jeP avela, ' he goes (and) comes,' Gr.
indyev E^xexav^ Turk, ghider ghelir, meaning to go continually to and
fro. At times jdva is used in a transitive sense : gkerghiom giv to

vasidv, ' I went (L e. ' I carried') wheat to the mill ;' ghelidn ti polin
{noUv) ? gheliom, ' didst thou go to the city ? I went;' jdva te dikdv,
' I go to see.'

* Armenian dal.—Te.
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To GO out

—

niglavdva.—A compound v€rb, formed of the Sr. root Jcram^
' to go, to walk, to step,' joined to nir^ ' out.' Aor. niglistiniom and
niglistiliom^ ' I went out.' The Sr. kram is a favorite word with the

Gypsies, and, joined to prepositions, it is frequently to be heard among
them. Niglistiniom avri, ' I went out,' Gr. ix^alvo) 'e^w ; Jcamanig-

lavdv, * I shall go out ;' imp. nigldv, ' go thou out.'

God—devel ;* Br., devel ; Bor., debel^ ostebel, umdehel.—These terms
have a striking similarity, and are derived from the Sr. deva, ' a god,'

Lat. deus, Gr. Ssog. In regard to the first syllables of Borrow's terms,

os-debel and um-dehel^ I think they are Spanish articles. He says that

the um of the third word is probably (the dm) the ineffable and mys-
terious name of the Hindu Godhead. Mr. Borrow remarks in his

glossary that the word was pronounced by a christian Gypsy o-dely

o dandy and o devel. The o in this case is the Greek article, which
the Moslem Gypsies generally reject. In this, the Gypsies have imi-

tated the Greeks, who never pronounce the name of God without the

article, 6 dsbg. This term, among the Gypsies, when used as an invo-

cation, admits the pronoun at the end of the word, contrary to the

general usages of their language : devldm, * my God ;' more usually

they say madel, mo devel. Duk e devles, * love God :' devles instead of

develes, a clipped form of the ace. of nouns in el. Achen devlesa,

' rest ye with God,' a common form of salutation
;
ja devlesa^ ' go thou

with God.' There is a peculiar use of this tenn which has always

appeared to me very curious : peliom opre me devleste, * I fell upon
my back' (lit. 'upon my God'); per te devleste, 4all on thy back;'

per devlikanes, *fall on thy back.' Devlikand, adj., * godly,' Lat. divi-

nus : devlikano manusk, ' a godly man ;' devlikani romni, * a godly
woman.'

Good—lacho ; Br., lachd ; Bor,, lacho, fendo.—The origin of this word
is quite unknown to me. It is extremely common among all the Gyp-
sies, and well known in Eoumelia and Wallachia. Lachd dives, *good

day, good liiorning ;' lachd manush, * a good man ;' lachi romniy * a

good woman ;' lache romnia, *good women ;' lachd mas, * good meat ;'

lachd grast, * good horse :' laches^ adv., ^ well ;' po laches, * better.' The
Moslem Gypsies make use of Turk, dahi, * more,' to form the com-
parative degree (Section Y) : dahi laches, * better.'

Gold—somnakdi, gdlpea; Bor., sonacai.— Gdlpea I cannot explain. The
Sr. kanaka, * gold,' to which Borrow refers, appears to me an improb-

able, not to say an impossible, derivation. The derivation of somna-

kdi may be sought in the Sr. word sdnasi, * gold.'

Gourd—dudum.\—This term is applied to all the species of this plant,

common in these countries, and very generally used by all classes of

people. The only Sr. word with which I am able to compare it is

dudruma, ' a green onion.' As to the rejection of the liquid r, we
have occasion to note numerous examples of it in the course of the

Vocabulary.

IGrain, wheat—giv, iv ; Bor., gi, guy,jil.—These terms, and our olxog,

* wheat, corn,' I refer to the Sr. sitd and sUya, both having the signifi-

^ " Odel, * le dieu.'" Vaillant, p. 46t *' Deweir Anjdt
, p. IT^.

J-
Armenian tutum, * squash, vegetable, marrow.'^-^Tr.
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cation of the above. Sit& also denotes * the furrow made by the plow,'

as well as * the goddess of fruits ;' sitya^ ' grain/ and, in general, ' every
kind of cereal product,' and ' rice.' The Gypsy forms are made by
cutting off the final syllable ta^ which the Greek has preserved. The
Slavonic, which has preserved many archetypal Sanskrit words in

their utmost purity, has zito and zeta^ signifying ' all kinds of cereal

products.' This term is very frequently pronounced iv,

Gbape—drak ; Bor., dracay^ traquias^ mollatL—These are evidently

derived from the Sr. drdkshd, ' grape.' The third word of Borrow I

refer to mol, ' wine.' Though this term, molat% is unknown to the
Gypsies near Constantinople, Vaillant has marked it as common among
those on the banks of the Danube, writing it moleti. The Sr. word
is madhutd, * sweetness,' not found, however, in the great dictionary
of Wilson. Drakd lacM isi, ' the grapes are good ;' kerela drak, * it

makes (i. e. ' produces') grape' (' grapes') ; i drak khenala, ' the grape
(grapes), they eat them ;' katdr ii drak kerena mol^ ' from the grapes
they make wine.'

Grass—char ; Bor., char,—
To GRAZE

—

chardva.—The Sr. verb char, * to go, to eat,' is applied also

to the grazing of cattle. The Gypsy word char is applied principally
to hay, and the verb itself to the feeding of animals, by hay or other
vegetable substances ; it corresponds to the Greek j^o^xd^ety, which at
first was applied to feeding animals with hay (^%og), and by degrees
came to mean also the taking of food by man ; hence our xaqTaLvm,
* I am satiated.' Borrow defines char as * grass, yerba,^

Great— bard.—^This adjective seems to be related to the Sr. bhara,
*much, excessive.' Mo Mr isi bard, * my house is great;' bard man-
ush, * a great man.'

Greek—balamd ; Bor., paillo,—^These two terms, which appear to be
related, I am totally unable to explain. It is extremely difficult to
give plausible explanations of all the terms which the Gypsies have
given to the neighboring nations. Here in Turkey, with the excep-
tion of a few names, which I have noted in the Vocabulary as peculiar
to them, they use the same terms as the Greeks and Turks. PL
SaZame, * Greeks;' SaZa^awd ^av, ' a Greek village ;' SaZawm, * a Greek
woman ;' pi. balamnia ; balamanes, adv. form, i. q. rgmxicnl : hala-
manesjanes? ' dost thou know Greek f

To (^mnB—pishdva,—From the Sr. verbal root pish, ' to grind, to pound,
to bruise, to powder,' Lat. pinsere. With the Gypsies this word is

used merely for grinding corn in mills, or between two large circular
stones. Giv gherghiom to vasidv, kamapishdvles, * wheat I have car-
ried to the mill; I shall grind it.'

Guard—arakdv ; Bor., aracate.—
To GUARD

—

arakdva; Bor., aracatear,—'Both these terms can with
perfect propriety be referred to the Sr. root raksh, *to guard, to pro-
tect.' The initial a, so constant in all these forms, may be explained
as an inorganic prefix. It may be, however, that the a is the rem-
nant of a preposition. The Gypsies have dropped the final sibilant
of the Sr. root, a proceeding upon which we shall have occasion to
remark in the next Section. This term has often the signification of
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* waiting.' Ta araJcavel Jchandi dives, * to wait a few days'

—

araJcavel

is here in the middle voice ; arakiovdva, arakavgkidm, * I have guard-

ed;' arakdv, *wait thou.'

Gypsy—rdm.—All the various denominations for this strange race com-
mon among foreigners are to the Gypsies themselves totally unknown.
It is still more to be wondered at that foreigners should never have

adopted the appellation by which they call themselves, and which is

common to them wherever they live, whether in Asia or Europe. Be-

fore I proceed to the explanation of this term, I will give the various

names by which they are known among foreigners in various parts of

the world.* The German zigeuner, Kussian zipari, zigani, Persian

and Turkish zengi and chingene, and dLxutyyavov of the Greeks,f seem

to come from one and the same original, which Borrow makes to be
" zincali, the black men of Zend or Ind :" a derivation of no value.

Another class of words seem to belong to the term diryTunxtog, * Egyp-

tian,' they having been formerly supposed to originate from Egypt.

This word has been corrupted by us into y^inmt^ y<)cpTcii, a term

which we now very frequently apply to dirty and ragged people.

The Bulgarians call them gupti, the Spaniards gitanos (properly gip-

tanos\ and their haunts in the cities of Spain gitaneria. The Eng-

lish gypsy is from the same root. The Greeks also have another

term, xart^l^elog, more in use in Roumelia. The French call them
BohSmiens, probably from their having come to France from Bohemia,

as they also have been called Germans and Flemish from their com-

ing from those countries. All these terms are known to the Gypsies,

but are never used by them ; never will a Gypsy call a fellow-coun-

tryman diTulyyavov or xax'Ql^elov ; here, as in other parts of the world,

they scrupulously avoid all the usual foreign terms. The derivation

of the Turkish chingene and its correspondents in other languages is

still a desideratum, and probably much time will pass before its ety-

mology will be fully explained.

As to the term rom, it has a double signification—^being used for

man in general, and likewise for a man of their own race as distinct

from one of other descent ; romni, in like manner, means 'woman.'

M6m is also used for * husband,' and romni for ' wife.' Romano (fem.

romani) is the adjective form. This term, it appears to me, can be

referred to the Sr. rdma, a name of the god Vishnu, and of three of

his incarnations. By the Gypsies it may have been given to their

tribe as worshipping in an especial manner this god. Kdrin isi to

rom ? ' where is thy husband ?' chdri romni, ' a poor woman ;' lachi

romni, * a good woman ;' sdvvore o rdm, * all the men ;' romani chip,

' the Gypsy language ;' kon dinids amare romd, ' who struck our men ?'

i romni leskeri isi phuri, ' his wife is old ;' me praleskoro romni, ' my

* Vaillant (p. 4) gives sixty-eight various denominations of these people, which

are mostly varieties of those which I note.
^^

f Alessio da Somavera, who published his "Tesoro della Lingua Greca Volgare'

in Paris, 1109, gives the following terms, which are still in use: ^
at^vyxdva,

* zingana, zingara ;' at^t/yxwapiov^ *bottega di zingano;' at^i/yxavv^o>, dt^i^xavsvio,

dr^vyxavi^vco, 'zinganare;' a/t^vyxdwxa, *dazingano;' dif^vyxavortovKov^ 'zingarino;'

dtltyxavo^, *zingano, zingaro.'
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brother's wife ;' e yavreshoro romni, * the wife of the other ;' o ddt

romnidkori, * the father of the wife ' (i. e. ' father-in-law') ; dihdva e

romes^ ' I see the man ;' romano Idv, ' a Gypsy word :' pi. romd ' men ;'

romnia ' women :' khorakhano rom, * a Moslem Gypsy ;' balamano
rom, * a Greek Gypsy.'

The Gypsies themselves call malkoch a tribe of their own country-

men, who continually roam from village to village, particularly in

Asia, working in brass and iron, and who, on the score of rehgion,

are always of the profession of the village where for the time they
work. Should a child be born whilst in a Greek village, it is baptized,

and in the next circumcised. They travel to Jerusalem, and there be-

come hadjis, ' pilgrims.' They are industrious, and are considered by
their fellow-countrymen as wealthy. I have never been able to

ascertain any other denominations peculiar to their tribes, though I

have repeatedly questioned Gypsies from various parts of Turkey.
Gypsy tent—katuna.—This term is applied by the Gypsies in 'general

to the black and dirty tents used by their nomadic fellow-countrymen

in their roaming expeditions. They bear no resemblance to the ordi-

nary tents used by Mohammedans in their wars or military expedi-

ditions. These Gypsy tents are formed by a pole raised from the

ground, of rather more than the height of a man, and supported at

its two ends by other poles. Over this horizontal pole is thrown the

covering, blacked by the soot and smoke of the fires, and under this

frail covering squat the family, with a host of naked and loathsome
offspring. So frail and light is this tent, that many of them are placed

upon a single horse, and so transported from place to place. Katuna
has no relation to any of the terms for Hent' belonging to the coun-

tries in which the Gypsies live. I refer it to the Sr. katin., * matted,

screened,' from kata^ ' a mat, a twist of straw or grass,' * a screen of

the same.' PI. katunes. Katunenghoro rdm, ' a Gypsy of the tents,'

as distinguished from those living in villages and never roaming

;

katunengkeri romni, * a Gypsy woman of the tents.'

H.

Habitation—bashipS; Bor., bestipen.—
To INHABIT

—

beshdva ; Bor., bestelar.—These words are doubtless con-

nected with the Sr. roots vas^ * to dwell, to inhabit,' and vip^ ^ to en-

ter, to settle, to sit.' Bisto som, * I am sitting.' Bashipe is from this

verb, by the change of i into a, and the addition of the usual particle

pe^ which we have already explained. Kamabeshes otid but dives ?
' wilt thou stay there many days ?' beshela bashe mdnde, * he resides

near me.' Borrow defines bestipen as meaning * wealth, riches.' Let
the reader remember that the Latin possideOj * to possess,' and posses-

sion express the idea of * sitting, residing upon' what is our own, and,

in course of time, the property itself. So that we can with perfect

propriety translate bestipen * possession.'

Hail—kiikudi.—This is a Greek term, xovaaoidiov^ diminutive form of
xdxxog, * a grain, any small body.' It is applied by the Greeks to

small pustules on the human body, and tp tlie kernels of fruits ; Lat.
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acinus. In this latter case, the word is written xo{)Hxovt^ov and xoux-

9tovil;tov, The Gypsies accent this word on the final syllable, diifer-

ing much from the universal pronunciation of the Greeks them-
selves.*

Hair—bal ; Br., hala ; Bor., hal.—The Sr. hdla^ to which I have refer-

red in speaking of foot, is applied by the Gypsies exclusively to the
hair of the head. Compare the Lat. pilus, Fr. poiL\ Pako isi, nd
terela bdl, * he is bald, (and) has no hair :' plur. bald, rarely used ; Mr.
Brown's word is in the plur. form.

Half—yekpdsh ; Bor., pas, pasque, majara,—My own term for 'half
is a compound, having the well known Sr. numeral eka, ' one,' prefixed

to a word corresponding to Borrow's pas. The latter part may be
referred to the Sr. paksha, * a side, a half.' The Gypsies of Turkey,
unlike those of Spain, constantly join it with yek, * one,' like the
English 'one half, a half.' It is found in the terms yekpashardtti,
' midnight,' yekpashdives, ' noon.' The third term given by Borrow
is related to Sr. madhya, ' middle.'

Hammer—sivri; Br., sivree ; Bor., ca^^o.—The etymology of this term
is unknown to me. Casto appears to be from the Sr. kash, ' to strike,

to torment,' part, kashta, ' the striker, the instrument of striking.'

'

Hand— vdst ;l Br., domuk ; Bor., chova, bas (plur. bastes),—The Sr.

hasta signifies 'hand.' Borrow explains chova as derived from char-

pata, ' the palm with the fingers open.' This explanation is extreme-
ly improbable. Bas, bastes, are evidently related to the above Sr.

hasta^ and not, as Borrow indicates, to the Persian bazu, as that is

from the Sr. bdhu, ' arm.' Mr. Brown's term, domuk, is ' fist.' Te
shukiovel mo vdst, 'let my hand become dry' (i. e. 'paralyzed') ; bi-

vastenghoro, 'without hands' (i. e. ' workmen').
Handful—burnek.—This appears to be the Persian burnuk, or burenk,

' res acquisita, reposita, thesaurus ' (Vullers, Lex. Pers.). It is a very
common term among the Gypsies.

Hare—shoskoi.—Sr. fafa, * a hare, a rabbit.* This is one of the many
words which the Gypsies have inherited directly from their Hindu
ancestors, and has no connection with the names generally given to

this animal by the other Indo-European nations.

Harlot—lubni, nubli ; Br., lobnee ; Bor., lumi, lumiaka,—The Sr. ad-

jective lobhini, from lobha, 'appetite, lust, desire,' signifies 'the de-

sirer, the enamored,' and generally, 'one given to illicit passions.'

To HAVE

—

terdva ; Bor., terelar,—Following the analogy of formation

of Gypsy verbs, it is most natural to refer this word to the Sr. verbal

root trt or tar, * to pass over, to cross,' also * to prevail over, to

preserve.' Its signification, however, connects it rather with dhri,

dhar, ' to hold, to keep.' devel terela lenke, * God has (i. e. ' care')

of them;' from the Greek ^x^^ d'a-dxoisg, i. e. (jp^vx/^ei-; terdva tependv

* The Armenian word gargood is nearer this Gypsy sound of kukttdi, and all

these forms probably have a Sanskrit origin. The Greek words introduced into the

Armenian are but slightly changed except in the gutturals.

—

Tb.

f It is a singular coincidence that the Armenian word hair is, in orthography and
pronunciation, precisely the English word hai7\—Tr.

}:
« Wast J

warn, hand." Amdt, p. 382.
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tuke^ * I have (i. e. * I intend') to speak to 'thee ;' terdva dui cha-

ven, * I have /two children;' terdva yeJc grdst^ * I have a horse.'

Head—shero^ shoro ;* Bor., joro.—I refer these words to the Sr. firas,

* head.' Me shereste, * in my head ' (i. e. * mind') ; tovdva mo shoro, * I

wash my head ;' gheralo shoro, * a scabby head.'

Healthy—shasto ; Br., sasto.—I refer this word to the vulgar Sr. ^asta,

* fortunate, commendable, excellent,' part, of the verbal root pas, ' to

bless, to wish good to, to confer a benediction.' It is very natural to

pass from this meaning to that of 'health. To many Gypsies the
term is unknown, and in its stead they use the Turkish sagh, * heal-

thy, strong, entire.' Shasto manush, * a robust man ;' but shasto,

* very healthy.' Shasto means also Hhe right hand,' precisely as the
Turks use the above sagh for * the right side :' hatalco shasto terela

ves te ruk, * on the right it has a mountain and trees.'

To HEAR

—

shundva; I^or., junar.—From the Sr. root fru, * to hear,^

present prinomi, which has been changed by the Gypsies into shundva,
by throwing out the semivowel r of the root. A similar example of
the rejection of r we shall presently see in shingh, * horn.' Aor. shun-
ghiom, * I have heard :' shunghidm ii polin (ndXiv) kamajes, * I have
heard that thou wilt go to the city ;' ie nd shunel, so te penen lesJce,

' and not to hear what they may say to him ;' na shunel, * he does not
hear' (i. e. *he is deaf).

Heart—oghi, onghi.—For want of a better derivation, I am inclined to

refer this Gypsy term to the Sr. aw^a, 'a limb, member.' Kamela
m) oghi te lav, * my heart desires to take ;' diJcdva kd teresa oghi te

khds, * I see that thou hast heart (i. e. * appetite') to eat ;' ogheske,
* for the soul,' i. e. ' alms,' also ' religious austerities for the salvation

of the soul.'

Heat— tattipe.—Formed from the adjective tatto, ' warm,' Sr. iapta, by
the addition of the usual particle pe. In the place of this word I

have frequently heard tabioipe, from the same Sr. root tap, ' to heat.'

Heavy—bard.—We shall have occasion to notice a similar word, in

speaking of stone. The Sr. blidra, * burden, weight' (Gr. ^dgog), has
in this term been changed into an adjective by the Gypsies.

Heel—Jcfur, khur.—This belongs to the Sr. Jchura, ' a hoof, a horse^s

hoof, the foot of a bedstead :' with no other Sr. term can it be so rea-

sonably identified. The pronunciation is very peculiar, nor do the
above consonants accurately indicate it.

Hen—ka:ini, kagni, kdind ; Br., kahnee ; Bor., cani.—I derive this term
from the Sr. hansa, ' goose,' fem. hansi, whence our X'^v^ cutting off the
final s, Eng. goose, Lat. anser, cutting off the initial consonant. Germ.
gans and hahn, Slav, gus^ and gonsi. Another Gypsy term, gusto,
* goose,' referred to by Borrow, confirms this derivation. A Gypsy
woman told me that kaind means ' hen,' and papina, ' goose.' But I
suspect that the latter is our common ndnia^ * a duck.'f

Here—ate, avatid.—The relation of these terms to the Sr. is not per-
fectly clear. Ate may be related to atra, * in this place, here,' which,

* "Schero, tschero, cheru, *kopf.'" Arndt, p. 382.

f Geese in Roumelia are an article of extensive trafiic with the Gypsies.

VOL. VII. 25
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like many other Sr. words, in passing into the Gypsy idiom, has drop-
ped its r (Section IV). The second term, also a common one, may
have been formed in a manner similar to dives^ avdives ; it is more
emphatic. Zend, avadha, * here,' from the Sr. ava, is probably inti-

mately related to ava^id. Ate isi to ddt? *is thy father here?' na
isdmas ate, ' I was not here.' Attar, * from here,' idwd^ey, is a corrup-
tion of atiatdr, or atetdr

:

—tdr is the usual particle forming the abla-

tive cases of Gypsy nouns, the Gr. S^sv
; see Grammar, Section V.

To HOLD

—

astardra.—This verb I refer to the Sr. root stri, * to spread,

to strew.' The initial a of the Gypsy verb is an addition often ob-

served in Gypsy words, and common also to the Turks, who can never

pronounce a word beginning with st without adding a vowel.* As-
tardo, * held, seized ;' astardilo, * he was taken ;' nasti astarghidmles,
* I could not seize him ;' kdna astarghidnles ? * where didst thou take

it?'

Hole—khdv.—We have already explained the verb khatdva, *to dig.'

From the same Sr. root khan comes kkani, * a mine ;' it is applied

however to whatever is dug, or excavated. Kkdv has been formed by
the change of the final n into v.

Honey—avghin.—This appears to be a Persian word, ahgin, * a bee,'

and aft^m hhane, *apiarium, alveare' (Yullers, Lex. Pers.). It is sin-

gular that the Gypsies should have abandoned the ordinary Sr. madhii,
* honey,' aud adopted this new and foreign term.

Horn—shingh ; Bor., singe, sungalo.—Comp. the Sr. fringa, * a horn.'

The Gypsies have rejected the liquid r in many syllables containing

it. The pronunciation of this liquid, in many cases, resembles that

of the French at Paris, where the r is often a dead letter to a foreign

ear, and at times appears like a liquid I. Borrow defines sungalo * a

he-goat,' evidently analogous to the Sr. fringiria, * a ram,' literally

* horned.'

Horse—grdst ;f Br., gras ; Bor., gros, gra.—
Mare—grastni ; Br., grasnee ; Bor., grant.—These terms I derive from

, the Sr. verbal root gras, * to eat, to feed.' This conjecture of mine
may be confirmed by an example from the Greek

—

(pog^(^g, * mare,

cow,' from qiig^at, * to nourish, to feed, to graze.' For the formation of

the fem. grastni by the suflSx ni, see Section V. Lacho grdst, * a good
horse ;' akle grastesa allidn? aklesa, * with that horse didst thou come ?

with that (horse)' ; lacho grdst isi, * it is a good horse ;' terela deshe

grasten, * he has (i. e. * owns') ten horses.' Grasteskoro, *of the horse,'

or * horseman,' also gra^tano, InniHog, grdi among the Wallachian

Gypsies
;
grastord, * a small horse.' The reader, in perusing my re-

marks on the formation of feminine nouns (Section Y), will be con-

vinced of the correctness of writing this word with a final t, which

has been omitted ih both Mr. Brown's and Mr. Borrow's terms.

House—ker
;'l

Br., kerr ; Bor., qiier,—This term may be related to the

Sr. agdra or dgdra, * house, residence.' The change of gk to k is eon-

firmed by agosto, changed to querosto, *the month of August' (Bor.).

* See the definition of number six.

f " 6^m, * cheval.' " Vaillant, p. 86.3.

J
" ^er, ' maison.' " Vaillant, p. 363.
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Kerdva nevo ker^ * I am making a new house ;' ich isomas me prates-

koro kereste, * yesterday I was in my brother's house ;' to tat to her isi ?

' is thy father in the house V hard ker, * a large house ;' tapilo o ker,

' the house was burnt ;' mo ker isi bard, * my house is large ;' mokavdd
ker, * painted house ;' kaleskoro isi o ker ? * whose is the house V me
praleskoro ker, ' the house of my brother ;' isom to ker, * I am in the

house,' or kereste, * in the house/
How MANY

—

kehor,—Kebor chaven teresa? *how many children hast

thouf
How MUCH

—

keti.—Compare Sr. kati^ * how many, how much,' a word
related to ka^ the interrogative pronoun. This term has the same
uses and significations as the Sr. term. Keti dives teresa tresca ?

* how many days hast thou the intermittent fever V keti isdnas sdv-

vore ? * how many were you all V keti hersh kerghidn to rashdi ? * how
many years didst thou make with the teacher ' (i. e. * pass in schooF) ?

keti cha.ven terela? *how many children has he' (or *she')? keti her-

shenghoro isi^ * how old is he ' (i. e. * of how many years') ? keti love

dinidn f * how much money didst thou give V This word is often

used in the quantitive case ; as ketenghe lilidnles / * for how much
didst thou take (i. e. *buy') itf biskenghe^ *for twenty.'

To be HUNGRY

—

hokdliovdva.—Compare the Sr. verb bhuj, * to eat, to

enjoy,' huhhukshuy * wishing to eat, hungry.' Bokaloy ' hungry :' bo-

kalo isom, ' I am hungry.' The verb is formed from this adjective

and the verb avdva, and is in constant use in this form. Te bokalio-

vela arakela manro, * and should he be hungry, he finds bread.'

I.

To INCREASE

—

bariovdva.—A verb in the mid. voice, from baro, * great,'

and avdva. So kerena te chaven ? bariovdvalen, * how are thy chil-

dren f I am increasing them ' (i. e. * I am rearing them') ; bariona
o ruk, Hhe trees grow' (i. e. ^increase').

Infant, young—tikno.—This term is used often, hke chavo, ' a child,'

and raklo, ' a young one.' Keti tiknen terela ? ' how many children
has he' (or * she') ? td e tikne isi melale, ' and the children are dirty :'

here the word is used without reference to a mother or a father.
Penghids yek tiknes, ' she begat a young one ;' in the same manner
a Greek may say iyivvqas Eva ^ixqov. MuU o yek tikno, ' the one
child died;' achile o dui, *the two remained.' Fern, tikni: tiknia
teresa ? ^ hast thou female children V

To INHABIT—See habitation.
Invalid—naisvdli ; Br., nashvalli ; Bor., merdo,—The first two terms

are composed of the negative na and vali, the meaning of which we
shall examine. The s is euphonic. The Sr. bala means ' power,
strength, an army ;' compare also the Slav, velii, and velikie, ^ strong,
powerful.' The etymology of this term is elucidated by the Lat. de-
bilis, * invalid,' formed by the neg. de and the word bala, ' strength.'
Borrow's word, merdo, is from the Sr. part, mrita, ' dead, mortal :'

among the Gypsies, as with us in the term ^€iqaiv6fievog, it means
' emaciated, wasting.' Our ^qmnxog and dcr^ey^^, and the Slav, ne-
mozenie, from the neg. ne and rnogu, * to be strong,' have the same
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formation with the Gypsy naisvitli, Mr. Brown's term should be writ-

ten with one L To many Gypsies this term is totally unknown, and
in its stead they use namporeme, a Greek word, composed of the neg.

na and ifinogca^ ^ I can, I am able.' Namporema^ ^ sickness ' (^Iv I^t

TTOQco^ *I am unwelP). They have adopted the word from the Greeks,

using &P€jU7toglav^ instead of dcaS^spsm, Such incongruous combina-

tions of terms from dilFerent languages, often remarked even in culti-

vated European languages, are entirely excusable among the ignorant

Gypsies. Me isomas namporeme^ ' I was sick.'

Iron—skustir^ shastri ; Br., sastir ; Bor., sas.—The Sr. pastra signifies

*a weapon made of iron,' and 'iron' itself; it is from the root fas,

* to wound, to kill.' Kerela shustir^ * he makes (i. e. *he works') iron'

;

shastireskoro, ' a worker in iron ;' to shastir, * in iron ' (i. e. * in prison').

Itch—gher ; Bor., guel.—
Itchy—gheralo.—^The Sr. noun gara is * poisonous drink, a poison, sick-

ness, disease ;' garala^ from the same root, is * venom' in general, and

appears to have given origin to gheralo. In the word given by Bor-

row, guel^ we observe the transmutation of the liquid r into I, That

this general name should have been applied by the Gypsies to a spe-

cial disease, naturally affords a presumption that the disease was a

common one among them, or among the people with whom they had

intercourse. Such is the case with the Gypsies, and with the common
people of the countries where they have passed, or among whom they

have settled. Vermin, scabby heads, loathsome rashes, and the itch,

are the usual companions of poverty, filth, and ignorance. It is no

wonder, then, that they should have applied the term 'poison' to this

particular disease. It is well to remark that the common people of

the East, like other people of similar education elsewhere, attribute

most of their diseases to internal poisoning, remnants of former medi-

cal theories. Borrow defines garipe^ another similar word, as meaning
' scab.' In this sense gheraU is used by some Gypsies, as mo shoro

gheralo, ' my scabby head.' This is properly a Greek expression

—

ifjfbqa, itch ; ipcogtociTfiBvog, ' one affected with loathsome cutaneous

eruptions.' Gher, pronounced jel, I have heard applied to the small

pox by some Gypsies. It is from the same base as gher.

S:EW—jut—Thi& is from the Turks, who call these people /e^wef and cM-

fut, by way of contempt. Yahudi is also another term in use among

the Turks, corresponding to the Greek "lovdaiog. The Greeks now

always call them "E^qaXot^ (pron. ' O^QotToi). PI. jutne, ' Jews ;' juini,

' a Jewish woman ;' jutano, ' Jewish ;' jutoro, , a young Jew ;' jutniori,

'a young Jewish girl;' brakeresa jutanesf *dost thou speak the Jew-

ish language f

To KICK—lahtddva,—The Gr. laxrira) can hardly have given origin to

this Gypsy verb, as it has become altogether obsolete among the peo-

ple, and in its stead we use xAwt^w, ' I kick.' Only the educated of

our nation make use of laxTlt;M. The Persian has leked zeden,^ to kick,
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caldtrare^ to which this Gypsy verb can be referred : many Gypsy
words are intimately related to the present Persian. I know of no
Sr. word to which the Persian can be referred. The verb is a com-
pound one : ddva^ * I give,' serves to form also some other verbs.

King—tahkdr^ taakhr ;^ Bor., crallis.—My word resembles the Pers.

Jchatkiar, *king, ruler,' with transposition of the initial consonants, or

more probably with rejection of the initial M, which is pronounced
so gently by the Gypsies as often not to be heard at all. Even in

pronouncing tahkdr^ the h is so gently aspirated as to be virtually

omitted, and in fact many Gypsies pronounce the word as I have writ-

ten it in the second form. The Sr. chakravat, ' an emperor,' may bear

relation to this term, as perhaps also to the Persian. Craltis is the

Slav, kral, ' a king,' so common among the nations that speak the

Slavonic dialects. The absence of a well defined root in all these de-

finitions evidently goes to prove that the Gypsies, in leaving their

country, and coming among people under regular regal power, had no
appropriate word to express the idea of a king, as he appeared to

them in their gradual peregrinations westward. Their word rdjan we
shall meet in 'nobleman.' Takareskoro^ * of the king;' takarni,
* queen.'

Kiss^

—

chumi, chdm ; Bor., chupendi.—
To KISS

—

chumiddva.—We have here a word easily referable to the Sr.

root chumbj ' to kiss.' The final b has been dropped by the Gypsies,

precisely as the Greeks pronounce the Ital. ampula, ampola, ' a small

flask,' ajiiovXa. Liom tutdr yek cham, 'I have taken from thee a kiss'

(i. e. ' I have kissed thee'). Chumiddva is compounded of chum and
the verb ddva, * to give.'

Knee—koch.—Gr. hot'Qwp and Jfor^*, generally applied to warts, often to

small bones, and at times to bones in general. The Greeks say novovv
rd ytdrXid ^ov^ '• my knees pain me.' By the Gypsies the term has
been applied exclusively to the knees. Plur. kochd, * knees.' It is

a term well known to all Gypsies, and probably comes from the Slav.

kost\ ' bone.' Me kochd dukenaman^ ' my knees pain me.'

Knife—churi ; Bor., chulo, chori.—From the Sr. root chhur, 'to eat,

scindere, secare.^ Borrow's first term is formed by a commutation of
the liquids, so common in all languages. Bari churi., ' a large knife.'

Lame—panko^ pango,—
To LAME

—

pangherdva.—We find in the Sanskrit pangu, ' lame, crippled,

one who has lost his legs.' Pangherdva., ' to lame, to make one lame,'

is a compound verb, formed from pango and the verb kerdva^ Ho
make.' K before n is constantly changed to gh ; the form is properly
pan-kerdva. Of pango united to the verb avdva is formed another
verb, panghiovdva, in the middle form, often heard among the Gyp-
sies :

' I have become lame ;' x^^^^'^oftai. Pankli67n mo pindoj ' I

have lamed my foot.'

* This word has a close resemblance to the Armenian word for ' king/ takavoTj
derived from tak, ' crown.'

—

Tr.
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To LAUGH

—

asdva,—Compare Sr. has, * to laugh.' I shall have occasion

to show in the following Section that the Gypsies commute the Sr.

gutturals for soft aspirates, and reject these latter in many words.

In hearing them pronounce such aspirated words, one doubts whether

the word should be written with or without an aspirate. So asesa ?

* why dost thou laugh V
Leaf—patrin ; Bor., parqjL—The Sr. patra signifies ' a leaf,' and, as in

our language, *any thing light, like a leaf:' it means also *wing.'

From this are probably derived Slav, pero, * wing,' Germ, fedevj Erig.

feather,'*^ Borrow's form is much changed from the original, and in-

dicates what I have said above, that the Gypsies of Turkey have pre-

served their language in greater purity than their fellow-tribes in the

West. This term is used at times for ' branch.'

To LEARN

—

shikliovdva,—A verb in the middle voice, compounded of

shiklo, 'instructed,' and avdva. We have the Sr. root giksh, Ho
learn, to acquire knowledge ;' gikshd, * learning, or the acquisition of

knowledge.' I have never heard the verb excepting in this middle

form. Like fiapMvmj it is at times neuter, and at times transitive

:

* I myself learn, I study,' and ' I make others learn, I instruct' ^a-
mdva ta shikliovdv kaidr alle, ' T wish to learn whence came ;' akand

kamena te shiklidn (for shikliovena), ' now they wish to learn ;' td

nd isdnas ote ta shiklioves, * and thou wast not there to learn ;' kdrin

shiklilo (3rd p. aor.), * where did he learn' (i. e. ' study*)?

Leather—morti ; Bor., morchas.\—The Sr. murt% from which originate

these two terms, is defined to mean * matter, substance, solidity, any

definite shape or image.' Here, by the Gypsies, the word is often

applied to sheepskins before undergoing the operation of tanning,

TTQo^ia^ TtQo^tdc. Mortidkoro, * a worker in leather.'

Lie—khohaimpe ; Bor., jqjana.—Connected with the Sr. kuhaka, ' de-

ceiver, hypocrite,' kuhand^ * hypocrisy.' Khohavnd, ^ a liar, one who
deceives,' pronounced often kkohano, I have no doubt that khoha-

impe is formed from khohand^ khohanipe having been corrupted into

khohaimpe ; since all the abstract nouns ending in pe are formed

from adjectives or participles. From this adj. khohavno is formed

khohdvniovdva, Ho be cheated, to be deceived.' Chachipanes o

manush kayek far nana khohdvniovel^ *in truth man would never be

deceived.'

Light—lokd,—From the Sr. laghu, ' light ;' Gr. ilax^g.

Linen—yismata.—Used always in the plural form. It designates that

part of dress which can be subjected to washing; Eng. linen, It.

biancheria, Gr. dangdgovxcc, ' white garments.' Tovde yismata, ' washed

clothes.'

IjiP—vust ; Br., ushta,—T\m is the Sr. oshtha, ' lip.' We shall explain

the term mui, ' mouth,' in its proper place. Respecting the addition

of V at the beginning of words, the reader will see in Section IV.

Little—Jchandi.—The Sanskrit word khanda signifies ' a part, a por-

tion, a fragment' That the Gypsy term means properly ' a portion

* Armenian p€dur.—T&. f Armenian mdr^e.—Te.
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or part,' there is no doubt, and the transmutation of the word ' por-

tion, fragment' into an adverb, 'little,' is corroborated by both the
Greek and Turkish languages. Kojujuaj from xottto), and its diminu-
tive xofifKkxtov^ are universally used by the Greeks of the present day
in the sense of ' little ;' as d6g ^e xo^fx&xiov^ * give me a little.' The
Turks say bir parchd su vei\ 'give me a little water' (lit. ' give me a

piece of water'). Khandisi, often to be heard, is khandi-is% ' a little

(it) is,' used for 'it is not enough.' Khandi is used also as an adjec-

tive, Lat. parvus^ Gr. 6Uyog, Deman khandi pani, ' give me a little

water ;' chikhandi, ' in a little while,' Gr. ^yro^ oUyov (xat^ou under-
stood)

; khandi varo^ ' a little flour ;' khandi pidsales, khandi khdsales^

yaver kerdsales kerdl, ' a little we drink, a little we eat, (and) the
rest we make (into) cheese ;' khandi achilo te merdv, ' I came near
dying' (i. e. 'little was wanting') ; khandi dives^ 'few days.'

To LIVE

—

jivdva.—This is undoubtedly related to the Sr. root jiv, ' to

live,' which is to be traced in some of the Indo-European languages,
and particularly in the Slavonic (zyvu, 'I live'), which has preserved
so many of the Sr. roots in their utmost purity. It is used also in

the sense of 'inhabit,' similar to the usage of the word in other lan-

guages : ei;7](ja et^ Evq^nr^^ * I lived in Europe, j'ai vecu en Europe.'
To LOSE

—

nashavdva ; Bor., nojabar.—There seems to be an intimate
connection between this Gypsy verb and nashdva, ' to depart.' Both
have their origin from the Sr. root naf, ' to destroy, to annihilate, to

lose.' Sorrow's najipen, ' loss, perdition,' is from the same.
Louse—juv.—We have seen, in speaking of barley, the transmutation

of the Sr. y into^ : yava, Gypsy ^'ov, 'barley.' We might with per-
fect reason seek the origin of this term in a Sr. word having a similar

initial consonant, viz. yuka^ 'a louse.' VluY.juvd^ 'lice.'

M.

To MAKE

—

kerdva ; Bor., querar^ querelar.—This is the well known Sr.

root kri or kar^ ' to make, to do,' which can easily be traced through
the Persian, Greek, Latin, and other cognate European languages

:

comp. Pers. kerden (Sr. inf. kartum), 'to make, to do ;' Gr. xgaivM^ whose
ancient signification was ' to do, to accomplish ;' Lat. creo, ' to create.'

The Gypsies of Spain, like those here in Turkey, have preserved the
pure sound of the initial radical consonant. Some Gypsies here pro-
nounce the word as though written gherdva. The signification Avhich

1 have given above is the most general, both in the Danubian prov-
inces and in Turkey. The word has, however, another, contracted
from the colloquial usages of the Turks, who employ their verb yap-
mak^ 'to make, to do,' in the sense also of ' building :' yapy yapdrym^
' I am building.' The Greeks also, in imitation of the Turks, fre-

quently join to their verb y^d^v^a^ ' I do,' the Turkish yapy, saying
iani xdfivM^ * I am making a building.' Though the Sr. verb has an
extraordinary latitude of meaning, and though it may reasonably be
applied to any verb expressive of action, still I am inclined to think
that many of its definitions among the Gypsies of Turkey should be
elucidated and explained by the colloquial usages of the Greeks and
Turks, with whom they are constantly associated. Gypsies in Turkey
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never hear any other language, Turkish or Greek, but the most vulgar

and corrupted, for they are debarred from polite society, which they

themselves also avoid. Kerava nevo ker, * I am making a new house ;'

laches kamakeren^ * they will do well,' pronounced by others hamTceren,

or kakeren (see Section V) ; so kerena te chave ? ' what are doing thy

children' (i. e. * how are thy children ') ? so te kerdv ? ' what can I do V

tI i^a TcdjLKx) ; so kerghidn ? ^ what hadst thou done V ker tuya yavreske^

' do thou also to others ;' tu kerghidnles / ' didst thou do it V so keres ?

' how art thou V a usual salutation : Gr. it xd^ivevg ?

Man—manush ;* Br., manush ; Bor., manu, manus, marUj marupe.—
From the Sr. manusha and manushya^ * man, a human being,' manush%
* woman, the companion of man :' among the Gypsies, romni is now
in general use in the latter sense. It comes from the root man, ^ to

think, reason, examine.' In Borrow's third form the n is changed

to r ; in his fourth appears the terminal pe, elsewhere pen : marupe,
' mankind,' avd-QMnoxrjg. Amare manushenghere, ' of our men ;' shasto

manush, * a robust man ;' isdmas peninda manush, ' we were fifty

men ;' sarre o manush, ' all the men,' and * all men ;' manushenghe,
' to the men.'

Mare.—See horse.

Market-place—-foros; Bor., foros,/oro.—This term reminds us of the

Latin forum, which signified anciently ' the market-place,' and was

afterwards given to certain cities, as the Turks call many towns from

the market fairs held there. Among us the term cpdgog, ' a duty,

impost,' comes from the Sr. hhdra, 'a weight, burden.' Borrow defines

his two words 'city,' Sp. ciudad. The Sr, pura ^wd. puri both mean
' city,' preserved in the names of many Indian cities, as Ilastinapoor,

Singapoor, etc. By a customary change of jt? to/ comes the present

Gypsy term, which the Gypsies here sometimes use for ' city,' but

more often for ' market-place.'

Marriage—hidv, pidv.—This is of Sanskrit origin, though it has a

Persian form, like some other words, as derydv, ' sea,' vasidv, ' mill.'

The Sr. root vah, 'to carry, to bear' (L. veho, Gr. o/ifo), means also

' to marry, ducere uxorem.^ When joined with the preposition vi it

has constantly the signification of ' marrying,' as in vivdha, ' marriage,'

vivdhita, ' married.' Very probably these words have given origin to

hidv. It is a common term, and, united to kerava, ' to make,' it means

*to marry, to celebrate a marriage.' Kamakeres hidv ? 'wilt thou

make marriage' (i. e. ' art thou to be married ') ? te praleskoro Uavesti,

'at the marriage of thy brother ;' tumaro bidv isi ? ' is it thy mar-

riage ;' kdna kamovel o bidv? 'when will the marriage be?'

Meat—mas ; Bor., maas, mang.—The origin of these terms is clear.

I refer them to dmislia, ' meat, food, anything eaten with bread
;'

compare Slav, mast, signifying 'fat,' which the Bulgarians have

changed to meso, understanding by it ' meat ;' Goth, mats, Eng. meat,\

Albanian mishe, misht. Kgeag and Lat. caro are connected with

another Sr. w^ord, kravya, denoting for the most part ' the flesh of

* " Manusch, rom, gadshe, * mensch.' " Arndt, p. 375.

f Armenian mis.—Tr.
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wild animals.' Besides the above dmiska, there is another term,

mdnsa, * flesh, food,' from which originates IjbX, mensa, signifying

sometimes ' the table,' and sometimes ' the food upon the table.' To
this I refer the Eng. mess^ mess-mate. So kerena? mas biknenaf
' what are they doing ? they sell meat ;' maseskoro, ' a butcher ;' londe

masd^ * salted meat;' avdives mas khdsa, 'to-day we eat meat' (not a

day of fasting).

Milk—tut^ sut ; Br., sout ; Bor., chuti.—This word Mr. Brown desig-

nates as Turkish sud^ ' milk.' But the comparison of the three terms

gives a better explanation of their etymology. In tlie definition of

BREAST, we have spoken of the Sr. root chush^ ' to suck.' Derived
from that root, the present terms signify properly ' what is sucked
from the breasts.' I may add that tliere is no known Turkish word
in the vocabulary of Borrow. Gadlo tut^ ' sweet milk ; sudr6 tut^

' cold milk.'

Mill—vasidv.—A Persian word, which, like many others derived from
that language, has been preserved almost unaltered: asya, *a mill-

stone,' anciently, and more properly, asyab^ or asyav^ to which the

Gypsies have only added an initial v. All the Persian dictionaries

of an older date write the word asyah^ and such was probably the

pronunciation of the Persians when the Gypsies passed through their

country. Ghiv gherghiom to vasidv^ 'I have carried grain to the

mill.'

'

Miserable—chungalo,—This adjective, applied to persons in distress

as an expression of commiseration, corresponds to the Turk, zavdl

and the Gr. xaxd^ioigog. It is extremely common among the Gypsies.

Fern, chungali. Though apparently of Hindu origin, I have not been
able to refer it to any Sr. word. Chungali rakl% ' the miserable

daughter.'

Money—love.—This term is mostly used by the Gypsies in the plural

number : love, * money ' in general. They make use, like the natives,

of pard, and ghrush, the Turk, piastre. Me love line, ' my money
they have taken ;' keti loven dinidn ? * how much money hadst thou
given?' linidn te loven? * hadst thou taken thy money?' keti loven

terela ? * how much money has he f ' or, * how much is he worth f
Month—chon, masek ; Bor., chono.—We shall speak of chon in speak-

ing of MOON. The Gypsies, like many other nations, use the same
word for *moon' and * month.' Compare Gr. ^'j*'?;, anc. 'the moon,
the half moon ;' lu^i^, ' month ;' Lat. mensis. Chon is used by the
Moslem Gypsies, imitating their coreligionists the Turks, who say ay,
' moon, month.' Masek, the second term, is from the Sr. mdsika,
' monthly, relating or belonging to a month ;' it is in very common
use among the Christian Gypsies. Compare Slav, miesiach, 'a
month.' In this word appears plainly the tendency of the Gypsies
to make use of adjective forms, instead of substantive. Similar
examples we see in mouse, well, etc. Keti masekengoro isi? 'of
how many months is she' (i. e. 'pregnant') ? yek masekestar ndpalal,
' after a month.'

VOL. VII. 26
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Moon—chon ;* Br., chon ; Bor., chirnutra^ astra.—The derivation of

these words is a little obscure, as the difference between the two first

and Sorrow's is considerable. Mine and Mr. Brown's are derived

from the Sr. chandra, * moon.' The second word of Borrow, astra,

is a name given to the moon precisely as we often call the moon
dcrrgov Trig vvxrbg^ * star of night.'

Mother—ddi,, de ; Br., dy ; Bor., day^ chinday.—Dy^ pronounced dai,

is a child's pet term for its mother, as Borrow testifies in his vocabu-

lary, under the word day^ remarking that this word, sometimes applied

by children to their mother, signifies * nurse.' Dais is used by the

Christian inhabitants of these countries, sometimes for 'father,' mostly

however for * uncle' and 'benefactor.' The derivation of this word

is very obscure, and that it has any relation to the common Sr. malri,

* mother,' does not appear to me probable. It is pronounced ddi and

idi. Mi ddi, * my mother ;' me daidkori love, ' my mother's money ;'

ti tai isi kereste, * thy mother is in the house.'

Mother-in-law—See Father-in-law.

To MOUNT

—

uklidva.—This verb may be referred to the Sr. root kram.,

'to go, to walk, to step,' with the preposition ut, *up.' Oklisto,

' mounted :' this term is applied to a young man who has been pre-

sented to his future bride, and has gone to her house. The Greeks

have the same term, ^ve^ao^ivog, 'gone up,' i. e., to the house of the

bride.

j^jQggE

—

miithdkos, musho.—Derived evidently from the Sr. musha,

mtishaka, mushikd, 'mouse, rat,' from the root mush, 'to steal.' We
find this word in many languages : Gr. fivg, fxviajtog ; Lat. mus, muris ;

Slav. misW; Germ, maus ; Eng. mouse.\ Ker musho, 'house-rat:'

here the term approaches nearer to the Sr. musha.

Mouth—mui.—Compare the Sr. inukha, 'mouth.' The final guttural

kh has been dropped, as in ndi, ' nail,' from nakha. From this term

mui, by the addition of al, is formed the adverb muydl or muiydl, ' on

the face, in front, from the front' Peliom muydl, ' I fell on the face.'

Islzcn—hut ;X Br., bout; Bor., bus, 5an6w.—This may possibly be refer-

red to the Sr. puru, ' much.' The common and most usual words in

a language are frequently most metamorphosed. But is used as an

adjective and an adverb. But manushe, 'many rnen;' but chave,

' many children ;' but romnia, 'many women ;' but love, ' much money ;'

but dukelaman, * it pains me much ;' but nashela, ' it goes well ;' but

laches, 'very well ;' but vuches, 'very high.' At times it is heard as

butlo, 'much.'

Mucus of the nose—Zm.—^This word is extremely common among the

Gypsies. I refer it to the Sr. Up, ' to anoint, to smear,' whence limpa,

' smearing, anointing.'

UvD—chik, chikd ; Bor., chique.—The only Sr. word to which I am

able to refer this term is chikila, * mud, mire,' from the root chik, ' to

obstruct.' Borrow defines chique as ' earth, ground,' a natural transi-

* *• 0-tchanda, *la lime."* Vaillant, p. 457. " Tschon, schon, tschemut, mrascha,

*mond."' Arndt, p. 366. ,« ^r -n ^ o/»o

f Armenian woo^.—Tk. t
" ^i*^, ' longtemps.' " Vaillant, p. 368.
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tion of meaning of the word. Isi ko drom but chikd, * there is in the

road much mud.'

To MURDER

—

murdardva.—We have often had occasion to refer to the

Sr. root mri, * to die,' whence comes this transitive, precisely as the

Germ, morden, Eng. murder, Fr. meurtre. Murdardva tut, 'I murder

thee,' a common expression in the mouth of a person intending to

strike another ; murdarghiomles, ' I have murdered him ;' aor. ndpalal

murdarghidles, 'afterwards he murdered him.' This verb is used

also of the killing of animals. When apphed to fire, it signifies * to

quench :' murdardva i yak, ' I quench the fire ;' murddr i yak, * quench

the fire.'

Musket—pudino ; Bor., pusca.—Both these terms are Slavonic, from

the verb pushtdyu, ' to send, to throw out, emittere.'' I have spoken

to many Gypsies about the word pusca, which they constantly avoid,

as foreign to their idiom. Pusca is known only to the Bulgarians,

who use it in common with the Russians. Mo pudino isi inglis, * my
musket (gun) is English.'

Nail, finger-nail—ndi ; Bor., ungla.—Borrow's word is from the

Latin ungula,^ * hoof,' from the common unguis, ' nail.' The Spanish

is una. My own term is from the Sr. nakha, ' nail.' Borrow has in

his vocabulary another term, turra, * nail,' unknown to me.

Naked—nango.—This is easily referable to the Sr. nagna, * naked.'

Name—nav ;f Bor., nao.—There is hardly an Indo-European word that

is so general in its occurrence. Compare Zend ndman,\ Pers. nam,
Lat. nomen, Gr. opojua, Goth, namu, Slav, nma, Bulg. ime. The final

syllable of ndman has been changed into a simple v by the Gypsies

of Turkey, whilst those of Spain have changed the whole syllable

into o. This change of m into v we shall have occasion to observe

in other words. £J chaveskoro nav, ' the child's name ;' e paskeskoro

nav, 'the pasha's name.'

Navel—pol.—The usual term among the Hindus for ' navel ' is ndbhi

or ndhhila. It has given birth to Pers. naf, Germ, nabel, Eng. navel.

As to this Gypsy word, I am unable to give any satisfactory account

of it, unless we suppose that the first syllable nd has been thrown ofi"

by the Gypsies from the second term ndhhila.

Near—hashe, pashe ; Bor., sumpacel.—Concerning the etymology of

this term I can form no probable conjecture. Bashe to len, ' near the

river;' hashe tute, 'near thee; kaleste hashe dulevesa (Gv. dovlevM^I
' near whom workest thou V hashe to hahtze (Turk, haghche), ' near the

garden ;' hashe mdnde, tumende, lende, ' near us, you, them ;' hashdl,
' from near.' Sumpacel, Borrow's word, is a phrase common among
the Gypsies, formed of sun, imperative of sundva, ' to hear,' and
hashdl. It is an order to 'go and be attentive,' lit. 'hear from near.'

I have frequently heard it. Pott has fallen into the same error as

Borrow, in considering it a simple term. Ja ta sun pashdl, 'go and
hear from near.'

Armenian Mw^wnA.

—

Te. f
" iVam, * nora."* Vaillant, p. 180.

Arm. a7iun.—Tb.
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Needle—See to sew.
Negation—na, nandi, nasti, ina ; Br., nee ; Bor., na^nandi^ nasii, ne.—

There are few words in all the range of the Gypsy language so clear

and well defined as these terms. iVa is the Sr. wa, a particle of nega-
tion. JVa, in Grypsy colloquial usage, is employed principally with
verbs : as na jandva, ' I do not know ;' na kamdva, * I do not wish

;'

na isdmas oie, * I was not here ;' na pakidva, ' I do not believe ;' na
dikliomles, ' I did not see him ; ndi, isi Undo, ' no, it is thine.' They
never say nandi dikliomles, or nandi jandva. In the subjunctive, na
is inserted between te and the verb ; as te na dikdv, ' that I may not

see ;' te na jav, ' that I may not go ;' te na hhel, ^ that he may not
eat.' It is to be observed in adjectives : as naisvali, ' invalid ;' nai-

sukdr, * not handsome ;' namporeme, ^ sick.' Nandi is properly used

to express negation joined to the third person of the auxihary verb

isom, ^ I am,' which is always understood : it means properly '- it is

not.' It has evidently taken the place of the following nasti, which
by the Gypsies is applied to other usages. Nandi is a reduplication

of na. Nandi mindo, ' it is not mine ;' nandi lacho, ' it is not good ;'

nandi but phuro, ' he is not very old ;' ta na kamniovel nandi lachesy

* not to perspire is not well ;' nandi palvdl, ' there is no wind ;' nandi

kholiaimpe, ^ it is not a lie.' Nasti is evidently the Sr. ndsti, ^ it is

not,' from na and asti, the 8d pers. sing, of the verb «s, * to be,' Gr.

sdTi^. The Persian has a similar phrase, nist, composed of the neg.

ne and est, ' is.' So also the Slav, niest, * non est,' used in this form.

Ndsti is defined by Wilson * non-existence, not so, it is not.' The
Gypsies, however, have given this definition to nandi, and have re-

served nasti to express impossibility or difficulty. Having lost all

traces of its proper signification, it is now applied by them to all

persons indistinctly, and to all numbers, whilst the similar phrase in

Persian retains its proper signification. Nasti astarghiomles, * I could

not seize him ;' nasti kerdvales, I cannot do it ;' amen nasti kerdsales,

* we cannot do it ;' nasti sovdva, * I cannot sleep ;' na^ti pirdva, * I

cannot walk'—and in a similar manner with all the persons and tenses

of a verb. It is never used except with verbs, and the inflection of

the verb itself shows the person speaking. Ma is a particle which,

like the Gr. /"?), is always prefixed to the imperative. It is the Sr. mdy
a prohibitive and negative particle, chiefly prefixed to verbs in the

imp. mood:: as mdkuru, *do not do.' With the Gypsies, though

heard sometimes alone, as the modern Gr. ^\, * don't,' it supposes a

verb which by the speaker is not uttered. Ma ker tuya, ^ do thou not

also ;' ma deman armdn, * do not curse me ;' ma kush, ^ do not revile ;'

ma vraJcer, * do not talk;;' maja, * do not go ;' ma dik, * do not look
;'

ma sun, 'do not hear^;' ma kha, *do not eat;' ma le, Mo not take';

ma 2)1,
' do not djrink.' With the exception of this negative particle,

there is a striking similarity between mine and Borrow's terms.

jj'E^y

—

nevo ; Bor., neho, nebel^ ternor6.-—W\\h. the exception of ternord,

all these words are from the Sr. adj. nava^ with which correspond the

Gr. viog, Lat. novus, Slav, nov'ie, * new, young,' and many other similar

words in the present spoken languages of Europe. Nehel of Borrow
has been formed from the primitive Sr. in a way similar to the Lat.
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novellus from novus. Ternor6 will be explained under young man.

JVevo keTy * new house ;' nevo gav, * new village ;' aeve yismata^ * new
clothes.'

Night—rat^ ratti, aratti ; Br.^rakilo; Bor., racAi.—The Gr. yi)!, Lat.

noXy Slav, nosht^ correspond with Sr. nakia, * night.' These terms

have left no traces in the Gypsy language, which has preserved the

more usual Sr. rdtri, ' night.' By the assimilation of r to f, so com-
mon in modern languages, it has become rat^ ' night,' and ratti^ * in

the night-time,' Lat. nocte, Mr. Brown's raJcilo is the 3d pers. aor.

passive, * it is getting dark.' Ratii seems to be a remnant of a loca-

tive case. This term is sometimes pronounced with an initial a,

aratti. This initial a is less common here than among the Gypsies

of Spain. Yek rat^ * one night ;' yekpashardtj ' midnight ;' sard rat^

* every night.'

No ONE

—

kayek jeno.—This term, extremely common among the Gyp-
sies, is composed of two words, the relation of which to the Sanskrit

is extremely evident. The latter word is never used alone. Kayek
seems to be the Sr. ekdika, * singly, one by one,' from eka, * one,'

repeated. Like the Gr. icavelg^ from ^^v elg^ ' no one,' so likewise this

word among the Gypsies is at times affirmative, and at times negative.

Negat.

—

kayek jeno na janela man^ ^no one knows me;' nasti dulave-

na (Gr. dovl6{}Cti^ *to work') kayek jeno, *no one can work.' Affirm.— te kamniovel kayek jeno laches isi, ^ for one to perspire is a good
thing.' Kayek alone signifies * no one,' Fr. aucun, personne : kayeke,
* to no one ::' kayeke manushe, * to no man,' Gr. elg i(aviva Hv^QOttTrov ;

kapendv titke yek lav, ta na penesles kayeske, * I will tell thee a word,
but thou shouldst not tell it to any one.' This term, in receiving the
particle ke, is pronounced kayekske and kayekke ; the latter is the
proper mode. Kayek is joined to other terms : as kayekfar, * some-
times, never;' j?o ^aye'ib/ar, 'oftentimes.' Jeno is evidently the Sr.

jana, *man,' individually or collectively, 'mankind,' from the root
jan, ' to be born ;' compare Pers. jins, Lat. genus, Gr. yepog, etc. I

have never heard it used except in connection with kayek.

Nobleman—rcii.—The peculiar circumstances in which the Gypsies are
placed in these countries have made all foreign words of this category
of little use to them. The common terms among them for persons
ennobled, either by wealth, education, or political authority, are pure
Turkish. Even the lowest order of the Greeks rarely use any but
the Turkish terms, as agha, efendi, pasha, and the like. Eiyev^ig^ Bina-
tQidi]g, etc., are totally unknown to them. I once asked an illiterate

Bulgarian, what 'famous' meant in their language. He gave me the
word chorhadji, i. e. ' the magistrate of a small rural district.' The
Gypsies, however, have retained this word rdi, referable to the Sr.

rdjan, ' a king, a monarch, a prince.' It is applied particularly to
those persons of their clan who are set over them by the local Turk-
ish authorities, as collectors of the capitation-tax and other duties
due to the government. It is also given to the head men of their
corporations. Those foreign to their tribe are called by their usual
Turkish titles. This term is not known to all. The wife of the rdi
is called rdni, Sr. rdjni, so common to this day for the wives of the
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Kajas and other native rulers of Hindustan. E rayeshoro chavo^ * the

child of the Hdi f dikdva e rayes^ *I see the nobleman.'

ISTosE

—

naJc ; Br., nak ; Bor., naqui^ pavi.—The first three of these

words are derived from tiie Sr. nas, * nose/ ndsikd, * nostril.' Some
Gypsies use the word rutuni for * nose ;' it is the Gr. qtad^ihviov^ dim.

of QiJid^oiv, * nostril.' To a great many of them nak is unknown. The
pavi of Borrow is unknown to me.

To NOURISH

—

parvardva,—This is the verb of which the word parvardo,

given above for fat, is properly a participle. Perhaps a more plausi-

ble etymology than is there proposed for it may be found in the Sr.

root bhri, ' to bear, sustain, nourish,' with the prefix pari or pra.

Now

—

akand, okand ; Bor., ocana, acana.—This term, common and
well known to all the Gypsies, both in Spain and Turkey, I compare
with the Sr. akshna, * time ;' the Sr. ksk being constantly changed by
the Gypsies to k. There is another cognate Sr. term, kshana, *a

moment.' By the prefixion of an a, as in avdives^ ' this day, to-day,'

the word would signify * this moment,' resembling the Gr. ^'w^a, ' this

hour, now.'

Numbers.—
ONE

—

yek ; Br., yak ; Bor., icque, iesque, ies.—From the Sr. eka, ' one.'

The Pers. has the same form, in yek, * one.' In the Greek, the word
eka is to be found in ^KdreQog, a comparative form of eka, Sr. ekatara
—eitaffTog, kxdatoie,

TWO

—

dui ;* Br., duy ; Bor., dui.—From Sr. dvi, * two,' with which cor-

respond the synonymous arithmetical terms of Europe, as Pers. du,

Gr. dvu), Lat. duo,

THaEE

—

tri, trin ; Br. U-iu ; Bor., trin,—From the Sr. tri, * three.' Trin

is the Sr. neuter trtni. Both these terms are used. The Pali has

tirrni, ^ three' (Essai sur le Pali, p. 92).

POUR

—

ishtdr ; Br., ushtdr ; Bor., esiar,—The Sr. chatur is here changed

more than the preceding terms.

j-ivE

—

panck ; Br., pandji ; Bor., panche.—Sr, pancha, 'fivQ.^ This

Gypsy word is nearer the original than the corresponding term of any

other language, and in Spain and Turkey it has been preserved

almost unchanged.

SIX

—

shov ; Br., sho; Bor., job.—Sr. shash, *six.' The Greek has laid

aside the initial sh, the Latin has preserved it : e|, sex, ' six.' Slav.

shesht.'f

SEVEN

—

eftd; Br., efta; Bor., efta.—From the Sr. sapta, * seven.' Here

also the Greek has laid aside the initial s of the Sr. At first sight

one would think this word to be our kmix^ commonly pronounced

icpToL, So too the Persian heft. The e/td of the Gypsies presents the

natural change of p into/, to euphonize with t, a change daily heard

among us, as vulgar rather than classical, but regular among the Per-

sians. The ancient Greeks made a similar change, saying sBdo^og,

h^doiATiKovra, instead of tTtrofiog, kTiTo^r]xovTa (Bopp). Compai-e Zend

Imptan, * seven,' changing the initial s to h, whence the Pers. heft, as

above.

* " Dui, * deux/" Vaillant, p. 379.

f The Armenian has vets, and, in combination, vesh : as veshdasan, ' sixteen.'

—

Tr.
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EIGHT

—

ohto ; Br., ohto ; Bor., ostor^ ottolojo.—Sr. ashta, * eight/ Com-
pare Zend ashtan^ Pers. hesht^ Gr, oxio), Lat. octo, Germ. acht.

NINE

—

iniya ; Br., iniya ; Bor., ema.—Sr. nava^ ^nine.' In Greek ^ve

have prefixed the vowel e for the sake of euphony, and the Gypsies i.

TEN

—

desk ; Br., desk; Bor., deque.—Sr. da^a. The Gypsies of Turkey
have preserved the original word better than those of Spain, who
approach nearer the languages of Europe ; Gr. dixa^ Lat. decern

^"^

Slav, desyat.

ELEVEN

—

desh-i-yek ; Bor., esden-y-yesque.

TWELVE

—

desh-i-dui ; Bor., esden-y duis.

THIRTEEN

—

dcsk-i-tvi ; Bor., esden-y-trin.

FOURTEEN

—

desk-i-ishtav ; Bor., esden-y-ostar.

FIFTEEN

—

desh-i-panch ; Bor., esden-y-panche.

SIXTEEN

—

desh'i-skov ; Bor., esden-y-jobe.

SEVENTEEN

—

desh'i-eftd ; Bor., esden-y-estar,

EIGHTEEN

—

desk-i-ohto ,' Bor., esden-y-ostor,

NINETEEN

—

desk'i-ima ; Bor., esden-y-esne.

Mr. Brown has omitted the above numbers.
TWENTY

—

hish ; Br., hish ; Bor., bis.—The form of this nmiiber, from the
Sr. vinfafi, resembles the Pers. bist^ which preserves the final conso-
nant /.

THIRTY

—

trdnda ; Br., otreiita ; Bor., trianda.

FORTY

—

sardnda; Br., saranda ; Bor., estardi.

FIFTY

—

peninda ; Br., paninda ; Bor., pancherdL
SIXTY

—

shovarderi ; Br., showur ; Bor.y joberdi.

SEVENTY

—

eftavarderi; Br., eftawardesh ; Bor., esterdi.

EIGHTY

—

ohtovarderi ; Br., ohtowardesh ; Bor., osiordi.

NINETY

—

iniyavarderi ; Br., iniyavardesh ; Bor., esnerdi.

In Mr. Brown's term for * sixty,' skowar, the final desk has been
omitted by mistake.

The first three terms of Mr, Brown and myself, and the first of
Borrow, are the common forms of our Modern Greek numbers, used
by the common people,f which the Gypsies in passing through or
residing here have adopted, w^hile they have rejected the others. The
remainder are formed regularly from the numerals with the addition
of desk, 'ten.' In my glossary the sh of desk is changed into ri; in
Borrow's the final desk is changed into di.

HUNDRED

—

skil, skel ; Br., skevel ; Bor., gres.—The first two are related
to the Sr. pata, ' hundred ;' the origin of gres is unknown to me.

TWO HUNDRED du skSl.

THREE HUNDRED tvi SkiL
THOUSAND

—

milia ; Bor., milan.—From the Lat. mille. This is foi*eign to
the Sr. sakasra, ' thousand.'^

I have not given the Sr. numerals, as the reader can easily obtain
them from the ordinary Sr. grammars.

* Armenian ddsa, and in composition daadn; as medasan, megdasan.—Tr.

t For those unacquainted with the Modern Greek, it may be well to say that
these numerals have been modified as follows: •tpidxm>'ta» -we call T'ptat/T'a; tBOca.-
pdxovtay aapdvta ; TtBvtrixovta, rtsvrjvta ; t^rixovta, ll^vta, etc.

J Armenian hasar or hazar, of Sr. origin.

—

Tr.
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The Gypsy numerals, when joined to nouns in the accusative case,

receive a final e; deshe grasten terdva, *I have ten horses;' shele

bakre terela, ' a hundred sheep he has (owns)/

Nut—akhor, akor.—
Nut-tree—akhorin^ akorin.—The Pers. kerdu has relation with the Gr.

icdgvop and nagvdiop^ ^ a nut.' The Sr. term to which it may most
probably be referred is akota, *the betel-nut-tree' (Areca faufel, or

catechu). It is here used for the fruit of the great walnut tree

(Cory 1us avellana), so common in every part of Turkey.

O.

Old—pkuro, phuru, 2:)ur6^ furo ; Br.^ pooree ; Bor., puro.—This is a

pure Sr. word, pura,, * former, more ancient.' By the addition of pe
is formed puripe, * old age.' phuro kamela ta dikena to phxiripe^

' the old man desires that they should see (i. e. * nurse ') him in his

old age.' Fern, puri : i romni leskeri isi purij * his wife is old.'

Old, ancient—purano.—From the Sr. adj. purana^ *old, ancient.'

Among the Gypsies it has also the signification of * old in age,' like

the preceding puru. It is frequently to be heard, and is often inter-

changed with the preceding term.

To grow OLD

—

phuriovciva.—A compound verb, from phuro^ ^ old,' and
avdva : lit. * to become old ;' Gr. yijQ'kam)^ Lat. senesco. Te phuriola

te dikenales e chave^ * when he becomes old, the children should nurse

(lit. *see') him.'

Opposite—mamui.—A compound word, from the poss. pronoun ma,
mo, * my,' and mui, * mouth.' Similar expressions are common in

many languages : compare Pers. ru-be-ru, ' opposite,' lit. ' face to face
;'

¥y. en face; It. in faccia, Kon isi mamui mdnde? *who is opposite

me f mamui to gdv, * opposite the village.' Mamuydl, * from the

opposite side,' is formed like other similar adverbs, by the addition

of al : mamuydl avdva, ' I come from the opposite side ;' peliom ma-
muydly * I fell on my face.'

Onion—purum.—A very common word among all the Gypsies : plur.

'purumd.

Other—yaver ; Bor., aver, avel.—This term can be referred to the Sr.

apara, * other.' The p has been changed to v, and the semivowel
prefixed to the initial a, as in many other Gypsy words. Ma ker tuya
yavreske, * do not thou also to others :' yavreske, a clipped form of

yavereske ; e yavreskero romni^ * and the other's wife ;' te pends ameya
e yavreske t^ avena, 'that we also may communicate (lit. *say') it to

others, in order that they may come ;' dikliom e yavres, * I saw the

other (one).'

Oven—hov.—This term is applied to the furnace, to lime-kilns, and to

the oven for baking bread. Its origin is not clear. E boveskero na
pekela mo manrd, ' the baker does not bake my bread ;' e boveskero na
delaman manro, ^ the baker does not give me bread.'

Over the water.

—

perddl, preddL—This is used precisely as the Greeks
use niqa and niqap, * in another place, between which and the speaker

there is a sheet of water.' Perddl is in the ablative form of adverbs.

It is not solely confined to this signification. Jdva perddl, * I go on
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the other side.' It supposes another term perd^ which may be refer-

red to the Sr. paradepa, * a foreign country,' from which has been
elegantly formed the Gr. nagddsiaog, Ters. ferdus, and all the cognate

terms of the European languages. Perddl ian^ * a place on the far-

ther side.'

Out—avri ; Bor., a5n'.—Probably derived from the Sr. bakis and bakii*,

' out, outside.' By transposition of letters it becomes avri. Dikdva
avri prdgmata (ngdyfiaTaj^ * I see strange things ;' avridl, ' from the

outside, out of:' avridl to ker nastotar, 'after they departed out of

the house ;' avruinOj ^ a foreigner,' Or. l^unsgi^ndg : avrutno manush^
* a foreigner, a stranger, a man not of the G-ypsy race.'

Ox

—

guruv^guri; Br., ghuree ; Bor., gorbi.—
Cow

—

guruvni, gurumni ; Br., gkurumnee,—The Sr. go or gdu signifies

* the ox kind in general ;' this is preserved in the Gr. ytt4a>r(ro$), Lat.

lac, lactis, anciently denoting ' the milk of the cow.' We have also in

Sanskrit gaura, gauri, signifying ' a buffalo.' This Gypsy term has
suffered alterations for which it is difficult nmv to account. The femi-

nine is pronounced as I have written it. It is regularly formed, by
the addition of 7ii, the common termination of feminine nouns. I^a-

puchdv lestar te kamela te klnel gurumni, * I shall ask him if he wishes

to buy a cow ;' i gurumni isi mindi, * the cow^ is mine ;' parvardi
gurumni, 'fat cow.'

P.

Pain—duk ;^ Bor., duquipen, duga, dua,—
To be in pain—dukdva.—These terms are from the Sr. duhkha, ' pain,

sorrow, affliction.' The first term given by Borrow is formed by the

addition to the noun of the suffix joew .* he defines it ' grief.' Duk
terdva, * I have pain ;' dukelaman, ' it pains me ;' dukena Idkari chu-

chia, ' her breasts pain.' This verb at times means ' to be in love
:'

hence dukhaipe, ' love ;' dukhani, ' a mistress ;' dukela m^ogki, * my
heart loves ;' duk e devles te oghesa, ' love God with thy heart.'

To PAINT

—

makdva.—Possibly from the Sr. maksh^ ' to fill, to mix, to

combine.' This term is applied by the Gypsies to the painting of
houses, the smearing of women's faces with rouge or other colors—

a

practice extremely common among the young women—the painting

of the eyebrows and eyelashes with black, and the like. Makavdo,
part., 'painted, besmeared:' mo ker isi makavdo,^ my house is painted ;'

makavde povd, 'painted eyebrows;' Umakavdo, 'not painted.'

Pantaloon—dimi, dimish : plur. dimnia and dimia.—Dimia isi bugle,

'the pantaloons are large;' dimialo, 'wearing pantaloons, braccatus

f

bidimnialo, ' without pantaloons.'

Paper—llr, HI; Bor., U.—The Sr. Ukk means generally 'to write, to

draw ;' likha, ' one who writes,' or ' what is written,' and hence, ' what
is written upon,' as paper, iron or stone tablets, etc. The Gypsies of

* Armenian dukhrooHmie, root dukhr. The Armenian language loves to increase
the guttural sound, and often changes h, and even Ar, into the strongly aspirated
guttural kh; and, what is more singular, it generally changes the liquid / of foreio-n

languages into the deep guttural ghad or gh ; e. g. Xajapoj, ghazaros.—Ta.

VOL. VII. 27
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Turkey have corrupted the word by adding an r, and changing it at

times to l. In Spain they have cut off the final syllable, or, more
properly, it is changed to an z, and blended with the foregoing one

:

compare Sr. mukha, Gypsy mui. Compare Slav, lisf^ ' leaf, page.'

This term is also used in the sense of * epistle :' pichardva HI, * I send

a letter.'

Partner—amdl.—A Persian word, hemal, * companion,' Mod. Greek
(TvvjQocpog. Though used as * companion' is in English, it is more gen-

erally applied to those who work together, as partners in business.

Tovghiom man amdl, *I have taken a partner.'

To PASS

—

nakdva,—Evidently related to the Sr. naksh, * to approach, to

arrive at.'

Passover—patranki ; Bor., pachandra, ciria.—This is undoubtedly a

corruption of the Gr. ndaxo^ or nauxctUa, ' Easter.' The word cannot

be Bulgarian, as this people have retained unchanged the Gr. term

pdskha. The second word given by Borrow, ciria, may have origin-

ated from the Greek aiqiog or xu^ta;^!], ^ Sunday,' * the Lord's day.'

The Greeks very frequently call Easter laujtQu^ ' glorious, resplendent.'

Pear—amhrol.—
Pear-tree—ambrolin.—This is a Persian word, from emrud, and enhrut,

' a pear,' from which comes the Turkish armud, ' a pear.' Names of

trees terminate in in. The reader will see a few other examples in

this Vocabulary.

Perspiration—ka7nlioipe, kamnioipe.—This appears to me to be of

pure Sr. origin. I have noted both forms of the word, since they

are equally common. Kamiliom, ' I have perspired,' supposes a

present kamdva, which, however, I have never heard : for it is used

kainlo isom, ' I am perspiring,' from kamlo, ' perspiring, in perspira-

tion,' and kdmniovdva, kamliovdva, from the same and avdva.

Piastre—asialo.—We have met with another word in the Vocabulary,

love, ' money,' in use among the Gypsies. This is frequently used for

* piastres 'in the plural, as is the Tnvk, ghrush in the singular. I

know of no clue to the etymology of the term, unless it can be refer-

red to Pers. asta7% * pondus quoddam indefinitum et varians, quura

hie decem, illic sex drachmarum cum semisse ponderi aequet. Vox e

Gr. (TiaTTiQ corrupta esse videtur' (Vullers, Lex. Pers.). It does not

resemble any of the terms used by the natives here. Plur. astale :

Jceti astale teresa te desman, *how many piastres hast thou to give me'

(i.e. *owest thou')? j/ek astalo, *one piastre;' eftd astale, * seven

piastres.'

To PIERCE

—

chinkerdva, chingherdva.—This word signifies * to perforate,

to cut through, to pierce with a sharp sword.' It is a compound

verb, made up of chin and kerdva, ' to do.' Chin I refer to Sr. chhid,

* to divide, to cut, to split.' Aor. chingherghioin, ^ I have pierced, I

have wounded.'

YiT—guva, khar,—The first of these terms can be referred to the Sr.

gupti, from gup, * to hide,' meaning * hiding, a hole in the ground, a

cavern.' As to the other word, khar, I leave to others to say whether

it can be referred to khan, * to dig,' a verb which has given sundry

words to the present Gypsy language (see well). Bashe to hahtz4s

(Turk, haghche, 'garden') isi yek khar, 'near the garden is a pit.'
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Pity—hezeh.—This is a Persian word, heze^ * crimen, peccatum, injuria,

violentia' (Yullers, Lex. Pers.). It is used by the Gypsies as the

Greeks use their itolfxa^ ' pity, commiseration.' Bezeh chorenghe^ ' pity

to the poor ;' Gr. ^gl^m sig jovg nTw/ovg : i. e. ' the poor are to be

pitied.' The plural, bezeha, is very rarely to be heard.

Place—tan.—From the root sthd, ' to stand,' Gr. loxijfiv^ Lat. sto^ sistOy

comes the noun sthdna, which is so frequent in the Persian language,

as Stan: compare gulistan, *a place of roses;' hindistariy 'the place

of the Hindus,' etc. It is natural that a term so common in so many
languages should have left traces of its existence in the Gypsy lan-

guage. Among the Gypsies it has precisely the same signification as

among the Hindus. Kamajdv me taneste, ' I shall go to my (native)

place;' so penena to tan? 'what do they call thy place?' In this

sense tan is more generally used than gdv^ ' village.' Peryulikand
tan, ' a foreign place (land).'

Plate—chard.—I refer this term to charu, from the root cAar, ' to eat,'

signifying ' an oblation of rice, barley, and pulse, boiled with butter

and milk for presentation to the gods or manes; and the vessel in

which such an oblation is prepared.' The word chard is now used
for plates of wood, metal, or clay, in which the Gypsies eat, but more
commonly an ordinary plate of red clay, in which poor people take

their food. Plur. chare: akle taneste Jcerena chare., 'in that place

they make plates ;' hhor chare, ' deep plates ;' chareskoro., ' a plate-

maker.'

To PLAY (on instruments of music)

—

keld,va, gheldva.—This I refer to

the Sr. kal, ' to sound, to throw or cast :' kalatd, from this root, is

' melody, music' The consonant k is often changed to gh.

Plum—kildv.—
Plum-tree—kdavin.—The origin of these terms is to me unknown.

Plur. kilavd, ' plums.'

Pomegranate—dardv.—
Pomegranate-tree—daravin ; Bor., meligrana.—This word appears to

be connected with the Sr. ddrava, ' wooden, made of wood,' Lat. lig-

neus^ from the word ddru, 'wood, timber.' Borrow's meligrana is

connected with the Ital. melagranata and the Spanish granoda.

Poor—choro.—Connected with the Sr. chivara, 'the tattered dress of a

Bauddha mendicant, or of any mendicant.' Bopp defines it ^^ vestis

pannosaP It may be connected also with another Sr, terra, chira, ' a

rag, an old and torn cloth.' So kamakeren e chore? 'what will the
poor do?' choripe, 'poverty:' hut chitdva choripe, 'I suffer (lit. 'I

draw') much poverty;' me choridkeri^ 'of me the poor (woman).'
The word is applied to a poor man and to professional beggars by
the Gypsies here in Turkey. Fem. chori ; dim. cAorord, 'a beggar
boy.' Chord I have heard used for 'an orphan.'

To praise—ashardva.—This transitive verb I refer to the Sr. root arcA,
' to worship, to honor or treat with respect, to praise.' Pass, ashard-
vaman^ ' I praise myself,' inavvov^av ; asharghidmman, ' I have praised
myself;' so asharesiut, ' why dost thou boast' (lit. 'praise thyself')?

asharddy ' praised :' ashardd isdm^ ' I am praised.'
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Pregnant—Jcamni ; Br., kamnee ; Bor., camhri.—Related to tlie Sr.

garhhin% *a pregnant woman,' from gorhha^ 'an embryo, a child/

Terela chnven ? na, in Jcamni, 'has she children ? no, she is pregnant.'

Priest—roshdi ; Bor., erojay, arojay.—Borrow defines these terms
" friar, frayle" (Span.). By the Gypsies of Turkey the name is given

to the ordinary priests in the churches^ and is an equivalent of the

nannag of their coreligionifts the Greeks. They often also apply the

term to the didaaaalog of the Greeks, following in this respect the

usages of the Christian inhabitants of Turkey, among whom, till a

few years ago, the priest was always the teacher (pidaaxalog) of the

village, and was called indiscriminately by the inhabitants both

"priest" and " teacher," TxaTinag and didaazalog, I am not aware

of any word among the Gypsies for the order of monks as distinct

from this denomination of rashdi. Hashani, 'the wife of the rashdi.^

As priests are frequently married in the villages, the term of course

is given to the priest's wife ; Gr. nannadia.

No Sanskrit term can have given origin to this word but rishi^ ' a

saint, a sanctified personage,' and I accept it, on account of the simi-

larity of sound, and of the idea of sanctity attached to the term both

by Hindus and Gypsies.

Prop—pikalo.—A long stick, used in loading pack-horses ; it supports

the weight of one side before the other is loaded.

Pudendum virile—kar.—I know of no satisfactory derivation of

this term, which however appears to me of Hindu origin.

Pudendum muliebre—minch.—This term does not appear con-

nected with the Sr. madana. It appears to be related to terms such

as mingOj ^!^lx^\ /uh/wfit,; this latter often implying carnal connection.

Compare Sr. mif7% ' to mix, to mingle,' mih, ' to sprinkle, effunderey

praeseriim mingerej^ It is proper here to remark that in all languages

such terms have usually been diflScult of derivatiouy owing to the

indelicacy of the subject, and because they have been altered and dis-

torted according to the unchecked inclination of the most vulgar of

the people.

Quick, quickly—sigd ; Bor., singo.'^—This term may be referred to the

Sr. sanga, 'meeting, .encountering, joining, uniting,' if it does not

rather come from figkro, 'swift, quick.' It is used at times for

'often.' Pikesales sigo, 'dost thou see him often?' sigo ker^ 'a

quick ass ;' sig.o sigo^ * very quickly.'

R.

\t RAINS

—

dela,—This term is the 3d pers. sing, of the pres. tense. It is

diflScult to find a Gypsy who can give the first person of the verb.

According to the formation of the Gypsy verb, which I shall explain

in Section Y, dela is the 3d pers. sing, pres., dem, 2d pers.,. ddva, 1st

pers., ' I rain.' Ddva I refer to the Sr. und or ud, ' to wet, to moisten,

to be or become wet.' From this verb comes uda^ ' water ;' compare

* " Sipo, • vite.' " Vaillant, p. 857.
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the Gr. vSog^ v8u)q^ and Slav, voda^ ^ water.' The Latin unda has pre-

served the n of the root. The Gypsies have cut off the initial sylla-

ble of the Sr. root. Kamdva te del^ 'I wish it would rain ;' hut dela

avdives, ' it rains much today.'

Rain—brishindo, burshin; l^ov.^brijindel.—Comp. Sr.prisk, 'to sprinkle,

to pour out water;' also vrish^ 'to sprinkle, to pour out, to rain.' In
the Gypsy, b has taken the place of the Sr. initial. Borrow explains

hrijindel by the ^v. purana (purana), which, though meaning some-
times 'rain,' is generally used for 'perfection, a work well wrought
out,' etc. But brishindo, 'much rain.' Burshin is less frequently

used.

Raisin—porik^ porikin.—The same confusion exists among the Gyp-
sies as to the signification of this word as among the Greeks, from
whom undoubtedly the Gypsies have borrowed it.

' Onwoa^ in ancient

Greek, designated that time of the year in which fruit ripened, from
July to November; 6nMQLy.b;^ 'autumnal' and 'matured;' otimqikov

and 'nMOLxov we now call the fruits themselves, applying the term
particularly to esculent fruits growing on trees, and these trees, for-

merly called kvla xu()7Tif^a^ we now call ^vloxaQicla^ in order to distin-

guish them from trees giving no fruit. Umqlxqv is a very vague term,
and the Gypsies very rarely can agree to what fruit or particular tree

the word porikin should be applied. I have heard it applied to

plums, to plum-trees themselves, and very often to raisins and figs.

Porikin is similar in formation to kilavin^ ' plum-tree,' and ambrolin,
' pear-tree.'

Red—lolo ; Bor., lolo^ lole.—Compare Sr. lohita, ' red, reddish, blood.'

The Gypsies have preserved the first syllable, which they have
doubled. Borrow defines the word in his vocabulary ' tomato,' the
well known vegetable called by us TOfidia, The rejection of whole
syllables is common in many languages.

To REJOICE

—

loshdniovdva.—A verb in the middle voice, composed of
loshano, ' rejoicing,' xaiQo^evog, and avdva. It is a very common verb
among the Gypsies. I refer it to Sr. lush, 'to adorn, to decorate.'

This verb I have never heard excepting in the middle form. Losha-
noipe, *joy.'

To REST

—

achdva.—This I refer to the Sr. root och, ' to go to or towards,
to worship.' Ach devlesa, ' rest thou with God,' addressed to persons
departing ; achardo isi, ' he has remained.'

To REVILE

—

kushdva.—^This may be connected with the Sr. kuga,
' wicked, depraved, mad, inebriate,''^ resembling the Gr. naabg^ which
has given origin to xaxl'Qoj^ 'to revile one as a bad man.' Ma kush,
' do not revile.'

Rich—baravaU.—This may be referred to Sr. prabala, ' strong, power-
ful' Isi kllavdo, ia but baravalo, 'he is fat, and very rich.'

To RIDICULE

—

prasdva.—This is a compound term, composed of the
prep, pra and has, which we have defined : see to laugh. It is rare
in the Gypsy language to meet with verbs united to prepositions.
Even in modern Greek there has always been a tendency among the

* Armenian keah, ' bad, wicked.'—Ta.
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more uncultivated of the people to strike off all those prepositions

which vary the primary signification of the verb. The same remark
is also applicable to the Bulgarians, as regards their mother Slavonic.

EiNG, FINGER-RING

—

ctngrusU^ angustrL—The form is Persian, though it

has been borrowed from the Sr. anguri or angul% * a finger, a toe
;'

angushta^ 'the thumb:' Pers. engiusht, * finger;' engiushter and engi-

ushterij * finger-ring.'

Ripe—mulano,—
To RIPEN, to become ripe—mulanokerdva.—Of doubtful etymology.

River—len ; Bor., len.^—This is one of many Gypsy words whose deri-

vation, at first sight, is not so palpable as that of many others. But
it may plausibly be referred to the Sr. root li or H, * to dissolve, to

flow.' Bashe to len, * near the river ;' sigo len, * a swift river.'

Road—drom ; 3oy., dron, drun.—Some light maybe thrown on the

derivation of this word by the Gr. ^Qi/nM; dgojuog, * a road.' This Gr.

term has its origin from the Sr. drain, * to go, to move ;' and probably

the same Sr. root has given origin to these Gypsy words. Bugld

drom, * a wide road.'

Rod—rubli.—Applied to represent the common Gr. (m^diov, dim. of

(idt^dog, * a rod,' and denoting something larger and stouter than the

Q-an, ^ switch, cane.' Of its origin I know nothing.

1^0OT

—

korin.—A Bulgarian word, very common among the Gypsies :

Bulg. koren, * root ;' Slav. k6ren\ * root.' E ritkeskero korini, ' the root

of the tree.' This term is by some Gypsies used for the * bark,' cor-

responding to the Slav, kord, * bark ;' Gr. cploi^dg.

Rope—shelo.—Compare Sr. piiUa, * a cord, a rope, a string,' and its

cognate gulva, of the same signification.

Russian—moskovis.—The ordinary term used by the Turks, moskov, * a

Russian ;' Gr. fioaxofog. The Greeks also often call them ^(haaovg.

Sack—kisi.—Probably the Turkish kiese, ' sack, bag.'

Saddle—zen.—A Persian word, zen, * a saddle,' often written zen-i-asp,

' saddle of the horse.' This term, as used by the Gypsies, is properly

' a saddle upon which a person can ride ;' for ' a pack-saddle,' they

have adopted the Turkish semer, as have the Greeks, aa^udgi. Chor-

ghid tumare kkereskoro i zen, * they have stolen your ass's saddle.'

Salt—Ion ; Bor., Ion,—These two identical words I refer to the Sr.

lavana, * salt, mineral and marine.' Hence, as with us, it signifies

' salted, well seasoned or flavored, any fluid containing salt.'
^

To salt—londardva,—From the above Ion, It is a transitive verb.

Londarghiom, * I have salted.'

To be SATED

—

chaliovdva.—A compound verb, formed of chal and

avdva. Chal appears to me to be the verb char, ' to go, to graze,'

which I have had occasion to explain in speaking of to graze. As

char by the Gypsies is used for * grass,' and for Hhe grazing of ani-

mals/ it came very naturally to correspond, in course of time, to the

%oqii^!;m and xogialvM of the Greeks. TJnited to the usual avdva, like

* " Lotiiy * ruisseau.' " Vaillant, p. 364.
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most of tlie middle verbs of the Gypsy idiom, it has become charlo-

vdva, and, by the commutation of the liquids, chaliovdva. These
words literally mean ' I have grazed.* Ta Jchdva khandi chaliovdva,

*and though I eat little, I am sated ;' chaliovela, *he is satiated.'

To SAY

—

bendva, pendva ; Bor.
,
penar.—There are two Sr. verbal roots

to which this verb may be referred : bhati, * to say, to speak,' and pan,
* to praise :' the former of them is much the more likely to be the origi-

nal of the Gypsy term. The 3d pers. of the present, benena, is used
frequently as an impersonal :

* it is said, they say ;' Gr. Uyovv^ Uyexai.

Bemna ki o takdr kamulo, * they say that the king has died ;' so

kamesa te penes mdnghe ? * what dost thou wish to say to me f na
penena chachipes, * they do not speak the truth ;' na penghiomles, * I

did not say it;' ma pen, *do not say' (i. e. * speak'); penghiom yav~

reske V avSn, * I told the others to come.' This term is generally

pronounced bendva, very rarely pendva.

To SCRATCH

—

khanjovdva, khandiovdva.—This verb can be referred to

the Sr. kandu, * itching, scratching.' It is in the middle voice, and
means *I scratch myself.' The neuter is khanjdva, *I scratch.' By
some Gypsies the word is pronounced khandiovdva, approaching
nearer to the Sr. form. The change of k into kh is common.

Scythe—-fdrkia,—This term appears to belong to the Wallachians,

from whom the Gypsies have borrowed it. As the language spoken
in Wallachia and Moldavia is a corrupted Latin, springing from the
language of the Eoman legions settled in those parts by the Roman
emperors, falx, * a sickle,' may have given origin to this term, with
commutation of the liquids. Compare also Pers. evrak, ' falx foenaria.'

The Latin origin appears to me the more probable. Some Gypsies,

instead of this word, use kosa, the Bulgarian word for ' scythe.'

Sea—derydv, mdra ; Br., dardv ; Bor., loria.—This is a Persian term,
derya and deryab, very usual also among the Turks. It signifies * a
sea,' and at times * a river,' or * any great collection of water.' By
the change of d into / has been formed Sorrow's word. My second
term, mdra, I have repeatedly heard from Moslem Gypsies. It is the
Sr. vdri, * water,' Slav, more, Lat. mare. Though derya is usual among
the Turks, it is never to be heard except in a high flown style, very
rarely in conversation ; and certainly it can never have come to the
ears of the rude Gypsy, who hears only the usual term of the people,
deniz, ' sea.' Mdra may have been learned from the Slavonic nations,

and the Bulgarians particularly, who still make use of it : more, * sea.'

Secretly—chorydl,—Formed from chor, * a thief, a robber,' and in the
ablative form, like many other adverbs. Secresy and robbery are

always intimately united : compare xleipivoog, xlsiplcpgmv. Mod. Gr.
Hls(pi(jtTa, * secretly;' Fr. furtivement. Chorydl diniomles, 'I struck
him secretly.'

To SEE

—

dikdva, dikhdva. ; Bor., dicar, diar.—I know of no Sr. verb to
which this term may be so reasonably referred as to drip, * to see, to
behold,' Gr. digno^uai. We have had occasion to notice in many in-

stances the omission of an r, and the conversion of the Sr. sibilant p
into the guttural k. The second form of Borrow, diar, resembles the
pronunciation of many Turkish Gypsies, who give the word as though
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written diJchava, and dihdva, didva. In fact, the aspirate h is so gentle

as to be scarcely heard. This pronunciation of the guttural k, or

rather its mutation into a soft aspirate, cannot be attributed to any

local usage of the Gypsies, acquired from the natives, as it is preva-

lent only in the Asiatic provinces of Turkey, in the west of Asia Mi-

nor. Dikinilo, *he appeared;' dikiola, *it appears;' dui manushe

dikliom, * two men I saw ;' te na dikdv^ ' that I may not see ;' dikliom-

la yek dives, * I saw her one day ;' dikdva leskere chaven, * I see his

children.'

To SELL—see to buy.

Serpent—sapp.—The Sr. sarpa, * a snake, a serpent,' from the root srip,

* to glide, to creep.'* The Gypsies have assimilated the r to the fol-

lowing JO, as in many other like cases (see Section IV). The term is

extremely common in all the cognate dialects of the Sr. : compare

Lat. serpens, It. serpe, Fr. serpent, Gr. iortrig and e^rrw, by the aspiration

of the initial s, so common among the Greeks. ^' Ocpig is probably

derived from Sr. ahi, * a snake,' by the commutation of the aspirates

(Bopp).

To SEW

—

sivdva.—
Needle—suv ; Bor., jutia.—Both these terms have a common origin,

from the Sr. root syu, siv, * to sew,' Lat. suere, Slav, shiyu. Compare

also Sr. sucki, 'needle,' from a cognate root such, 'to sew.'

To SHAVE

—

munidva ; Bor., palabear.—The origin of this word is very

clear; it comes from the Sr. root mund, 'to grind, to cut the hair, to

shave.' Its derivatives have all a similar meaning : as muiidaka, ' a

barber ;' mtmdana, ' the act of shaving.' Borrow's term, palabear, is

derived from palyula in his vocabulary. This is the Sr. palyul, ' to

eat, to purify.' But the word appears to me of Spanish origin.

Sheep—bakro, bokricho ; Br., bakroo ; Bor., bracuni, bacria,—I have

placed here Borrow's second term, although he defines it ' a goat :' it

appears to be a word of the same origin. The Hindus call the goat

bukka. Compare also Germ, bock, Eng. buck, Fr, bouc. Bakri, ' ewe ;'

bakricho, 'lamb,' dim. form, instead of iaAroro. Alle bakre, 'sheep

have come ;' terela shele bakre, ' he has (owns) a hundred sheep.'

Ship—bero ; Br., ghamee ; Bor., bero^ berdo.—Bero seems to be naturally

related to the root bhri, ' to uphold, to support, to cherish.' Borrow's

berdo I refer to another cognate word, bhartrl, ' a supporter, a holder.'

This derivation is corroborated by vordon or bordon, 'a carriage,' which

is referable to the same word. Mr. Brown's ghamee is the Turk.

gemi, ' a vessel, a ship.' Bereskoro, ' a seaman,' va^jirjc^ Turk, gemichi.

gjjOE

—

tridk.—I have nothing satisfactory to propose for the derivation

of this singular term, which does not resemble any of the words usu-

ally applied by the people of these countries to shoes. The Mod. Gr.

TtanoviQia is from the Pers. papiish and pabuj, ' shoes ;' T(;aQo{)Xta is

from the Turk, charuk, ' shoes formed of a piece of thick leather,

fastened to the foot by strong thongs of the same material,' worn by

farmers and shepherds. Plur. triakd and triakhd : Idkoro pral kerela

triakhd, 'her brother makes shoes.'

* Armenian zeral, ' to creep.'—Tu.
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Shoot (of a vine)

—

vicha,—This is a Bulgarian word, coming from vSlav.

vich\ ' a twig, a switch.' It is not a very common word. The Greeks

also say |^^rt«, but more commonly f^t'oj'r^^-, from the Italian verga^hsLt.

virga. E manukleri vicha, ' the shoot of the stump.'

Shoulder—viko^ piko.—Of origin unknown to me.
To SHUT

—

banddva.—This is the well known Sr. root handh, Ho bind,

to tie,' which corresponds with many terms in the cognate languages

:

Pers. bend, ^ a bond,' bend kerden, ' to bind ;^ Germ, binden, band ; Fr.

bande ; Eng. band, to bind, bondage, bonds, etc. Among the Gypsies

this verb has the signification also of ' tying,' as both are intimately

related: thus, band o vutar, 'shut the door;' bandela pi kori, 'he ties

his neck' (i. e. 'his neckkerchief); banddva mi kori^ 'I tie my neck-

kerchief;' bandloijye, 'band:' bandloipe me ynoste, 'a band to my
mouth.' Aor. bandliom, ' I have shut, or tied :' bandHom mo prast,
' I have tied my horse.'

Sieve—resheto.—A common word, borrowed from the Bulgarians, who
pronounce it riseto.

To SIGH

—

achardva.—This word I have not been able to refer to any
corresponding Sr. term. It means * to groan, to lament, to sigh

deeply.' Aor. acharghiom and akiarghiom. Sard dives acharela,
' all day (long) he sighs.'

Silver—rup ; Bor., paquilU, plubi, pomi,—This term is evidently from
the Sr. rupya, ' worked silver, silver and gold.' Our common word
dari^iov, used now for afjyvuog, ' silver,' which some regard as derived

from crriua, * a stamp, a sign,' is cognate with the Pers. sim, ' silver,'

and * silver coin.' The reader must not confound rnp with the com-
mon Turk, rub, derived from the Arabic rub\ * fourth.' The three

forms of Borrow I do not know how to explain. The second, how-
ever, may be the Sp. plomo, ' lead,' which Borrow may have written

by mistake. I do not agree with him as to its derivation from rn2n.

The Sr. word has given name to the common Hindu coin of the pres-

ent day, commonly written "rupee." Eupovano, 'made of silver,

argenteus.^ No doubt, also, the Russian ruble has an intimate con-

nection with this Sr. term.

Similar, like—sar,—manmh sar char, ' man (is) like grass ;' sar luliidi

(Gr, lovXoudiov, 'flower') e puvidkeri, Mike the flower of the earth;'

sar tut, Mike thee;' sar lubni, Mike a strumpet.'

Song—ghili.—
To SING

—

ghilidva, ghiliovdva ; Bor., guillabar.—The Sr. root gri is

' to sound, to speak, to sing :' from it comes gir, * a song.' GhiUdoa
is derived from this root, by the commutation of r for /, in accordance
with all the Gypsy verbs derived from Sr. verbal roots ending in ri or
ri. Borrow's term corresponds with the one used in Turkey. He
has another in his vocabulary, labelar, ' cantar, hablar,' which he re-

fers to the Sr. lap, 'to speak, to utter.' It appears to me to be con-
nected rather with the 8p. hablar, ' to speak.' Ghiliovdva is in the
middle voice, formed from ghilo, ' song,' and the usual avdva.

These terms are extremely common among all the Gypsies of Tur-
key, and particularly among their women, who gain their livel hood
by roaming in the streets, and singing every kind of lasciviou* and
VOL. vn. 28
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erotic song. Ghilimpe, * an instrument of music */ i ghilia e devUs-

kero, * the songs of God.'

Sister—See brother.
Sleep—liiidr.—This is evidently the Sr. nidrd, * sleep, sleepiness, sloth/

From this noun is formed an adj. lindralo, * sleepy ;' bilindralo^

* sleepless :' na isom lindralo^ * I am not sleepy.' Bere we see the

commutation of the liquids n and /, so common among the Gypsies

and Greeks.

To SLEEP

—

sovdva;'^ Bor., sohelar, sornar.—Comp. the Sr. svap^ *to

sleep,' svapna, ' sleep,' with which correspond Gr. vnyog^ Lat. sopnus^

somnus. The final radical of the Sr, root has been changed into the

kindred v. Sottisom, 'I am asleep' (for sotto isom). Sotio^ * asleep,'

is the Sr. part, supta, ' sleeping, asleep :' sotto ^si i likhnari (Gr. ^vx^

vdgtop)^ 'the lamp is quenched' (lit. 'asleep'). This phrase I have

heard from Gypsies residing near Constantinople. It is taken from

the Greeks, who call Iv^vd^tov dxolfjjjTov the lamp that is kept burn-

ing night and day before the household images. JSFa sovdva, ' I am
not sleeping.'

Slim—sanno.—Compare the Sr. part, sanna, ' shrunk, diminished,' from

the verbal root sad^ * to wane, to perish gradually.' Leskeri i romni

isi sanni, ' his wife is slim.'

Slowly—pares.—This seems to originate from the ^i\ para^ whose defi-

nitions are exceedingly numerous and varied. I have often heard it

used in this sense. As it is an adverb, it supposes an adj. j^f^^'^^ 'slow.'

Pares pares^ ' slowly ;' 2^0,^'^^ ^^^i ' work slowly.'

To SNEEZE

—

chiktdva.—This, like many other similar verbs, is a com-

pound, made up of chik., 'a sneeze,' and ddva., 'I give.' Compare Sr.

chhikkd, chhikkana, ' sneezing.' The verb ddva^ ' I give,' is frequently

joined to nouns. Some of these are never used in their simple form,

and are extremely rare, even in the mouth of other Gypsies. An
example of the usage of the simple and compound verb we have in

tapdua, * to strike,' which is also frequently used in the compound
form, tap ddva, 'I give a stroke, I strike.' Aor. chiktiniom, from

diniorn, aor. of ddva.

gjjow

—

iv, biu ; Bor., hiji, give.—From the Sr. hima, ' snow,' is derived

our %^^v^ ;fsr^«? Lat. hiems, Slav, zima^ ' w-inter.' Iv is a regular

formation ; h is dropped, and m changed to v (see Section IV).

SojL

—

poskik.—This is one of many terms which, in want of a better

definition, I refer conjecturally to the root push, ' to cherish or nur-

ture, to rear or bring up.' This definition might have been given

to the soil, as the ultimate source of nutrition.

Son-in-law—-jamutro.—The Sr. possesses two cognate terms, with

which this word closely coincides : ydmdiri and jdmdtri, * a daugh-

ter's husband.'

To SPEAK

—

vrakerdva.—A compound verb, vra and kerdva, ' to make.'

Bhran, bran, and vra% are cognate Sr. verbs, signifying 'to sound;'

but I prefer as the origin of this Gypsy verb the root 6m, ' to speak,

to say,' which is to be met with in many European languages. The

» " Sovho, * il dort' " Vaillant, p. 863. " Pmnjuvcd, * schlafen.'" Arndtvp. SW.
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word is a very common one among all the Gypsies, particularly when
they wish to impose silence. Ma vraker, *do not speak' (i. e. *be

silent'), Gr. anhna ; na vrakerdva^ 'I do not talk;' ta i romnia ka
dukena hut ta vraherena^ *and the women that love to talk much.'*

To SPIN

—

katdva.—This Gypsy verb cannot easily be referred to a sat-

isfectory Sr. original. But compare Sr. krit^ * to cut,' also * to spin,'

and its derivative kartana^ * cutting, spinning.'

To SPIT

—

chungdrva,—I know of no Sr. root to which this Gypsy word
may with propriety be referred. It means *to spit upon, to revile.'

Among the common people in these countries, spitting upon one
another is an act of contempt and reviling. Ohungartiniom, aor.

pass., * I was spit upon,' i. e. ' I was insulted;' chunger^ * spittle, phlegm,'

and whatever else is ejected from the mouth.
Sponsor—kirvo.—This is a term common to all the Gypsies, who cer-

tainly cannot have brought it from India. The Greek dvddoxog^
* godfather, sponsor,' designates one who undertakes to execute some-
thing, a guarantee. May it not then be allowable to refer this term
to the Sr. karvat^ ' doing, acting, an agent,' from kri^ * to make, to

do V Kirvi^ * god-mother ;' mo kirvo isi but baravaloj * my godfather
is very rich.'

Spoon—rogi^ roi.—The origin of this term is unknown to me.
Stake—kilo.—Compare Sr. kila^ ' a stake, a pin, a bolt,' etc. This

term by the Gypsies is used for poles set up around a field, upon which
is formed the fence ; also, for the poles set up around the threshing
floors; and again, for poles stuck deep into the ground, to which
horses are fastened while grazing. BandUom mo grastes to kilo^ 'I
have tied my horse to the stake.' Compare Slav. kol\ ' stake, pike.'

To STAND

—

terghiovdva^ tertiovdva.—This is a verb in the middle voice,

in common use among the Gypsies. Aor. tertiniliom^ and by some
pronounced terghiniliom. Like the Greek crr€Ko,wat, it is always used
in the passive voice. Terghiovava supposes terdva as the active voice,

which we have referred above (see to have) to the Sr. dhri^ 'to have,
to hold, to keep.' Atid terghiovava , 'here I stand;' iS(a arixoiuat,.

Star—chergheni ;f Br., tcherhinee ; Bor., cherdillas, trebene.—Compare
Sr. tdi'd, ' star, planet, constellation,' probably from the Yedic stdrd^

by throwing off the initial s. From this is our dajriQ and daroov^ Lat.
aster, astrum.'l C%erdillas, and cherdino, found in another place in

Borrow^'s glossary, I conjecture to be of Spanish origin.

To STEAL

—

chordva^ choldva.^—
Thief—ckor ; Bor., chor, choro.—These terms, so similar to each other,

are referable to the Sr. root chur^ * to steal, to rob.' According to

Bopp, this root gives origin to the Lat./^r and Gr. <)d%. From it

* Pott writes the word "i2«Mer«/, *sprechen, reden.'" Nearly all the authors
on the Gypsies write the word in a similar manner. The word is pronounced by
the Gypsies here as I have written it, and I have heard it very often with the ini-

tial V strongly marked.

f
*' Tcheacren, ' astres.' " Vaillant, p. 457. " Tschergeny, zerhene, stern.' " Arndt

p. 366.

X The Armenian asdegh is evidently of the same origin, as that language often
chancres r .ind I to the guttural gh.—Tr.

g " Tchordel, * tu voles' " (write tchorel, * il vole '). Vaillant, p. 369.
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comes chaura^ * a thief, a robber, a pilferer,' whence the above chor

and choro. At times, instead of chor^ the Gypsies use chorno and
churno, ' a thief.' Chordicano^ * stolen ;' kon chorghiales ? * who stole

it?' asttarghiom e chorh^ 'I have taken the thief.'

Steel—abchiu.—This term, ordinarily meaning * steel,' is very often ap-

plied to the steel and flint used generally in Turkey for striking fire,

and which people always carry with them for lighting their tobacco-

pipes. It is difficult to refer it to any known Sr. term. I bring to

the memory of the reader the Pers. ahgine^ ' vitrum, crystall urn,' a

name given to substances similar to the flint, and so, perhaps, in

course of time to the steel itself, which constituted a necessary ac-

companiment of these instruments. In this manner the word may
have come to be applied to steel in general.^'

To STEP

—

ukiavdvoj uktiavdva.—This verb is derived from the Sr. Jcrartiy

' to go, to walk, to step,' with some preposition prefixed. It is used

also for ' stamping, trampling,' etc.

It sriNKS

—

kdndela.—Of doubtful etymology. Kandiniko^ * stinking.'

Stone—har ; Bor., bar.—Compare Sr. bhdra^ * weight, burden.' It is

possible that the Gypsies gave this name to * stone,' as being preemi-

nently heavy. It is very well known to all of them. Dinidles yek

bare baresa, * he struck him with a large stone ;' ov isds ta chivghids o

bar, 'it was he who threw the stone;' bareskoro, * a stone-cutter, a

worker in stones.'

Straw—bus.—Referable to the Sr. busa, ' chaff".' Compare flax.

To strike—tapdra, tapddva.— Tap is not a very usual word among the

Gypsies, and when used, it is mostly joined to ddva, * I give:' tap

ddia, ' I give a blow, I strike.' Tap dela, ' it beats' (i. e., the pulse).

Both taji and tapdva seem to be related to the Sr. tup, *to injure, to

hurt, to kill,' which has passed into Greek, as tutttw. It may be well

to remark that tap^ ' to heat, to torment,' may possibly have given

origin to this verb.

Strong—zoralo.—This is a word of Persian origin, very common
among the Gypsies, from zor, ' strength, vigor.' It is very usual with

the Turks also, who have formed from it adjectives of their own

:

zorlii, 'strong,' instead of the Pers. zormend or zordar^ 'having

strength.' Bizoralo, ' w^eak ;' but zoralo isom, ' I am very strorg.'f

Stump of a vine

—

manuklo, maniklo.—Applied to the vine in vine-

yards, before the plant has shot out the sprouts upon which the

grapes are produced. It is like the trunk of a tree. E manuklieri

vicha kerela drak, 'the shoots of the stump make (i. e. 'produce')

grapes.'

Summer—nildi.—Of doubtful etymology.

Sun—kam ;X Br., cam ; Bor., cam, can,—The similarity of these words

makes their common derivation plain. The usual name of the sun

* All the derivatioDS of Pott are as unsatisfactory as mine. They may serve as

a guide to others.

f Armenian zoravor, ' strong ;' zoranal, ' to grow strong ;' zorutiune, ' strength.'

—

X
" O'chaniy ' le soleil/ " Vaillaat, p. 457. " Kam, cham, okam, ' sonne.' " Arndt,

p. 366.
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among the Hindus was surya^ from the root sur, *to shine.' The
above karn^ can seems related to the Sr. root Ican^ *to shine;' com-
pare L^t. candeo, whence also candela^ candidvs, 'white;' like our
aelripi]^ <• moon,' from o-f Aaw, Ho shine,' and Mod. Gr. (peyyt^motf^ *moon,'

from (fiyyof, ' to shine."^

Sunday—karko ; Bor., ailco, curque.—See church.
Sweet—gudlo ; Br., goodlu ; Bor., husni.—Concerning these terms I

have nothing satisfactory to propose. Gudlo tuiy * sweet milk.'

Swine—balo^ balicho ; Br., haleetcho ; Bor., halicho.—Compare the Sr.

adjective halin^ * strong, powerful,' and, as substantive, among other

meanings, 'swine.' Balicho is a diminutive form, probably from the

language of the Turks, as the word, according to the general forma-

tion of the Gypsy diminutives, would be haloro, Parvardo bald, * a

fat pig.'

Sword—kanlo ; Bor., estuche.—Neither of these words appears to me
to have any clear relation to Sr. roots. In want of anything better,

I propose for kanlo (at times khanl6\ the common Sr. han, *to hurt

or kill.' The final syllable lo is the regular adjective form of many
Gypsy nouns. Borrow's estuche may be related to the Italian stocco,

* a small sword.' We have seen another Italian word in Borrow's
vocabulary, viz. meligrana,

T.

Tail—pori,—I know of no Sr. word to which this term can be traced.

To TAKE, to GET

—

Iciva ; Bor., Hilar,—Undoubtedly related to the Sr.

/«, *to take, to obtain.' This verb I formerly considered as referable

to Sr. labh, *to take, to seize,' from which originates the Gr. ht^ait'M,

Xu^u^di'ut ; but its indicative present should in that case be larava,

and its aorist lavghiom. Kamalel yeh grast, *• he will take (i. e. * buy')
a horse;' liniomles panjenghe, *I bought it for five' (i. e. * pieces of

money'). Sorrow's form Hilar does not appear to be connected
with lava.

Tall—rucho, iicho ; Br., utcho ; Bor., saste,—This word is the Sr. uch-
cha, Miigh, tall.' Probably Borrow's saste, *high, tall,' is related to

the ^v, gasta, * fortunate, excellent, great.' This term is by nearly

all the Gypsies pronounced vacho : ucho is in use only among a few
of the Moslems. Vucko manush, 'a tall man;' vacho ruk, *a tall

tree ; adv. vuches, ' highly :' po vuches, ^ more highly.'

Tear—dsfa.—The Sr. vdshpa, written also vaspo, '• vapor, tear,' by
dropping its initial consonant, and converting the p of the last sylla-

ble into its cognate/, has formed the present asfa.

Tent—sohriz ; Br., serka,—Words of origin unknown to me.
Testicle—pelo,—I have inserted another word in the Vocabulary, used

for ' testicle ' (see egg). Pelo (^\, pele) maybe referred to the Sr.

pela, * a testicle.'

Thief—See to steal.

* Armenian loosin, ' moon,' from loosnil, * to shine.'

—

Te.
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Thirst—tmsh^ trust.—
To THIRST

—

tardva.—These terms have a common origin, from the Sr

frish, 'to thirst.' From this root have originated the Germ, dursU

Eng. thh\<iL As thirst implies the idea of want of water and dryness,

it is consequently natural to suppose that from the same Sr. root

have sprung the Gr. riQcroiLiat, and reqoalvM^ * to dry.' The Sr. semi-

vowel r is rarely lost in the European languages ; it is, in fact, the

most constant of all the Sr. consonants. Truahalo, * thirsty :' trushalo

^sdrriy * I am thirsty.'

To become thirsty.—trushdliovdva.—A verb in the middle form, com-

posed of the above trushalo, * thirsty,' and avdva. The Gypsies are

extremely fond of these compound verbs, and neglect the simple, as

in this case. The same is true of the Greeks. The Moslem Gypsies

make use of terdva, and, though they understand trushaliovdva, will

not employ it.

This—avakd, avkd.—There is a great confusion in the use of this de-

monstrative pronoun. Even among the Gypsies themselves, one hears

the word continually varied, without any apparent reason : avakd^

Hhis;' avakhd (or «Md) isi minro, 'this is mine;' avaklia (ov aMd)
resd, ' these vineyards ;' akkid ?no/, ' this wine ;' okkid romni, ' this

woman ;' okle manushenghere, ' of these men.' Both masculine and

neuter have the same termination. Avakhd manush, 'this man;'

avakhd cham, ' this child.' It is difficult to say to which of the Sr.

pronouns this term should be referred.

Thread—tav.—This word appears to be of pure Sr. origin. The root

tap, 'to heat, to vex, to torment,' we have noticed in this Vocabulary,

as the parent stock of many words among the Gypsies here in Turkey.

It appears also in the Pers. tahiden and taften, 'to burn, to vex, to tor-

ment.' To this verb properly belongs tab, 'curvatura funis, comae'

(Vullers), and risrnan taften, ' to weave,' charkh risman-i-tav, ' an instru-

ment for weaving.' All these terms imply the idea of tormenting, as

is the case with any filament when it is twisted into thread, or rather

tormented into this new form. In Greek, ytlixt^T\ from «Xc6.^t.>, Ho
twist, to weave,' is used now very generally for >'^««, ' thread.' So

too in Latin, torquere, ' to twist, to torment,' gave origin to torques,

'a chain worn round the neck.' From (ttqbcpm, 'to turn, to whirl,'

came the crr^^og of the ancient Greek physicians, by which they

indicated violent shooting pains in the bowels, the tormina of the

Romans. In this way I conceive that the Gypsy word tav was either

borrowed from the Persians, or formed directly from the Sr. root

from whicb the Persians have taken their own tabiden. The Persians

have also tav, 'thread,' and tabdi, 'torquens funem,' which the Turk-

ish translator (Vullers s. v.) explains by ip ve ijMk bukiji, 'a weaver

of thread or rope.'

Throat—karlo.—A very indefinite word : it signifies ' the back of the

mouth,' and frequently ' the neck,' particularly its front part. To me
it appears to be the Bulgarian ffurlo, 'throat, pharynx.' jT' astar-

ghiovel mo chip me kurleste, 'may my tongue be bound (lit 'held')

in mv throat.'

To THROW

—

chivdva, chitdva.—Compare Sr. kship, ' to throw or cast,*

part, kshipta, ' thrown, despatched,' which seems to have given origin
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to this Gypsy verb, which retains the same signification as the Sr.

original. By the usual change of the consonants, this participle be-

comes kshitto or chitto, and hence the verb chitdra. Aor. chivghiom :

chivghiom yek bar, ' I threw a stone ;' kcina chivesa bar, ' when thou
throvvest (a) stone ;' chivdilo o bar^ ^ the stone was thrown ;' chivghian

bar^ dik ndpalal, 'thou hast thrown (a) stone, look behind'—a com-
mon proverb, ^consider the consequences of thy actions.'

Till—chin.—This term is common to all the Gypsies, wherever they
are to be found. Keti dur isi (pronounced dursi) chin ti Silivri?

*how far is it to Silivria?' chin ti puv, 'to the ground;' Gr. evjg elg

Tr^v yri^; chin vuches, 'on high.'

Time, times—-far, var.—Corresponds to the Gr. q)OQa^ as noXlag cpoQug,

dl(yag (poQag^ used now in the place of noXhixig^ dXiydxig. The word
is pronounced indifferently /ar and var, and in this the Gypsies imi-

tate their neighbors the Greeks, who say q^ooa and ^ola. Yek far,
' one time, once ;' kayek far, ^ sometimes ' and ' never ;' like the Gr.

Ka^^ilav (fOQuv^ which has both these significations. This term is the

Pers. bar, which has often the meaning of the Lat. vicis, Turk. defa\
' turn :' compare Pers. yek bar, ' one time, once.' Vullers derives it

from Sr. bhdra, from the root bhrl, Gr. cpi^*, whence (poqa. But
compare Sr. vdra, ' a turn, a successive time.' Ke yaver far dinids

man, * and at other times he struck me ;' po kayek far, ' at times,

sometimes ;' duvdr, trivdr, panjvdr, ' twice, thrice, five times.'

To be TIRED

—

chiniovdva.—See to cut.

Tobacco-pipe—chiikni.—This is a common term for the long tobacco-

pipes, used in the Levant by all the inhabitants indiscriminately. An
i chukni, 'bring the tobacco-pipe.' The usual term among the Turks
is chibuk, Gr. tC^i^novitiov,

Today—avdives, apdives ;'^ Bor., achibes.—We have in this term the

Sr. divd,\ which I have had occasion to mention in explaining the
term dives, ^day, morning.' The initial a, av may be the Sr. dem.
pron. sa, which has rejected, like many Greek words, the Sr. s at its

beginning. The formation of this adverb may be explained by the

Gr. a.riiiieQov^ i.Tquegot^^ 'this day;' Tijzac, t-£to?, 'this year;' t-w^«,

'this hour, now.' Avdives avdva, Hoday I am coming.'

Together—eketane.—This appears to me a pure Sr. term, coming from
eka, ' one.' Compare Lat. una, ' together, in company ;' Pers. yekser,
* together, at the same time.' Here is an example of a purer preser-

vation of this Sr. numeral than we have in the term yek, 'one.' The
Gypsies always pronounce it as 1 have written it. Achdi chor eketane,

'and other thieves together;' eketane amentza, 'together with us;'

eketane e chaventza, * together with the children.'};

Tomb—mermori, mnemori.—Of modern Greek origin. Mvtj^oqlov and
fivTj^ovgiov are diminutive forms of f^vri^a, 'a tomb.' The ancients

* " Abdes, odes, ' aiijoiird'hui.' " Vaillant, p. 456.

f Armenian div, 'day.'

—

Tr.

j Pott writes the word kettcne, ketdne, keteny, catane, catanar, catanar, *to avssem-

ble.' In speaking of its etymology he says :
" der Ursprung hochst zweifelhaft."

It is cert.iinly clearer, as pronounced in these countries. Similar comparisons may
serve to illustrate many other passages.
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also had their diminutive, ^vr^udnov. In the use of terms of this

class, the Gypsies have always adopted those of the new faith wdiich

they have embraced. The Moslem Gypsies say mezdr, *a tomb/
from Turk, meznr.

Tomorrow—takhidra.—I have nothing to propose for this term. Po
takhidra, ' day after tomorrow ;' takhidra audna, * tomorrow I am
coming;' takhidra kamoves otid? * tomorrow wilt thou be there?'

takhidra kamajel, * tomorrow he will go.'

To^QS—ksilldbi^ hiilldvi.—I have noted this word, which is of the

purest Greek, though nowadays no Greek understands it, and it could

not have been lately borrowed from the Greeks, since they make no

use of it, nor is it to be found in any of the modern Greek glossaries.

Jlvwiy^a was anciently the name of the instrument by which heated

or burning substances were seized, also ht^lg^ from ht^aimt^ lu/u^di^ctK

Aa§i8m we now call the long-handled and extremely shallow spoon

used in administering the communion. Ait^ri and ht^lz^ with avv—
uvllit^ri and crvlhx(ilg^ or ^vkla^^ and ^vlXu(ilg—is an instrument for

seizing anything. These latter terms are not in use now among the

common people, but the existence of such a Greek term in the lan-

guage of the Gypsies certainly proves the employment of it among
the Greeks at the period of their irruption into these countries. It

may be well to remark that the proper term for tongs, TrvodyQa^ is

nearly forgotten, and that the Greeks now use the Turkish mashd^
* tongs.' The term ksilldbi is peculiar to the Gypsy blacksmiths. In

other cases they use the Turkish mashd. The presence of the com-

pound consonant ks amply proves the word to be foreign, as this

consonant never occurs in pure Gypsy words.

Tongue—chip; Bor., chipe, chipi.—From the Si\ jihvd^ 'tongue,' j
being changed to ch^ as is common in many languages. Romani chip^

* the Gypsy language ;' me chipeste, * on my tongue.' Chip^ ' tongue,'

as in many other idioms, is used both for * tongue ' and ' language.'

Tooth—ddnt ; Br., danda; Bor., dani.—From the ^v, dat or danfa^

nooth.'

Tree—ruk.—This Gypsy word bears no relation to the Sr. dm, with

which are connected the synonymous terms in so many other Indo-

European languages, but may be referred to the root ruh^ 'to grow

from seed, to grow as a tree,' by the changing of the aspirate, ^, into

a guttural, k. From this root come ruhvan, ' a tree,' precisely as the

Greeks applied the term (f>vibg to trees and plants in general, and

ruksha, * a tree in general.'* V\m, rukd : opre to rukd, 'upon the

trees ;' vucho ruk, ' a high tree.'

Trough (wooden)

—

kopdna,—A Bulgarian word, kopdnka, from the

Slav, kopdin, ' I dig,' precisely as the corresponding Gr. term, axdcprj,

comes from axdnTM, * I dig.'

Truth—chachipe ; Bor., chachipe.—We have the following derivation

by Borrow : " This word, which the English Gypsies pronounce

* In their Essai sur le Pali, Burnouf and Lassen compare the Piili roukkha, ' a

tree,' to the Sr. vrikcha, * a tree.' Both the Pali and Gypsy appear to me to be

from the above ruksha. The same form, ronkko, * a tree,' is found in the Prakrit.

Ibid., p. 159.
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tsatsipe, seems to be a compouiicl of the Sr. sat, which signifies ' true,'

and the word of Sanskrit origin chipe, * a tongue.' Chachipe there-

fore is literally ^ a true tongue.' " This is one of Borrow's random
derivations. He has said elsewhere in his vocabulary that ^Je?^ is a

particle frequently used in the Grypsy language in the formation of

nouns : c. g. chungalipen, ' ugliness,' from chungalo, ^ ^g^y*' Here,

however, the final jt>^ ov pen is this very particle, common to the Gyp-
sies of Spain with those here in Turkey, as we have already seen in

the course of this memoir. The rest of the word is probably the Sr.

satya, 'true, sincere, honest.' From chachipe is formed the adj. cha-

chipano^ ' true,' and the adv. chachipanes, ' truly :' chachipe isi, ' it is

true,' lit. ' it is a truth,' like the Gr. d.h\&si,a cJiav^ for d.hj&lg dvai.

Turk—khorakhdi.—The Turks, who call themselves osmanly and oth-

manlij, as descendants from the house of Othman, would be surprised

to hear such a name applied to them. Their language, however, they

call lurk. The Greeks always call them loiqxovg. Borrow defines

the Gypsy term, written by him corajay, as follows :

''
' The Moors,

los moras,'' probably derived from the word kurrek, a term of execra-

tion and contempt too frequently employed by the common Moors in

their discourse." The similarity of the two terms, as employed here

and in Spain, amply proves the necessity of looking for another origin

than that which has been advanced by Borrow. Kho7'akhdi is both

singular and plural. Khorakhano, ' Turkish ;' khorakhani, khorakhni,
* a Turkish woman ;' khorakhnia, * Turkish women;' khorakhano gav,
* a Turkish village ;' khorakhani chip, ' the Turkish language ;' khora-

khanes janesa ? * dost thou know Turkish V khorakhniori, * a young
Turkish woman;' khorakhane rom, * Turkish Gypsies,' i, e. 'Gypsies
of the Mohammedan religion.'

UgLy, not beautiful—nasukdr ; Bor., chungalo.—For chungalo see

MISERABLE. My owu tci'm is from sukdr, ' beantiful,' with the neg-

ative particle na. See negation and beautiful.

Unfortunate—hahtalo.—This originates from a Persian term, hakht,^
' fortune, luck,' to which the Gypsies have given the form of their

vernacular idiom, precisely as we have observed in other words bor-

rowed by them. So the Greeks have made, from the Turkish zavdl,

'QaSdliaog, "Qa^ixhjg^ and Qcx^dliaau^ * miserable.' Though hahtalo,

from hakht, 'good fortune,' would properly indicate prosperity and
happiness, still it is given to men and animals as a term of aftection

and hearty commiseration. hahtalo pelo ti puv, 'the unfortunate
(i. e. 'bird') fell to the ground.'

Up—opre ; Bor., aupre, opre.—From the Sr. upari, 'above, up,, up
above :' compare Gr. i5.7io, Lat. super, Germ, ober, Eng. over.jf Oprefdr
tut (far, abl. particle), 'from the rest of the milk;' besf/hiom opre to

amdksi (Gr. ci,wd:5t), * I sat upon the carriage ;' opre to rukd, ' upon the
trees ;' opre to bar, ' upon the stone ;' opre ti puv, ' upon the ground

* Armemfiu pakht or paht, fortune f pakktdvor, 'fortiinatu.'-**Ti%,

f Armenian veri, ver, vera.—Tn.

. VII. 29
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(earth) ;' oprdl and oprydl., * from above f oprdl peliom, * I fell from

on high.'

Urine—muter.—
To void URINE

—

miitrdva ; Bor., mutravy muclar.—These terms bear

the stamp of undisputed descent from the Sr. mutra^ 'urine.' Bor-

row's muclar is probably a corruption of the original mutrar^ although

I have not met elsewhere the change of trar into clar.

Village—gav ; Bor., gao.—Compare Sr. grdma^ * village/ which ha?^

lost the liquid r, and changed the final m into v, a change w^hich we
have already observed elsewhere (see name), and shall have occasion

fully to prove, in speaking of the commutation of the consonants.

The Gypsy word is often applied to denote 'one's native town' or

*home,' n((T(jig^ just as the Greeks use j/o^^/oi^, and the Turks kiog, for

their native place. 3fo gai\ ' my village,' is to be understood as ' my
native tow^n ;' gheliom to gaVj * I went to the village ;' gavudno^ ' a

villager:' mo gavudno, 'one of my village;' iuga kamoves to gdv?
' wilt thou also be in the village f te gaveskoro manushe isi but gorke,

' of thy village the men are very bad.'

Vinegar—shut; Br., 8hutt ; Bor., juter, juti.—Compare Sr. pata^ 'sour,

astringent.' It is worthy of remark, that this term by some Gypsies is

pronounced shutko, and applied to 'vinegar,' although it properly

means 'sour.' From this noun, by the addition of lo, has been

formed shutlo, ' sour :' shuilo mol, ' sour wine :' it is pronounced also

skudlo: shudlo tat, 'sour milk,' the Turkish yaghurt.

Vineyard—res, rez ; Bor., eresia.—Compare Sr. ras^ ' gustare, amare ;'

the noun rasa has also the definition of 'grape,' though its general

signification is 'taste of any kind.' Persian bagh rcz, 'a vineyard.'

By the Gypsies this term is applied particularly to the vine. Kerena

resd, 'they make (i. e.
'
plant') vineyards ;' kaUskoro isi e resd ? ' whose

are the vineyards ?'

Vomiting—chartimpe, chattimpL—
To vomit—chartdva, chattdva.—Compare Sr. chhard, ' to vomit, to be

sick.' The Gypsies, in pronouncing chartdva, give such a slight sound

to the r that it is scarcely heard, or even, at times, is not heard at all.

Many Gypsies contend that it contains no r, and pronounce always

chattdva. Chartim2)e is the Sr. chhardi, ' vomiting,' by the addition

of the common pe or pen, w^hich we have already noticed.

!¥•

To walk—pirdva ; Bor., pirar.—Compare piro, ' foot,' w^hich I h^ve re-

ferred above to the Sr. j)ri or par, to pass.' But pirel, 'he walks

fast ;' kapirdv, ' I shall walk.'

Wallachian—vZaM/a.—The Greek ^^d^og, a denomination given to

the inhabitants of Wallachia and Moldavia. Vlakhina, ' a Walla-

chian woman.'

Warm—ialio.—This word I have explained in speaking of bath. I

notice it here merely to add that the Gypsies use it in this sense

also, apart from its signification of ' bath.'
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To WASH

—

(ovdva.—This verb may be referred to the Sr. verbal root

dhav, *to cleanse, to be clean or pure.' Aor. toviom and tovghwm :

toviom mo shoro keralo, *I have washed my scabby head ;' iodvainan

(raid, voice), 'I wash myself,' used for the Gr. vimof-iai^ loiotmi, nlv-

vo^mv : so keres? todvaman^ Svhat art thou doing? I am washing
myself;' tovdva me yismata, 'I wash my linen ;' tovdo, 'washed:'
tovde t/ismata, ' washed linen.'

Water—pani, pai ;^' Br., pagnee ; Bor., pani.—The Sr. adj. pdniya^

from j[?a, 'to drink,' signifies 'anything fit to drink, potable,' and con-

sequently ' water.' Water is also termed pdya^ from the same root

'pd, Deman khandi panij ' give me a little water ;' sudro pani^ ' cool

water.'

To WATER

—

paniddva.—A compound verb, from the above and ddva,,

' I give.' The verb has been formed in imitation of the Greeks and
Turks : the former often say dldoj vegop^ instead of ^ror/^w; the Turks,

S'l veririm^ for ichirmek.

To WEEP

—

rovdva ; Bor., orohar.—Both these words I am inclined to

refer to the Sr. verbal root r?/, 'to cry, to make a noise, to yell, to

shriek.' Compare virdva^ ' sound, noise ;' virdvin^ ' shouting, weep-
ing, crying.' Weeping with howding and yelling, amongst barbarous

people, is an ordinary phenomenon, on all occasions where the exhi-

bition of sorrow^ is necessary or official. The initial a in Borrow is

euphonic. raklo rovela^ ' the child cries ;' saro dives rovela^ ' all

day he cries.'

Weight—vdria,—This term, usual among the Gypsy blacksmiths, is

applied to the hammer which beats the heated iron. It is from the

Gr. ^doog^ ' weight,' from which comes |^«ow, * to strike.'

Well—khanink^ khaink ; Bor., putar.—These words differ so much
from each other that they cannot be referred to the same origin.

jMy own are from the Sr. khan^ 'to dig, to delve,' whence the Gr.
j«/*'o*. From this archetypal root klian probably comes the Lat.

canalis^ and also cuniculus^ denoting 'the hare' and 'amine' (Bopp).
Compare from the same root the Sr. adj. khanaka^ 'whatever pertains

to digging, and to making canals and wells,' whence the present
kkcmifik and khaink^ denoting ' whatever is dug,' and consequently
'a well.' The use of an adjective for a substantive is extremely com-
mon. Bovvow^s putar I regard as Spanish, or rather as from the Lat.

puteus^ and not, as he explains it, as from pdtdla.

Well—laches.—An adverb, from lacho^ ' good.' Laches isi., ' it is well
;'

po lache^^ 'better:' po laches isom^ 'I am better;' nandi hut laches,
' it is not very well ;' po laches iejas^ ' it is better for thee to go.'

What—so.—This term, the neuter of the interrogative pronoun ko7i^ is

used precisely as the Eng. 'what' The followdng phrases will explain
it : so teresa ? ' what hast thou ' (i. e. ' what is the matter with thee') ?

so kamesa ? ' what dost thou wish V
Wheel—asdn.—Compare Sr. ara, 'the spoke or radius of a wheel.'

The change of r into s is extremely common, not only in Sr., but in
many other languages.

^ Pany^ panio, * wasser.'" Arndt, p. 357.
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Whelp—rukond.—This term is used for the young of clogs ; Gr. axiif^u

vog^ Mod. Gr. a^vXuxior. It seems to me to be related to the Sr. ruh.

Ho grow, to be produced or become manifest, to be born.' I chuJcli

penghids panj riikone, *tiie bitch has produced five whelps.'

When—kdnna.—Compare Sr. kadd, ' when.' Kdnna kanashes ? ^ when
wilt thou go ?' kdnna kamido ? ' when will he die ?' kdnna kinghidn-
les ? ^ when didst thou buy it V kdnna kamahiel ? * when will she be
delivecred' (i. e.^ *of a child')?

W^HENCE

—

kaidr.—Intimately related to the pron. kon and ka^ 'who'
and ' which.' The final tar is the ablative particle (see Section V).
Katdr alio amare 7nanush ? * whence came our men ?' kaidr avesa ?
* whence comest thou ?' katdr anghidn ie romnid ? ' whence didst

thou bring thy wifef katdr allidn? 'whence hast thou comef
W^HERE

—

kdrin.—Also related to the interrogative pron. kon, 'who.'

Kdrin kamajes ? ' where wilt thou go V kdrin hi to rom ? ' where i»

thy husband?' kdrin jem? 'where art thou going?' It is used at

times as the Italians use their ove : t<jikhidra kamovdv ti polin (Gr.

TToliv) kdrin ta isi to dat, ' tomorrow I shall go to the city, where also

thy father is.'

White—farno; Bon, j!)arwo, ^>ar^^^,—The origin of this term, so com-
mon among all the Gypsies, is extremely obscure. Borrow defines

parno "'bianco, ^y. panduP This term, 'pawqfw, well known in the
liistory of India as the name of the founder of the Pandava race,

means also ' white, yellow, jaundice.' I see no relation between the

Sr. and Gypsy terms. Parno manro, ' white bread ; o yek kalo, o

yek parno^ 'the one black, the other white.'

Who—kon.—This is ovidently the Sr. ka, neut. kim, which, with slight

vai'iatlons^ is found in most of the Indo-European languages. Kon
dinids e chukel ? ' who struck the dog V kalhkoro isi o ker ? ' whose
is tlie house?' kaleste bashe ? 'near whom?' ta kales? 'and whom?'
These examples show that the oblique cases of this pronoun are e.x-

ti'emely irregular, and are far from resembling the declination of the

Sr. kim^ To kon in related the relative ka. and ke, which is ex-

tremely common with the Gypsies, and used as the Italians use their

che.f and the Mod. Gr. their nov, relative pronouns that have lost both

gender and number. A few illustrations will give the reader a clear

idea of this pronoun : ki ov ka isi, 'and he who is;' ia i romnia ka
dukhena, 'and the women that love;' sdvore ka kamel, 'all that he

desired ;' okd gorkipe ka na kamesa te keren iuke, ' whatever evil that

\hoM dost not desire they should do to thee ;' lacho o manush ka ka-

madei tut, ^ happy (good) the man who will give thee.'

Why—soske.—Kelated to so^ ' what/ the neuter of the interr. pron., with

the particle ke, of which we shall speak in treating of the cases (Sec-

tion V). Soske allidn? 'why did they come?' so^ke 2>uchesa? 'why
dost thou ask V soske isdnas otid ? ' why were yo there V

Wi©GW

—

pivlL—This appears to be a corrupted form of the Sr. vidhavd,

^si widow.' It is found more or less altered in many cognate dialects :

compare Pers. beva, ' widow,' Lat. vidua. Germ, wittwe, Eng. loidow.

Wife—romni ; Br., milomnee ; Bor., ro7ni.—For the explanation of

these terms, see gypsy. Mr. Brown's milomnee should be written
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mi roiniiiy ^mj wife.' So gentle is the pronunciation of the liquids,

that whoever is not somewhat conversant with the idiom easily falls

into such mistakes.

Wife's brother—said,—
Wife's sister—sali.—This term may be referred to the Sr. fdlin, 'be-

longing to a house, domestic,' from fdla^ ' a house.' We have in Eng.

do/neslic^ and Fr. domestiqiie^ 'a servant,' while the term domesticas is

properly ' any one belonging to a house.' The Gypsies, who are in

the habit of living together in such numbers, must naturally have

been inclined to giv^e such names to members of a family.

Wind—palvdL—This is used for the Gr. avef^tog^ which at present is

mostly applied to mean ' a strong wind, a gale.' It is difficult to give

any satisfactory etymology of it, although it appears to be of Hindu
origin. Terela palvdl^ *it has (i. e. 'there is') wind;' palvdl but,

'strong w^ind.' The word is often used for 'the atmosphere, air:' ti

palvdl vuches^ ' high in the air.'

Wine—rnol ;^ Br., 7nol ; Bor., mol.—The similarity of these terms

makes their etymology plain. Borrow says the w^ord mol is " a pure

Persian word." It is true the Persian word for wine is mol, but the

Persians and Gypsies both derive it from the Sr. madhu, Gr. ^iO^v

and {^iiU, 'an intoxicating drink,' Lat. mel, Lithuan. madus, Slav, med^

and Bulg. met. Kamesa te moU 'dost thou wish wine also?' shudld

mol^ ' sour wine.'

Wing—pak.—Compare 8v. paksha, 'awing.' The Gypsies give this

denomination indifferently either to the wing or to feathers, like the

Gr. nTBobv, * feather, wing.' Plur. pakd. Te sas chares (Turk, chare)

te terel pak o manush, 'if it were possible that man should have

wings ;' ta diniornles ti pak^ ' and I struck it on the wing.'

Winter—vent.—I have spoken of the term iv^ ' snow,' elsewhere, as

from the kim-a of the Hindus. The Sr. adj. himavant is ' cold, freez-

ing, chilly, frosty.' As in the word iv, ' snow,' the initial aspirate

was dropped, so in this word the vowel also, and the word thus mu-
tilated is now in use among all the Gypsies.

To WISH

—

kamdva ; Bor., camelar.—This verb is the Sr. kam, 'to desire,

to love ;' kdma is the Cupid of the Latins, the ^qmq of the Greeks.

This verb among the Gypsies is used whenever they intend to express

desire, wish, or love, in perfect accordance with the definitions gene-

rally given to the Sr. root. Borrow defines camelar 'to love, Sp.

ama7\^ I have placed it Avith my own word, as it is evidently the

same verb, proceeding from the same original. In treating of the

derivation of the tenses, I shall have occasion to speak of this verb,

as an auxiliary forming the future. It is there that its signification

becomes extremely clear. So kamesa? 'what dost thou wish?'

akand kamena te shiklioven, ' now they wish to learn ;' kamdva te

desman^ ' I wish thee to give me;' kamdvales : so kamakeres les? 'I

wish him' (i. e. 'I have need of him'): 'what art thou to do with

him?' avdives kamdva te jav to rez^ 'today I wish to go to the vine-

yard;' ka na kamesa te keren tuke, 'which thou dost not wish that

they should do to thee.'

' Moleti, ' vin.' " Vaillant, p. 869.
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Within—andre ; Bor., andre, enre.—This is evidently from the Sr.

antar, 'in, within, between.' In compound words its signification is

'internal, interior.' But andre ti puv, 'deep into the earth' (lit.

' much Avithin
') ;

jciva andre, ' I go in, I enter ;' andrdl, * from within,'

sumdsv : andrdl akata ti polin (Gr. nolir)^ ^ from within the city
;'

Mod. Gr. ctTio /iieaa dno trip no^iv.

Without—hi.—This negative particle is extremely common, and cor-

responds to the Sr. vi^ a preposition signifying separation or disjunc-

tion. The Slavonic is extremely fond of this particle, to which it

has added a z, forming hez ; as glas\ ' voice, echo,' hezglaHrHiy, ' with-

out a voice, mute ;' hoy, ' God ;' hezhozrCiy, ' atheist, adsog,'' It exists

in the Persian hi, 'without,' generally corresponding to the Lat. sine,

and denoting absence or want : as, hi ah, ' without water ;' hi edeh,

' without civility, uncultivated.' We have noticed it among the

Gypsy verbs : see to sell, hikndva. It is used with adjectives : as

uchardo, ' covered,' huchardo {hi-uchardo), ' uncovered ;' namporemey
' sick,' hinamporeme, ' healthy ;' bimakavdo, ' not painted ;' hizoralo,

'not strong;' hilindralo, 'not sleeping;' hihaktalo, 'not fortunate.'

When hi is united to nouns and pronouns, these are constantly in the

genitive case of both numbers: as hi shereskoro, 'without a head'

(i. e. 'a fool'); hi loveskoro, 'without salt;' hi maseskoro, 'without

meat;' hi lovmghoro, 'without money;' hi gotidkoro, 'without mind;'

hi halamenghoro, ' without Greeks ;' hi khorakhengkoro, ' without

Turks;' hi vastenghoro, 'without hands' (i. e. 'workmen'). With
pronouns : hi mdngoro, ' without me ;' hi oleskoro, ' without him ;' hi

Idkeri, amenghoro, tumenghoro, 'without her, us, you.'

Wolf—rwv ; Bor., orioz, aruje, luey.—The first two terms seem to be

related to the Sr. verbal root ru, which I have noticed in speaking of

the verb to w^eep. This verb, among the Hindus, gives origin to Wo
names of animals, in imitation of their sounds : ruru, ' a sort of deer,'

and riivathu, ' sound, noise, a cock.' I see no difficulty in supposing

that the Gypsies may have applied it to the wolf, an animal remarka-

ble for howling, which is one of the most common significations of

the verb ru. The third form of Borrow^, lueg, seems to be of Spanish

origin : compare loho, ' a wolf
Woman—ronini; Br., rumenee.—See gypsy.

Wood—kasht, kash ; Bor., casian.—Belated to the Sr. kdshta, 'w^ood,'

Borrow's casian may correspond to the adj. kdsktin, ' w-oody.' Kast

is used for ' a stick :' dinidsman kastesa, ' he struck me with a stick.'

This word is sometimes pronounced without the final t, as kash, and

most of the Greek Gypsies pronounce it kas.

^ooL

—

posom.—In want of a better derivation, I propose for this word

the Sr. verbal root push, ' to cherish, to nurture.'

\Yqrd— lav.—Compare Sr. lap, ' to speak, to utter ;' lapana, ' the mouth,

talking.' I have not observed in the Gypsy language any other traces

of this Sr. verb, which has given to the Indo-European languages so

many terms. As the Hindus have denominated the mouth lapana^

as the instrument of talking, so also have the Persians their leh, the

Eomans lahium, lahrum, and the Greeks hxlog and kaleui, by the change

of p to L Lav, plur. lava, is well known to all the Gypsies. Kope-

ndv iuke yek lav, ' I will tell thee a word ;' lav romane, ' Gypsy words.'
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Worm—kermo ; Bor., cremen.—Compare Sr. krimi, written also krimi

and krajni, ' worm, insect.' It has also the signification of the Gr.

eAwti^c, which is applied exclusively to intestinal worms. By sonic

Gypsies the w^ord is pronounced ghermo.

To WRITE

—

grafdva.—T have noted this word merely to show the man-
ner in which the Gypsies have introduced Gr. words into their idiom,

by giving them a Gypsy form. Grafdva (Gr. 7^(iqDa>), ' I write ;' aor.

grafghiom (e/^oti/^a), ' I have written.' It would be useless to note

the numerous instances of such words which the Gypsies have bor-

rowed from the Greeks. Their origin is generally very evident.

Some are distorted, because borrowed from terms which the Greeks

themselves have corrupted : so dialezdva^ ' I select,' from diuUyM^ pro-

nounced by us often diaU'QM. They have adopted another form of

verbs similar to those in use among the people with whom they inter-

mingle : thus Jcholiterdva^ * I am angry,' lit. *I have bile,* from the

Gr. xol^^ and their own verb terdva, 'to have;' also JchoUdzava^ 'I am
angry,' Gr. /oWx'c,ouai^ * to be angry :' hence kholiniakorOj ' angry.'

KhoUterdva is common among them.

Y.

Year—hersh ; Bor., herji.—Both these words are from Sr. varsha, ' rain,

the rainy season, year,' from the root vrlsh, Ho be wet, to moisten.'

The term was first applied to the rains, then to the season in which

the rains were prevalent, and in course of time to the year itself.

This use of * rainy season' for 'year' is corroborated by the usage of

the Anglo-Saxons and other northern nations, who reckoned by win-

ters instead of years. Both, of course, were struck by circumstances

peculiar to their own climate. JTetl bershenghoro isi ^ ' of how many
years (i. e. 'how old') is he?' keti bersh kerghidn to rashdi? 'how
many years was he (lit. 'did he make') with the teacher (priest)?'

Yesterday—yich ; Bor., callicaste.—I leave to philologists to determine

whether this term bears any relation to the Sr. hyas^ 'yesterday.'

Yich penghids indnghe^ 'yesterday was said to me;' yic]iavh\ 'day

before yesterday,' composed of ?/?V^ and aver^ yaver, 'other,' which
latter term I have explained in its proper place : yichaver o kurko,

'day before yesterday, (which Avas) Sunday;' poyichaver, with the

comparative part, po, ' two days befoi'e yesterday,' Gr. ut^TlnQo/d^eg.

Yet, STILL

—

achdi.—Achdi but Jcamadikh^ 'yet more thou wilt see;'

achdi chor eketane^ 'and other thieves together;' achdi paldl^ 'still

more backwards :' for this phrase another, po polaUste, is frequently

used; achdi lav romane^ 'still more Gypsy words.'

Young—terno^ yerno ; Br., yernee ; Bor., dej'no.—This is the Sr. taruna,

'young.' It is often pronounced yerno^ or rather, the pronunciation

of t so much resembles that of y that to all purposes it can be writ-

ten with this semivowel. The Sr. yiivan, 'young,' Avhich is found in

many Indo-European languages, I have not been able to detect in the

Gypsy idiom. A diminutive form of terno is iernoro, ' a youngster.'

Te7m6 is principally used in opposition io j)h^ir6 or pur6 ^ 'old.'
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SECTION IV.

COMPAKATIVE PhOKOLOGY OF THE GyPSY LANGUAGE.

1. Vowels.

These are five : a, e, i, o, u. The union of many vowels is

rarely to be met with in the Gypsy language. Of diphthongs
there are almost none. In verbs of the middle voice occurs the

combination to, resulting from the blending of o and a: as mat-

io-avdva^ mattiovdva. So also in the formation of abstract nouns

:

parnavo^ 'parnavoipe^ ^ friendship ;^ bandlOj handloipej 'band.^ The
reader cannot but have observed the rarity of other combinations

of a like character in the Vocabulary. Terms such as ndij * nail/

mill] ' mouth,' are not diphthongs : the vowel of the final syllable

has merely dropped its aspirate. The distinction of the vowels
into long and short is difficult to be determined. So, too, in

modern Greek, where in most cases such distinctions are of no
practical value: o and a» have a similar sound; only the accent

seems at times to occasion a prolongation of the sound of a

vowel. It is for this reason that I have noted with accuracy all

the accents upon the Gypsy vowels.

^.—This vowel, which represents the Sr. a and a, seems to

have but one simple sound.

A is retained unaltered in many words: as Sr. mariusha,

*man,'*^ G. manush; Sr. angdra^ 'coal,' G. angdr; Sr. nakha,
^ nail,' G. 7idi

It is frequently changed to e: as Sr. dagan^ *ten,' G. desk;

Sr. rasa, 'taste,' G. res, * grape;' Sr. nava, 'new,' G. nevS; Sr.

hara, 'ass,' G. kher ; Sr. tala, 'ground,' G. tele^ 'down;' Sr. iaru-

na, ' young, ' G. terno.

The Gypsies of Spain are fond of adding an initial a to words
beginning with r: as eresia (Turk. Gyp. res)^ Wineyard;' ara-

sliai (T. G. rashdi)^ 'priest;' orohar (T. G. rovdva\ 'to weep,' etc.

Here in Turkey, I have noted this initial a in arakdva, 'to guard,'

and in aratti, 'tonight' Both, however, may justly be referred

to Sr. words which have this initial a as an actual component
member.
The final a of the Sr. adjectives and participles is invariably

changed to o, and strongly accented: as Sr. kdla^ 'black,' G.

kalo: Sr. uchchaj ^high,' G. uckS ; Sr. matta, 'glad,' G. matlS,

'drunk;' Sr, tapta, ' burning,' G. /a^/o, 'warm;' Sv. sanna, 'slim,'

G. sannS ; Sr. kritta, 'cut,' G. khurdo, 'small;' Sr. gushka, 'dry,'

G. shuko ; Sr. purta, 'full,' G. perdo ; Sr. j)ur%a,' old,' G. pura-

no; Sr. ^/znto,' mortal,' G. merdo, 'sick.'

* Wlien botli Sanskrit and Gypsy terms have the same signification, I have noted

only that of the Sanskrit, in otljer cases T write both.
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Also in other words it is changed to o: as Sr. shash^ ^six,' G.
shov ; Sr. qat^a, ^rabbit,' Gr. shoshoL

E.

—

E is more constant: as Sr. deva^ 'God,' G. devel ; Sr. eka,
^ one,' G. yeh.

I.—/ and ni are the most usual terminations of Gypsy femi-
nine nouns: chukel^ ^ dog^^ chuk(e)H^ 'bitch;' devel, 'God,' dev(e)li,

'goddess;' grast^ 'horse,' grastnl^ 'mare;' rom^ 'Gypsy,' roimd,
* Gypsy woman ;' Mer, 'ass,' kherm^ 'she-ass;' manush, 'man,'
manushnij ' woman ;' guriiVj ' ox,' guruvni^ ' cow ;'^ plal^ 'brother,'

plani^ sister.

f

In numerous Gypsy words the i and t of the Sanskrit remain
unchanged: as Sr. dvi, 'two,' G. dm; Sr. tri, 'three,' G. in ;

Sr. rdtn] 'night,' G. aratti, 'tonight;' Sr. gill 'sound,' G. ghilij

'song;' Sr. cfihuri, 'knife,' G. churi ; Sr. pdniya^ 'potable,' G.
pam, ' water.'

The Sr. vowel r, or ri, undergoes many changes, which are of
much importance in the study of the Gypsy language, and in the
explanation and philosophical analysis of the verbs, and also

extremely interesting. Ri is changed to ri in Sr. riksha^ ' bear,'

G. richini:—to to in Sr. jdmdtri^ 'son-in-law,' G,jamutr6:—to ru
in Sr. tricula^ 'trident,' G. trushul^ turshul.

In the verbal roots, ri or ri is changed to ar or er in Sr. dn\
'to be afraid,' G. dardva ; Sr. nir'i^ 'to die,' G. merdva ; Sr. kri^

'to make,' G. kerdva; Sr. pr% 'to fill,' G. perdva:—to 27 in Sr. gn)
' to sound,' G. ghilidva,

0.—No precise rules can be given as to the pronunciation of
this vowel, for it is often left to the option of the speaker to use
either the o or the i^ in a great number of words. With the
exception of the final o, the common characteristic of the masc.
gender among the Gypsies, this vowel usually corresponds with
the Sr. It and u: as Sr. mitWi, 'matter,' G. morti^ 'leather;' Sr.
dura^ 'distant/ G. dur ; Sr. hhu^ 'earth,' G. phuv.

It also represents the Sr. a: as Sr. chandra, 'moon,' G. chon

;

Sr. madhu, 'sweet,' G. 7nol^ 'honey:'—or the Sr. o: as Sr. lobhini,

'desirous,' G. lubni,^ lohni, 'harlot;' Sr. loha^ 'red/ (y,lol6:~or
the Sr. i: as Sr. krimi^ 'worm,' G. kermo.
The final o of nouns, adjectives, and participles is changed to /,

whenever abstract substantives are formed by the addition of the
particle 2>e or pen: as kalo^ 'black,' kalipe, 'blackness, excommu-

* Pronounced also gurumni.

\ I have heard Gypsies, extrettiely ignorant of their language, making no distinc-
tion between the masculine and feminine of adjectives, saying kali (fern.) for kalo
(masc.), 'black;' terni for terno. These were all Moslem Gypsies, speaking the
Turkish, in which language the adjectives, as in English, have a single termination
for both genders. Those in the habit of frequently speaking their language never
make such blunders

; they are extremely attentive to all their generic terminations,

VOL. VII. 30
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nication;' matto^ 'drunk,' /?ia^^fp4 'drunkenness;' iaiio^ ^warrn/

tattipe, ^heat;' molo^ 'dead/ mervpe^ * death;' phuro, *old/p/iwnp4
^old age;' lachoj ^good,' lachipe^ * goodness, alms;' piro^ 'foot/

piripe^ 'g^^^/ 'Shuehoj ^ dean^^ shuchipe, 'cleanliness.'

This rule suffers exception : as in Jcamlo^ ' perspiring, ^ hamlioipe^

'perspiration;' handlo^ 'bound,' handlioipe^ 'band;' parnavo^

'friend,' parnavoipe^ 'friendship;' loshano^ 'rejoicing,' hshanoipej

'joy;' tatio^ 'warm,' tahioipe^ 'heat.'

U.—This vowel is extremely common ; it is a favorite sound
with all the Gypsies, whether Moslem or Christian. It is often

pronounced o. It represents the Sr. o in Sr. ^o, 'ox,' G. guruv;

St. lobhim^ 'desiring,' G. hibni:—the Sr. u in Sr. manusha^ 'man,'

G. manush; Sr. sukara^ 'benevolent,' G. suMr^ 'beautiful;' Sr,

pura, 'former,' G. phuro^ 'old;' Sr, uchcha^ 'high,' G. ucho : Sr.

pangu^ ' lame,' G. panJcS.

2. Consonants.

K.—Very common in the Gypsy language. It is often the

unaltered representative of the Sanskrit Jc: as in Sr. Mhj 'black,'

G.kalo; Sr. kan, 'to shine,' G. kan, kam, 'sun;' Sr. kdshtha,

'wood,' G. kaslit ; Sr. kri^ 'to make,' G. kerdva ; Sr. krlmi^

' worm,' G. kermS.

It is changed into / in kuT% 'a colt,' pronounced frequently

furi; or to gh^ in Sr. kal^ 'to sound,' G. gheldva, 'to play on

instruments.'

It is assimilated to the following consonant, as in Sr. rakta^

*red,' G. ratt, 'blood.'

It frequently becomes a very gentle aspirate : as in Sr. kdsa,

* cough,' G. has; Sr. kuh, 'to surprise,' G. hohairnpe, khohaimpe,

' a lie ;' Sr. kritta^ ' cut,' G. hirdo, ' dwarfish ;' Sr. kand^ ' to itch,'

G. handiovdvaj hanjiovdva^ ' to scratch.'

Ksh.—This compound consonant of the Sanskrit is very con-

stant in its transformation, and may serve as a clue to the true

etymology of many Gypsy words. It does not appear in the

proper Gypsy language, and the Gypsies never employ it except

in ksildhi 'tongs.' In speaking Greek, they pronounce I as the

Greeks do. This consonant generally becomes a simple k : as

in Sr. drdkshd, ' grapes,' G. drak ; Sr. akslia^ ' eye,' G. yak ; Sr.

yaksh^ 'to sacrifice,' G. yak^ ' fire;' Sr. ruksha, 'tree,' G. ruk', Sr.

makshikd^ 'fly,' G. makid ; Sr. draksh, 'to preserve,' G. arakdv^

'guard;' Sr. <^iksh^ ' to learn,' G. sA^Mva ; Sr. ksMra, 'milk,' G.

kerdl, 'cheese;' Sr. akshna, 'time,' G. akand^ 'now;' Sr. naksh,

' to go,' G. nakdva^ ' to pass ;' Sr. maksh, ' to mix,' G. makdva^
' to paint ;' Sr. paksha, ' wing,' G. paL

If my etymology of basJino^ ' a cock,' as from pakshin^ be true,

then this would be an exception to the above rule.
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Kh.—This Sanskrit consonant often retains in tbe Gypsy its

strong aspirated sound, like that of the hh of the Arabs and
Turks: as in Sr. khanaka^ 'digging/ G. hhainlc^ ^ well;' Sr. hhan-

din,, 'divided/ G. khand% 'a little;' Sr. khan, 'to dig,' G. khatdva;

Sr. khant, ' a mine,' G. Mat?, 'a hole ;' Sr. khdd, ' to eat,' G. khdva.

It is at times dopped, or very gently aspirated : as in Sr. nakha,

*nail,' G. ndi ; Sr. gdkha, 'vegetable,' G. shah, 'cabbage;' Sr.

mukha, 'mouth,' G. mux.
It is changed to k in Sr. duhkhay 'pain,' G. duk,

G—-This retains generally its proper Sanskrit sound : as in Sr.

gan, 'to count,' Q.ghendva; Sv. gara, 'poison,' G. gher, 'itch;'

Sr. gras, 'to eat,' G. grast, 'horse;' &r: angdra, 'coal,' G. angdr.

It is changed to k in agdra, ' house,' G. ker,

Ch—Is generally retained unchanged: as in Sr. char, 'to eat,'

G. chardva, 'to graze;' Sr. chush, 'to suck,' G. chuche, 'breast;'

Sr. chumh, 'to kiss,' G. chwni, 'kiss;' Sr. chik, 'to obstruct,' G.
chik, 'mud.'

It is changed to its cognate guttural k in Sr. much, ' to release/

G. mukdva ; Sr. pach, 'to cook,' G. pekdva. It becomes simple s

in Sr. chush, 'to suck,' G. sut, 'milk;' Sv.chatur, 'four,' G. ishtdr.

Chh.—This consonant is pronounced like simple ch : as Sr.

chhtnna, 'divided,' G. chmdva, 'to cut;' Sr. chhuri, 'knife,' G.
chart : Sr. chhard, 'to vomit,' G. chattdva ; Sr. tuchchha, 'empty,'

G. chucJio.

J.—This letter retains its genuine Sanskrit sound: as in Sr.jnd,
' to know,' G. jandva ; Sr. jiv, 'to live,' G. jivdva ; Sr. jdmdiri,

'son-in-law,' G. jamutro.

T, Th^ B—These consonants are pronounced like t and d: as

in Sr. pata, 'cloth/ G. pato, 'garment;' Sr. kdshtha, 'wood,' G.
kasht ; Sr. mund, 'to shave,' G. muntdva ; Sr. anda, 'egg,' G.
vanto; Sr. khandin, 'divided,' G. khandi, 'little.'

jN".—This nasal, also, is not distinguished from the common
dental n; Sr. gan, 'to count,' G. ghendua; Sr. purdna, 'old,' G.
p)uran6.

T—When at the end of a word, this consonant is often drop-

ped: as in grast, ' a horse,' also frequently pronounced gras'fxudi

gra : kasht, 'wood,' alsoiasA; vast, 'hand,' also vas. It is dis-

tinctly heard, however, when the following word begins with a
vowel: as lacho grast zsi^ ' it is a good horse.' When preceded by
r, it is pronounced like a pure d, as in Sr. purta, 'full,' G. perdo.

At times it is changed to/, as in Sr. tala, 'earth,' G. tele and fele,

* downwards.'

D—rpiiis lias the sound of the Latin d: as Sr. dram, 'to go,'

G. drom, 'road;' Sr. ddrava, 'wooden,' G. daravin, 'pomegran-
ate;' Sr. dma, 'distressed,' G. denilo, 'fool.'

It is changed into gh in Sr. diva, ' da)",' G. ghtves.
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DL—This Sanskrit consonant I have not been able to hear
among the Gypsies. Whenever it occurs in terms of Sanskrit
derivation, it is invariably changed to d pr t: as in Sr. bandh^ ^ to

tie,' Gr. handdva ; Sr. dhdv^ ^ to cleanse,' G. tovdva^ * to wash ;' Sr.

dhriia^ 'held,' G. iertiovcuva^ 'to stand.'

N.—Is perfectly similar to the Jjartin n..

P—This consonant usually has the sound of 'p:: as in Sr.

pdmya, 'potable,' G. pani^ water.; ^ Sr. patrin^ * winged,' G. pat-

rin, 'feather.'

It is frequently changed to /; as inSr. ^ar, 'to precede,' G.

furo^ 'old man;' Sr. pura^ 'city,,' G. yoro5, 'market-place;' Sr.

vdslipa, Vtear,' G. dsfa.

Or at times to v: as in Sr,. apara^ -other,,' G. yaver; .Sr. lapa,

,' word,' G. lav.

Or it is assimilated to the consonant following it; as in Sr.

iapia^ 'warm.,' G, taito ; Sr. supta^ 'asleep,' G. 50/^0; Sr. svapno,

'sleep,' G. sannOy 'dfeam.'

It is changed to h; as in Sr, pdka, 'grey-haired,' G. haho^ 'bald
;'

Sr. pish^ 'to inhabit,' G. bishdva; &r. prish^ 'to sprinkle,' G. bur-

shin^ 'rain.'

B—Has the sound pf the Latin b: as Sr. bdla, 'hairs,' G, bal

;

Sr. balin, -'strong,' G. bald, 'hog;' Sr. bala, 'strength,' G, rmsbali,

'weak;' Sr. bul^ 'to plunge,' G. holdva, 'to baptize,'

Bh.

—

Bh is not a Gypsy sound. In the words of Sanskrit ori-

gin containing it it is soiTietimes changed to p: as in Sr. bhrdlri,

'brother,' G. pra, pral; Sr. bh^^ 'earth,' G. puv ; Sr. Mara,

'much,' G. paro, 'great;' Sr. bhuti, 'dignity/ G. puti, -'business.'

It becomes b in Sr. hbhint, 'desirous.,' G. lubnij 'strumpet;' Sr.

bhanj, ' to break,' G. hangdva,

M.—j/is naostly pronounced like the Latin m. In a few words

it is changed to -?;;• as Sr. grdma^ ' a village,' G. gav ; Sr, ndmariy

'name,' G. nav; Sr, hzma, 'snow,' G. iv.

Y Is frecjuently unchanged.: as Sr. yaksh, ' to sacrifice, G.

yak, 'fire.'

It is frequently added to words beginning with a vowel: as Sr.

aksha, 'eye,' G, y(J^k ; Sr, eia, 'one,' G. yek; Sr. apara, 'other,'

G. yaver.

R The Gypsy r often corresponds to the Sanskrit r: as hi

St. rupya^ 'silver,' G. rup ; Sr. rasa~, 'taste,' G, res, 'vineyard.'

It is frequently changed to I: as in Sr, dvdra, 'door,,' G. dal^

Sr. cliur, 'to steal,' G. choldva ; Sr. agre, 'forwards,' G, angle; Sr.

gir, 'sound,' G. ghili, ^ong\'' Sr. Mm^i, ^ t>rother,' G. p^o^; Sr.

mdra^ 'death,' G. mold: alsp m Sr. kram, *tp go,"' united with

various prepositions: as niklavdva, 'to go out;' uklavdva, 'to

mount.'
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In combinations of r with another consonant, the r is often

dropped: as in Sr. gringa^ ' horn,' Q, shingh; Sr. prachh^ ^to ask,'

G.puchdva; Sr. ^rw, Ho hear,' Gr. shundva ; Sr. (^vaqru^ 'mother-

in-law,' Gr. shasui; Sr. hhru^ 'eyebrow,' G. pov ; Sr. grdma^ * vil-

lage,' Gr. gav ; Sr. Icrindmi^ 'I buy,' Gr. kindva.

It is also often assimilated to the consonant following it : as

in Sr. harna^ 'ear,' Gr. hann; Sr. mrva^ ^all,' G. savvo; Sr. sarpa^
* serpent,' G. sapp ; Sr. chhard^ Ho vomit,' G. chatdva.

Or to the consonant preceding it : as in Sr. rdtri^ ' night, ' G.

aratti^ ' tonight.'

h—-Eequires no remark.

V.— Fin many words is preserved unchanged, having in the

Gypsy the sound of the Latin v and Gr. ^: as Sr. deva, 'god,' G.

devel; Sr. nava, 'new,' G. nevo ; Sr, vd% 'verily,' G. va^ 'yes.'

It is changed to p in Sr. vichardmij ' I delioerate, ' G. 'pincha-

rdva^ ' to be acquainted.'

It is frequently prefixed to Sanskrit words beginning with
vowels: as Sr, uchcha, 'high,' G. viichS; Sr. anda^ ^^ggy^ G. vanto;

Sr. Qshtha^ 'mouth,' G. vust^ *hp;' Pers. asiav^ 'mill,' G. vasidv.

Or it is changed to h: as in Sr. vingaii, 'twenty/ G. bish ; Sr.

varsha^ ^year,' G. bersh; Sr. vag^ 'to sound,' G, bashdva^ 'to cry
out/ Sr. m, 'without,' G. hi.

It is dropped at the beginning of vd$hpa^ 'tear,' G. dsfa.

It is omitted, or, with a, becomes o, in Sr, lavana, 'salt,' G.
Ion ; Sr. svap^ * to sleep, ' G. sovdva ; Sr. gvacura^ ' father-in-law,

'

G. fihasiro ; Sr. gvagru^ 'mother-in-law,' G. shasui.

C, Sh.—Both these Sanskrit sibilants are represented by the
Gypsy sh^ pronounced as in shall^ shore.

Those Gypsies who live mostly among the Greeks, however,
particularly in Eoumelia, frequently pronounce this consonant
like the Greeks, as o-; but the Moslem Gypsies give it its proper
sound, on account of their familiarity with the Turkish, where
the consonant sh is extremely common. It is important to bear
this in mind. Shasta^ 'healthy,' I have heard pronounced very
often sasto. The modern Greeks experience considerable diffi-

culty in pronouncing this sh, excepting those inhabiting the
Epirus, particularly the villages near Joannina, who give it its

proper sound.

Instances are Sr. casta, 'healthy,' G. shastS; Sr. gru, 'to hear,'

G. shundva; Sr. qringa, 'horn,'G. shingh; Sr. castra, 'iron,' G.
shastri; Sr. cita, 'cold,'G. shil, shilalo ; Sr. qulla, 'cord,' G. shelo,

'rope;' Sr. irigula, 'trident,' G. turshid, 'cross;' Sr. caga, 'rabbit,'

G. shoshoi.

f is changed to k in Sr. drig, ' to see, ' G. dikava.

Sh is dropped before k in Sr. cushka^ 'dry,' G. shuko.

S.—This consonant needs no explanation or comparison.
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H.

—

H is changed to k in Sr. hansa, ^ goose/ G. kaind, * hen.'

It is dropped in Sr. has, * to laugh/ G. asdva.

At times it is commutable with v: as in Sr, hasta, 'hand/ G.

vast; Sr. himaj 'snow/ G. biv, viv.

SECTION V.

Grammak.

The following remarks on the grammar of the Gypsy lan-

guage are the results of my studies up to the present time, being

drawn from my numerous notes and manuscript dialogues. The
reader can see an illustration of them in the numerous colloquial

phrases scattered through the Vocabulary.

Article.

The ancient Hindus had no article, and to their demonstra-

tive pronouns correspond the articles of the cognate European
languages, which have become separate parts of speech. It

was natural, then, that the Gypsies, following the example of

other analytical languages, should also acquire an article. In

Spain, the article of the Gitanos is the Spanish : here, there is

evident the influence of the Greek article ; for the Moslem Gyp-

sies use their article very sparingly, since the Turkish, which

they mostly employ, possesses no article, properly speaking.

The Gypsy article is o for the nom. and voc. sing, of the masc.

and neut. genders, and e for the oblique cases of the singular

and for the whole plural. The fem. form is i throughout. The
e of the plural is at times pronounced like o.
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not the least idea of anything more perfect than what they con-

stantly use in their every day conversation ?

Noun.

The Gj^psy noun ends either in a vowel or a consonant.

Nouns ending in Vowels,

A few end in a: as vrehtula^ *an extinguisher;' dsfa^ 'tear;'

makid, *fly;' vdrta^ 'weight;' guva^ 'p^t;' katima^ ' Gypsy tent.'

Those ending in o are numerous, and are all of the masculine

and neuter genders: as majiro^ 'bread;' bukS, 'bowel;' chavo,

'child;' moIS^ 'death;' simiiS^ 'dream;' charo^ 'plate;' gosno,

'dung;' kurJco^ 'Sunday;' machS^ 'fish;' horo^ 'bracelet;' par-

navOj 'friend;' raJcIo^ 'boy.'

ISTouns in i are less numerous, and are of the masc. and fern,

genders.

Masculine nouns in t are ndi, 'nail;' nildij 'summer;' mui^
* mouth ;' richim^ ' bear ;' shoshoi^ ' rabbit ;' kangli^ ' comb ;' ra?',

'nobleman;' angustri, 'finger-ring;' rashdi^ 'priest;' churi, 'knife;'

armmij 'anvil;' goti^ 'brain.'

Feminine nouns in i are of two classes : 1, those formed from
the masculine by the addition of /zz: as guruv^ 'ox,' guruvnt^

'cow;' grast^ 'horse,' grastni^ 'mare;' hher^ 'ass,' kherni^ ^she-

ass;' manushy ^xndin^'' manushin^ 'woman;' ?m, 'nobleman,' ra^z^',

'nobleman's wife;' rashdi^ 'priest,' rashani^ 'priest's wife:' 2,

those which are naturally feminine ; as ddi^ ' mother ;' sali^ ' wife's

sister;' shashui^ 'mother-in-law;' chdi^ 'girl;' kamnij 'pregnant;'

nubli, 'strumpet.'

There are other feminine nouns, formed from the noun by
simply adding the ending i: as chukel^ ^dog,' chukeli^ chuklij

'bitch;' devel^ ^god,' develi^ devli^ 'goddess.' As regards such
feminine nouns as romm, 'woman/ from rom, 'a Gypsy, a man,'

dasni^ 'a Bulgarian woman,' from das^ 'a Bulgarian,' I am in-

clined to think that they are properly feminine adjectives, from
the masculines ending in ano: thus rom, romano^ fem. romani^
romni ; dds^ 'Bulgarian,' dasanS^ 'of a Bulgarian,' ^ovlyaQiabg^

dasani^ dasni, 'a Bulgarian woman;' grdst, 'horse,' grastano^ 'of

a horse,' Inniftbg^ grastani^ grastni^ Innixri^ i. e. 'mare;' manush,
'man,' manushano^ 'humanus,' manushani^ manushni, 'humana,
woman.' This termination of ^ or m for the fem. nouns has one
exception, viz. pen^ ' sister.'

Nouns terminating in Consonants.

These are by far the greatest number. The final consonants
are g, gh^ k^ ^, m^ w, p^ ?\ 5, sh^ t^ v.
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Nouns in g are heng^ 'devil:'—in gh^ shingh^ ^hofil:'-—in k^ yak\

^fire;' drak, ^ grape;' pak^ Sving;' chik^ *mnd;' nak^ *noSe;*

jioshik, 'soil;' khaink, 'well:'—in l^prdl^ 'brother;' kerdl^ 'cheese;'

turshid^ 'cross;' chukel^ 'dog;' devel^ 'God:'

—

inm^rom, 'Gypsy;'

lim. 'mucusof the nose;' drom, 'road;' kam^ 'sun:'

—

inn^armdn^

se;' kann^ 'ear;' patrin^ 'leaf;' choUj 'moon;' ton, 'place;'
'--'-

' 'njo, rup^ 'silver;' sapp^ 'serpent;' chip, 'tongue:'-
' krr. 'house:' anadr. 'coal:' muter, 'urine:' Una

lim
* curse

len, 'river:

The Gypsy noun has no dual number. Its declension I shall

attempt in the following remarks to make as plain as possible.

Declension of masculines in o :

Sing.

Norn. chavo, * the child,'

Ace. e chaves, ' the child,'

Gen. e chaveskoro, * of the child/

Voc. o chavo, ' child !'

Of masculines in i:

Plur.

e chave, ^ the children,'

c chaven^ ' the children,'

€ chavenghoro, * of the childi'eii,'

o chdvdle^ ^ children !'

Plur.

e raj/S, * the nobletaen,'

e rai/en, ' the noblemen,'

e rayenghoro^ ' of the noblerrleti,'

raydle^ * O nobleineii 1'

Of masculines ending in consonants

:

Sing.

Nom. o rdi^ ' the nobleman,'

Ace. e rayes, * the nobleman,'

Gen. e rayeskoro^ * of the nobleman,'

Voc. o rdi, * O nobleman !'

Sing.

Nom. pral, ' the brother,'

Ace. e prale^, * the brother,'

Gen. e praleskoro, * of the brother,'

Voc. praly * O brother I'

Nom. drak, ' the grape,'

Ace. e drakes, ' the grape,'

Gen. e drakeskoro, ' of the grape,'

Voc. drak, ' O grape 1'

Declension of feminine nouns

Sing.

Nom. i ddi^ ' the mother,'

Ace. e daid, ' the mother,'

Gen. e daidkori, * of the mother/

Voc. e data, ' O mother !'

Plur.

e prale, * the brothers,'

e pralen, * the brother^,'

e pralenghoro, * of the bfCth^ri,'

praldle, * O brothers
!'

e drakd, * the grapes,'

e drakd^ ^ the grapes,'

e drakenghoro, * of the grapes,'

drakdle, ' O grapes
!'

Plur.

e daia^ ' the mothers,'

e daia, * the mothers,'

e daidnghoro, * of the mothers,'

e daidte. * mothers I'
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Sing, Phir.

Nom. i rakli, *tbe girl,- e roklia,^ the girh^''

Ace. € raklid, *the girl,' e raklia, 'the girls,'

Gen. e raklidkori, *of the girl,' e raMienghoro^ 'of the girls,'

Voc. e raklid, * O girl
!'

e raJclidle^ * O girls
!'

The above examples are sufficient to show the reader the gen-

eral declension of Gypsy nouns ; but before I make any remarks
upon the cases, it may be proper to bring forward an example
from Pott's work, in order farther to elucidate the subject. I

take an example from Puchmayer as found in Pott (i. 196)

:

Sing. Plur.

czirikle,

cziriklen,

ciiriklale^

Noni.
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Sing. PluY.

Norn. o raklo, e rakle,

Ace. e rakles, e raklen,

Dat. 1, e rakles-te^ e rakUn-te^

Dat, 2, e rakUs-ke, e rakUn-ke^

Abl. e rakUs-tar^ e roklen-tar,

Soc. e rakles-sa, e raklen-so,,

Gen. e rakles-korOy e rakUn-koro.

The occurrence of the liquid n in the plural varies considera-

bly the pronunciation of the following consonants, thus

:

Dat. 1, rakleri'te is pronounced rakUnde,,

Dat. 2, raklen-ke " raklenghe^

Abl. raklm-tar " raklendar,

Soc. raklen-sa " rakUntza^

Gen. raklen-koro " rakUnghoro,

In this manner the declension of the Gypsy noun becomes

extremely clear, and can be reduced to very simple elements.

There is no more reason for calling rakUndar a case than for

giving the name of cases to all those adverbs in Greek which are

formed by the ablative particle ^ev^ or to such Latin words as

meciimj tecum ^ which correspond with the so-called social case of

the above Gypsy nouns.

The same mode of declension which is followed by nouns end-

ing in holds good also as regards feminine nouns ending in t,

and the appended particles are not less distinct and clear. As an

instance, I give the forms of declension of romn% ' woman :'

Sing. Plur.

Nom. i romni, i romnia,

Ace. * romnidy i romnia,

Dat. 1, i romnid-te, i romnian-te (roynniande),

Dat. 2, i rornnid'ke, i romnian-ke (rofmiianghe),

Abl. i rornnid'tar^ i romnian-tar (romniandar),

Soc. i romnid-sa, i roynnian-sa {romniantzd),

Gen. i romnid-kori, i romnian-koro (romnianghoro).

This comparison of the declension of masculine and feminine

nouns is interesting, as it demonstrates two particulars in the his-

tory of the Gypsy noun. First, were it not for the so-called

social case of the plural, we should have been at a loss to know
whether the final syllable of the singular case was a sa, or d,

simple a united to tlie accusative, since all nouns without distinc-

tion have this termination : thus grast, ' horse,' grastessa, ^ with a

horse' (^on horseback'); rat, ^a nobleman,' rayessa^^^ with si,

nobleman:' plur. grastentza, 'with horses;' rayentza^ 'with noble-

men.' In the feminine gender the case is clear, since Gypsies

SB.jraklij 'a female child,' ace. raklid\ soc. sing. rakUd-sa, * with

the female child.' This evidently proves the addition of the
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syllable sa to the accusative, which we shall preseiitly consider.

As to the plural social, the fact is palpably evident : thus piro,

pirmtza^ ^ with feet;' chavo^ chaventza^ 'with children.'

. The second consideration, which is extremely important, is

that though in the accusative plural of feminine nouns no final

n exists, it is to be found in all the compound cases of the plural

:

a fact which to me amply demonstrates the former presence of
this liquid in the accusative plural, although the Gypsies have
later entirely abandoned its pronunciation.

I will now proceed to consider more in detail the formation of
the different cases, taking them up in their order.

Accusative singular.—This case, in the singular of nouns end-
ing in o, is es; thxxs parnavOj ^friend,' ace. joarwat;e5; macho^ ^fish,'

maches ; sunno^ ' dream,' sunnes; manro^ ' bread,' is often used un-
changed : as khandi manrS hhdva^ * I eat a little bread.' Feminine
nouns in i form the ace. in a, with the accent on this vowel

:

as romnij 'woman,' ace. romnid; huti^ 'business,' butid; nubli^

'strumpet,' nublid. Nouns in a generally have the same form in

the accusative : as dsfa, ' a tear,' ace. dsfa / katuna^ ' a Gypsy tent,'

ace. katuna. To me, however, such words, which are few, are
properly nouns forming the accusative in as or es^ judging from
their genitives etc.: as katunkkoro, 'of the tent;' a form of this

character presupposes an accusative katunas or katiines^ of which,
in ordinary usage, the final s has been dropped. Nouns ending
in consonants, by far the most numerous, form their accusative
by the addition of es: \h.\xs pral, 'brother,' ace. prales ; tan^
' place,' lanes ; dat^ 'father,' dates ; gav, ' village,' gaves. In nouns
ending in e^and er, as devel^ *God,' chukel^ ^dog,' tovm% 'axe,' etc.,

the final syllable drops its vowel: thus devel^ ace. devles ; chukel,

chuhles ; tover, tovres.

Nouns ending in k^ sls pak^ 'wing,'2/a^, 'fire,' are generally
pronounced in the accusative with the vowel a: as pakd, ace,
'the wing,' 2/aM, 'the eye.' The regular accusative form, with
its final Sy is observed in the genitive pakeskoro, 'of the wing,'
yakeskoro^ 'of the fire.'

Taking the compound cases, so uniform in their formation, as
a guide, it appears to me not implausible to lay down the general
rule that the accusative singular of all Gypsy nouns of the mas-
culine gender ends in 5, and of the feminine in a.

Vocative singular.—This case, of which few Gypsies can give
any account, is formed, in nouns ending in 0, by changing this

vowel to e: as choro^ chorij 'O poor man!' ^itrwxh; chavS^ chave,
' O boy !' In the feminine it is formed by adding a to i: as ddt^

ddia^ *0 mother!' In nouns ending in consonants this case is

formed by the addition of e: as manushj manushe^
dat, date, 'O father!'
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Nominative plural,—In this case, the forms are nearly the same
with those just given. The nominative of nouns ending in o is

formed by changing this vowel into e; as chavo^ * child/ chavey
* children ;' charo.^ chare, ' plates;' rakWj rahle,^ * boys.;' hakro, hakre^

* sheep.'

Nouns in /, whether masculine or feminine, form the nomina-
tive plural by the addition of a; as rakli^ raklia, * girls;' romm,
romnia^ 'women;' rdi^rdia^ * noblemen.;' rashdi^ rashdia^ 'priests.'

Xouns in ^, by the addition of a: as yak^ yakd^ 'eyes;' j^^K
pakd, ' wings ;' ruk^ rukd^ ' trees :'—also those in v.: as pov^ povdj

' eyebrows.'

Nouns ending in other consonants, by adding e: as grast^ graste,

' horses ;' manush^ manushe^ ' men ;' pral^ prale^ brothers.' This

vowel is, however, often interchanged with a; as rome or romd^

'Gypsies.'

Accusative plural.—This case, of which I have already had oc-

casion to speak, is formed, in nouns ending in o, by changing this

vowel to en: as ehavo^^ ehaven^ 'children;' huko^ buken, 'bowels;'

parnavo, pamaven^ ' friends.'

In feminine nouns in i, it is formed by the addition of a: as

romni^ romnia^ 'women;' chdi^ ekaia^ 'girls;' nubli, nublia, 'harlots.'

The same vowel is added also to masculine nouns ending in i:

as rashdi^ rashdia^ 'priests;' mzii^ muia, ^mouths;' ndi, ndia,

' nails :'—also to nouns ending in k and v: Sispak^pakd, 'wings ;'

drak, drakd, 'grapes.;' tridk, triakd, ' shoes ;'_po2;,^ova, 'eyebrows;'

gav^ gavd^ -'villages.'

In all the numerous class of nouns ending in other conso-

nants, this case is formed by the addition oien: as grast, grasten,

'horses;' pral, pralen, 'brothers;' shingh, sMnghen, 'horns.'

Vocative plural—This case is formed, in nouns ending in o, by

the change of the final vowel to die: as chord, chordle^ 'O poor

inen!' chavS, chavdle, '0 children.!' In nouns ending in conso-

nants the same formation is observed : as rom,, romidle or romdle,

' Gypsies !' manxish, manushdle, 'O men !' Likewise in feminine

nouns in i: as rakli, raklidle, '0 girls;!' and also with masculine

nouns in i: as rashdi, rashdle, '0 priests.!'

The reader must not suppose that there is to be found in the

Gypsy the uniformity observed in many other languages, where

grammatical usages are more constant, and where even the lan-

guage of the most ignorant has always had persons of more re-

finement speaking it. On the contrary, among the Gypsies

there is such a difference in pronunciation, and such tendency

to alter the vowels in these case-endings, that the subject at

times becomes extremely difficult Skud embarrassing.

There are remnants of the locative case of the Sanskrit, but

the case itself does not exist as an independent one : its place is

supplied, as in most European languages, by a particle : the rem-
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Hants referred to are ratt% aratt% 'by night;' tele^ ^ under, below ;'

angle^ * forwards.'

Genitive^ singular and plural.—The genitive is formed by the

addition of koro^ in both numbers and genders : as richmi, richi-

neskoro^ *of abear;' sunno^ sunneskoro, *of a dream;' pak, pakes-

koro, * of the wing;' richinenghoro, * of bears;' sunnenghoro, ^ of

dreams;' ^pakenghoro^ * of wings.' In the feminine, c^?^ c?am^on,

*of the mother;'* chori^ choridkon] ^of the poor woman;' plur.

daidnghori^f ' of the mothers ;' choridnghori, ^ of the poor women.'
This termination, which is no other than the Sanskrit word

kara (GTr. 7ro*o^, Jjsd.faciens), from the root kri, *to make,' serves

also to form a great variety of nouns, in a way similar to the

Greek and Latin terms mentioned. Thus charo^ ^ plate,' chares-

korOj *of a plate,' and *a plate-maker;' shastri^ ^iron,' shasiiresko-

ro, 'of iron,' and *a worker in iron;' huti^ * business,' butidkoro,

^ of the business,' and *a business man, a craftsman ;' har^ ^ stone,'

hareskoro^ 'of a stone,' and ^a stone-cutter;' mas, *meat,' mases-

koro, ^ of the meat,' and ^butcher;' angdr, ^coal,' angareskoro, ^of

the coal,' and 'a collier.' All these terms, and many other

similar ones, serve as genitive cases, and are used also frequently

as adjectives: thus katuna, 'Gypsy tent,' katuneskoro rSm, 'a

Gypsy of the tent,' i. e. cncrjviirjg ; katuneskeri romm, ' a Gypsy
woman of the tent.' Like all other adjectives, these nouns take

the usual feminine termination in i : as hutidkori, ' a craftswoman ;'

maseskorij 'a butcher's wife;' macMskori, 'a female dealing in

fish.' In the declension, also, the final o of the genitive mascu-
line constantly becomes i in the feminine : as ram, ' the noble-

man's wife,' gen. ranidkori, and never ranidkoro.

The confusion resulting from the identity of these terms is

somewhat avoided by the use of the masculine article 0:0 katu-

neskoro, ' the tent-maker,' e katuneskoro^ ' of the tent ;' maseskorOy
* the butcher,' e maseskoro chavo, ' the child of the butcher.'

There is no other genitive throughout the Gypsy language than
that formed by the termination koro ; we shall meet it in both
adjectives and pronouns, constant and invariable, demonstrating
amply that the genitive case is properly a possessive, which in

course of time lost entirely this signification.

I come now to consider the other four so-called cases, the first

and second dative, the social, and the ablative ; and as they are

common to the nouns and pronouns, what I offer now is equally

applicable to both. As I differ in my view of them from all who
have written on the subject before me, it is just to lay before the

reader the reasons which have convinced me, and have brought
me to an independent conclusion.

* PronouDced often ddkori and ddheri. f Also daidnghere.
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Grellmann appears first to have studied the formation of the
cases of the Gypsy noun, and all subsequent writers have more
or less imitated him. I have remarked, in speaking of the noun,
that it has properly only two cases, the nominative and the accu-

sative, from which latter is formed the genitive, by the addition

of koro^ both in the singular and plural, and both in the masculine
and feminine. I have given also the cases of other authors, called

dative first and second, social, and ablative. The two datives end
in te and he respectively, the social in sa, and the ablative in tar ;

in the plural, they end usually in de^ ghe^ iza^ and dar^ owing to

the preceding liquid n^ which, though lost at present in the accu-

sative, has been tenaciously preserved in the compounds. The
social and ablative are well understood, but the difference between
the two datives is not well defined in the grammars of this idiom.

The dative ending in te means, according to what I have been
able to ascertain, ' in, within :' as me sunneste^ 'in my dream ;^ me
ianeste^ 'in my town;' terdva me shereste, 'I have in my head;'
me gotidte^ ' in my brain ;' m.e praleskoro hereste, ' in the house of
my brother;' terdvas dulc me horiaii, 'I had pain in my belly;' te

praleskoro hiaveste^ 'in the marriage of thy brother.' This is

often heard inverted : as ti pak^ 'in the wing,' for pakeste ; it bidv,

'in the marriage,' for hiaveste ; tiker^ for kereste, 'in the house.'

These examples fully elucidate the meaning of the particle te,

joined to the noun.
The second dative, ending in ke, means 'to, towards:' as ma

pen yavreske, 'do not say (it) to smotheT ]^ machenghe Ion chivela,

' he throws salt to the fish ;' ogheske, ' to the soul,' or ' for the soul.'

The Gypsies, as in the former case, seem to be abandoning this

form, and make use of ko and ke before the noun. Still the reg-

ular form is extremely common in the pronouns, where less

license can be taken, and where the meaning of these forms may
be still farther explained and clearly understood. Examples of

similar inversions we have in modern Greek, where Idib&sr^ ixeid^ev

have been abandoned for ^tt' id(b^ an' hxei, and the like ; and in

some parts of Greece, as the Ionian islands, for ^ti' idib&sv, d7c'

ix6i&6v, a usage found existing among the Greeks of Homer's
time.

In the pronouns, the particle ke is never placed before the term
to be expressed, as is the case often in nouns : thus pen mdnghe
(for mdn-ke), 'say to me;' yavreske, 'to another;' amenghe, 'to

us;' tumenghe, 'to you;' tuke, 'to thee;' leske, 'to him;' lake, 'to

her;' Unghe, 'to them.' This particle is also often joined to nu-

merals : as ketenghe kinghidn les f jovenghe, ' for how much didst

thou buy it ? for six
;

' bishenghe, ' for twenty ;' and so with all the

numerals.

The above examples prove the signification which this particle

imparts to Gypsy words, and, though less in use than the other

particle te, it is still extremely clear and definite.
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The social case, formed by the addition of sa (probably the

Sr. saha^ ' with, together with'), is simple in its construction, and
very plain in its signification, botli in the singular and plural.

It denotes junction, union, and accompaniment, and is united to

both nouns and pronouns : as jdva grasiessa, ^ I go with a horse

'

(i. e. ' on horseback ')
;
pindentza^ ^ with the feet' (i. e. * on foot')

;

yavre rahlentza^ ' with other children ;' romiiidsa^ ^ with the wo-
man;' romniantza^ Svith the women/ In the pronouns it is

universally found: as mdntza^ ^with me,' Lat. mecum ; tusa^

* with thee ;' amentza^ iumentza, leniza^ ^ with us, with you, with
them.'

The ablative, formed by the addition of tar (probably the Sr.

to5, which has the same signification, and a somewhat similar use),

is found also constantly in both numbers and genders, and in both
nouns and pronouns. That it is a particle, independent of the
noun, is amply demonstrated by its use in verbs and participles,

whenever action from a place is intended to be expressed : thus
nastStaVj ^ after he departed ' {nasto, part., ^ departed, gone

')
; tapi-

lotaVj ^ after it was buried;^ allidtar^ 'after he came;' kamulotar,
^ after dying ;' pelStar, ' after falling.^ So also in sostdr^ ^ because,'

formed evidently of so—the neut. of kon^ ^ who '—and tar ; and
in the local adverbs, as ate^ 'here,' attdr^ 'from here/ These
examples cannot be made to support the opinion of those writers
who would make this a case. On such principles we should be
compelled to regard as cases all those combinations with parti -

cles which impart the idea of direction of action to the noun, or
indicate its relation to another object, whether animate or inani-

mate.

Such are the considerations which have induced me to exclude
from the declension of the noun all these forms, which are not
cases in the proper sense of the word, and to limit that appellation
to the nominative, accusative, genitive, and vocative alone.

Diminutive nouns are formed by the addition of oroj and are
frequently to be heard among all the Gypsies : thus grast^ * horse,'

grastoro^ ' a small horse, a young horse ;' chavo, chavoro^ ' a young-
child;' das^ dasoroj 'a young Bulgarian ; ^ j/W, jutoro^ 'a young-
Jew ;' terno^ ternoro^ 'a youngster. The fern, of these diminutives
is regular; as chavori, 'a young female child ;^ dasori, jutori, ter-

nori^ etc. They are declined like other nouns in o and ^.

Another class of diminutives ends in tzo : as baloj ' hog,' baliizOy

*a young pig;' bakro, bakntzo, '

sl lamb.'

Adjectives.

Adjectives end in o, plural e, and correspond in their declen-
sion to nouns in o. There are some exceptions to this rule : as
sukdr, 'beautiful;' naisukdr^ ^ugly;' naisvdli^ 'invalid;'' kasukov^
' deaf ;•' riamporem^, 'sick.'
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All adjectives ending in o and in consonants are masculine
or neuter. The feminine is formed by changing o to i: as kalo^

* black/ ^'a^^ i^orani^ ' black woman ;' melalo^ ^ dirty,' melali chdi^

* dirty girl.'

The feminine of the above mentioned adjectives not ending in

o is formed by adding ?', often with some variations of the final

syllable: as sukdr^ ^ beautiful,' fem. sukarori or sukari; naisvdli

serves for both genders ; kasukov^ fern, kasukovi^ ^ deaf woman.'
The other adjectives not ending in vowels are declined like

nouns ending in the corresponding consonants.

When adjectives are used otherwise than attributively, they are

thus declined like nouns ; but when in combination with substan-

tives, these latter receive the case-terminations, and the adjectives

then change their o into e: as e kaleskero^ ^ of the black (man),^ e

kale maiiusheshoro^ ' of the black man ;' melalen chaven (ace.) is

pronounced melale chaven^ ' the dirty children.' I think, howev-
er^ we may come nearer the truth in assuming that the adjectives,

in the accusative of both genders, drop the final 5 and n in pro-

nunciation.

The comparative degree of the adjective is extremely variable.

It is mostly formed by adding to the positive the particle po^

which appears to me to be the Greek nUop, pronounced by us at

present mb : as po lacho^ 'better;' po kalo^ 'blacker;' po vucho,
' higher.' What inclines me to believe that this is our nw for

nUop is the fact that the Moslem Gypsies, less acquainted with

the Greek, adopt the corresponding Turkish word daha^ which
the Turks universally use to form their comparative degree : thus

daha cy, ' better.' They are not acquainted with the particle po^

and only a few use it, who mingle with their fellow-countrymen

the Christian Gypsies. Po is not confined to the pure adjective,

but is also used in the adverbial form: aspo laches^ 'better,' Gr.

xdilUov, Lat. melius ; po vuches^ 'higher,' {uprjUjeQov, altius.

Though this is the most constant form of the comparative, and
though the Gypsies have in this respect imitated their neighbors,

who have lost in great part the ancient forms of the comparative,

and have substituted in its stead the nUov^ the Gypsy language

has preserved traces of the ancient comparative of the Sr. in tara^

the TBQog of the Greeks, and which in Persian is regular and ex-

tremely common. The Latin has not preserved so universally

as the Greek this original ending of comparison, although it evi-

dently exists in such terms as exter^ inter^ alter^ etc.

The Sr. tara is evidently to be recognized in such words as

me hareder {baro^ 'great'), 'my superior;' me ucheder (ucho^

' high '),
' one higher than me,' viprjUtegog ^/tiov. In this form the

word is at times to be heard, though it is necessary to remark

that it is not common, and that the Gypsies prefer saying me po

lach(\ me po ucho. At times, like other ignorant people, they
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join the particle po to the comparative: as po kaloder, 'blacker,'

lit. 'more blacker;' po parnoder, 'more whiter.' In this they

have every day imitators, among the Greeks particularly, who
say 7iw {ftpi^ldisQog^ nib (leyalriTBqog^ for simple ^ipr^MTegog and jLteyocXyi'

TSQog. This form of the comparative is, I am sorry to say, fast

going out of use. One may hear Gypsies discourse for a long

time without suspecting its existence.

As to the superlative, I know of none. Gypsies experience

the same difficulty as the common Greeks, when they attempt to

express such an idea: thus lacho^ 'good;'joo lacho^ 'better;' o po
lacho^ ' the best \'' opo halo^ ' the blackest ;' Gr. xaUg^ mo xcxXdg, 6 mo
xocUg, ' the best.'

From the adjectives are formed adverbs, as numerous as the

adjectives, and here the Gypsies experience no difficulty. All
these terms, extremely common among them, are formed by
changing the final o into es. They are simple and very expres-

sive: thus lacho^ 'good,' laches^ 'well;' shucho^ ' (Aean^^ shuches,

'in a clean manner;^ romano^ romanes^ 'in a Gypsy manner ;'

dasano^ dasaneSj 'in a Bulgarian manner.' These latter forms
correspond to the Greek drQiyxai^KTri, ^ovlyaqidTU

To these adverbs is prefixed the comparative particle po : as

po vucheSj 'higher, aliius ;^ po laches^ ' better ;'/>o hales^ 'blacker.'

Also to the proper adverbs of place : as^o angldl^ ' farther ahead
;'

po ndpalal^ 'still more backwards ;' po andre^ 'farther inwards;'

po avrij ' farther outwards.'

The Moslem Gypsies use precisely the same expression, sub-

stituting the Turkish daha for po, as we have already remarked,
in treating of the formation of the comparative : thus daha vu-

cheSj daha laches.

Pronouns.

Pe7'sonaL

1st Bsrson.

Sing. Plur.

Norn, me^ * I,' dmen, * we/
Ace. man^ *me,' amdn^ *iis,'

j
mmro,

[ mdnghero, ^

' of me,' < , V >- ' of ug/
'

( amanghoro^ )

2d P^soTi.

Sing. PluT.

Nom. tu^ * thou/ lumen, * ye,'

Ace. tut^ *thee,' titmen, 'you/

«-
I Jt^' I

'°f thee'
I TnTnghoro, \

'^^ ^^ '

VOL. vn. 32
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Sing,

Nom. ov, *he,'

Ace. les, 'him,'

Gen. leskerOj 'of him,'

A. G, Paspati^

Plur.

pi, *they,'

lerif 'them,'

Imghero, 'of them.'

Zd Berson^fem.

Sing. Plur.

Nom. ov, 'she,' o, 'they,'

Ace. la, 'her,' len, 'them,'

Gen. lakero, ' of her,' Ungkero, ' of them.'

Sing,

masc. and neut.

Nom. mo,

Ace. mo.

Gen. me,

Sing,

masc. and neut.

Nom. to,

Ace. to.

Gen. te,

Sing,

masc.

fern.

mi,

mi,

me,

fern,

ti,

ti,

te,

Possessive,

1st Person,

Plur.

7n€,'mj;
me, ' my,'

me, ' of my,'

2d Psrsofi.

Plur.

te, 'thy,'

te,'thj,'

te, 'of thy,'

amaro, ' our,'

amare, 'our,'

amxirenghoro, ' of our.'

tumard, 'your,'

tumare, 'your,'

tumarenghoro, ' of your.'

dd Person.

fem.
Plur.

\
' of them,

I their.'
leskero,\ i^- ? ^ ldkero,j , ,

' leskere, 'of his,' olenghe

Whenever the possessive pronoun is used substantively, mo
becomes mindo or minro ; to becomes tindo or tinro. The reader

has already seen numerous illustrations of this general usage in

the Vocabulary. All the pronouns, are declined like nouns in

and 2.

There is another form of the possessive pronoun, which is not

common among the Gypsies in these countries, viz. pes and pi.

The first is never used except with the 8d person of the passive

verb, and corresponds to the usual les, ' him ;' the second, pi, is a
form often found in the place of leshero, * of him, his.' To many
Gypsies this latter is entirely unknown.

l^he perusal of the above pronouns illustrates the general

usage of many languages, where the genitive of the personal

pronoun seems to form most of the possessives, varied according

to their union with the substantive. Compare Gr. iy^, gen. e^ov;

ifibg^ judg, r^^ixBgog, etC.

Before comparing these pronouns with those in the Sanskrit,

1 shall elucidate the use of them by familiar colloquial phrases,
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by which their meaning and proper employment may be more
perfectly understood. The same particles which we have so fre-

quently met in studying the nouns, forming a kind of cases,

will be observed also with these pronouns. The reader can
easily understand them by simply referring to what we have
said on the subject there.

1st Person.—£hn dela o vutdrf * who knocks at the door V me
isonij *itisl,' iydi el^v ; me nasti herdva^ *I cannot do;' hon isi?

me, * who is it ? I.' Kayek jeno na Janela man, * no one knows
me;' te des man, Hhat thou shouldst give me;' de man, ^give

me;' ma de man, *do not give me;' ma Jcus man, *do not revile

me;' mukela man, *it leaves me.' Mepral^hero kereste, 4n the

house of my brother;' me grasteskoro i zen,
^ my horse's saddle

;'

hi mdnghoro, * without me.' Amen isdmas otid, * we were there.'

Na dukeV amdn, * he does not love us.' Amaro manush, ' our
man;' amare manusM, ^ our men;' amari chip, * our language ;'

dinids amare chukles, *he struck our dog;' gurumni amari, 'our

cow;' amare gotidte, *in our mind;' kon dinids amare penidf
* who struck our sister ?'

2d Person.—Tu ghellidn ti poKnf ^ didst thou go to the city?'

tu kerghidnles ? * didst thou make it ?' tu nasti keresa, ' thou canst

not do it.' Na resela tut, * it does not suffice thee ;' murdardva
tut, ^ I kill thee ;' alliom ta dikdv tut, ^ I have come to see thee.'

Te gaveskoro manushe, ^ the men of thy village ;' tepraleskoro nav f

*the name of thy brother?' Nandi tindoj 'it is not thine;' isi

Undo, ^ it is thine.' Tumen so pendsa f * what do ye say ?' Tu-
maro bidv isi ? * is it your marriage ?' tumare khereskoro, * of your
ass.'

$d Person, masculine,—Ki ov ki isds otid, * and he who was
there ;' meya, tuya, ki ov, * and I, and thou, and he,' Kamdva les,

^ I want him ;' astarghiom les, * I seized him ;' dikdva les, * I see

him.' 1 romni leskoro, * his wife;' leskoro dat, ^ his father;' angle

isds oleskoro, ^formerly it was his;' isi oleskoro, 4t is his.' 01
manushe, ' those men.' This pronoun is rarely used, and in its

stead the Gypsies employ akld, akid, ^ these,' which we have no-

ticed in the Vocabulary. Na marela len, ' he does not beat them ;'

dikiom len, ^ I saw them ;' na pichardv len, ' I do not know them.'

Lenghero vasidv, ^ their mill ;' lenghero love, ' their money.'
Bd Person, feminine.— 01 romn% Hhat woman;' ol gurumni,

^ that cow.' Dikliom la yek dives, ' I saw her one day ;' bighidn la,

^ he sold her ;' marelala, ^ he beats her.' Ldkero pral kerela shastri,

* her brother makes iron ;' Wceri dat, 'her father;' Idkerijnoskdri

(Gv, iuo(rx(^gt), * her calf;' Idkeri chuchia, ^ her breasts.' The plural

is similar to the plural of the 3d person masculine.

Possessives.—These are extremely regular. Mo dat, ' my fa-

ther;' mo shero, ^ my head;' middi, * my mother;' mi pen, 'my
sister.' To rom,^ * thy husband ;' ti romni, ' thy wife ;' ti gurumni.
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^ thy cow.' KaUslcero isi her ? ^ whose is the house ?' isi mindo
or minro, ' it is mine.' No Gypsy says isi mo. The plural does
not differ from the declension of adjectives in o. Me love^ ' my
money ;' me yismata^ my linen ;' te tihne isi melale, ' thy children

are dirty ;' so kerena te cJiavef 'how are thy children?' Len-
ghero is used both for the masculine and feminine of the 3d
person : Unghero chave^ ' of these (women) the children ;' Unghero
love^ 'of these (men) the money.' Though these pronouns are

pronounced without an initial vowel, it appears to me, judging
from the nominative ov, o, that they should be written olenghero,

oldkero.

There is a particular form of the 1st and 2d personal pro-

nouns, extremely common among all the Gypsies, and which
cannot but strike a person in conversation with them. This
form is mega^ 'I also;' tugaj 'thou also;' ameya^ tumeya^ 'we,

3^e also.' Meya pinchardvales, ' I also am acquainted with him ;'

isds leskorOj mega Jcinghiom les^ ' it was his, and I bought it ;' tuga

havioves ii gav^ ' and thou wilt be in the village ;' ameya^ twnega
hi ol f aven^ ' and we, and ye^ and they should come,'

Relative.

The declension of the relative pronoun, which we have already

noticed in the Vocabulary, is as follows

:

Sing., Plur.

masc. fern, neut.

Nom. koriy kayd, so, so,

Ace, kales, kale, kales, kalen,

Gen. kalSskoro, kaleskeri, kaleskoro, kalenghero.

It is extremely difficult to obtain an exact statement of this

pronoun,; even with all my endeavors, I do not know whether
I have set down the proper forms. The feminine hayd is rarely

heard, and the masculine is often substituted in its place. Both
Turks and Greeks have corrupted their relative pronouns. The
latter rarely use anything else but their t|, for rig, ri, iiveg, r/ya,

etc. Of course, the Gypsies are no better than their neighbors.

It is for this reason that I have not written the feminine and
neuter of the plural, as I have been particular in the course of

this memoir not to give to the public aught but what I am con-

fident is true.

All the foregoing pronouns are found united to those particles

which we have noticed in speaking of the cases of nouns. They
corroborate what I have already advanced, that the so-called

cases of the Gypsy noun are particles united to the accusative,

varying according to the characteristic final consonants s or n.

For farther illustration of this subject, I shall follow the same
plan which I have adopted in other parts of this memoir. Be-

iihela bashe mdnde, tumende, Itnde^ 'he lives near me, you, them;'
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meJava tusa^ * I go with thee ;' mdnja^ ^ with me ;' nash amendavy
* depart from us;' olendar^ ^ from them ;' nashdva tumendar^ *I

depart from you ;' penena mdnghe^ * they say to me ;' sSske puche-

sa mdndar? ^ why dost thou ask me ?' 50 hapenes mdnghe ? ' what
wilt thou say to me?' hapuchdv lestar^ ^1 shall ask him;' devel

terela lenghe^ ^Grod has (care) of them;' haleste pashe? ^near

whom?' hi mdngoro nasti Jceresa^ ' without me thou canst not do ;'

sarnenghe ia penes les, he tumarenghe^ ¥ amarenghe^ same parna-
venghe^ 'tell it to all, and to your, and to our, and to all the
friends;' penghid mdnghe mi tdi^ 'said to me my mother;' te

pendv tuke^ 'that I may speak to thee;' dihmilo Idke^ 'appeared
to her;' tejivel tuke^ 'may it live to thee' (a form of salutation

Avhen an animal is bought), Grr. vdi aov tif^-j^; andre lende^ 'within
them.'

The following is the complete declension of the personal pro-

noun, with its particles.

Sing, Plur.

Norn, me, * I,' amen, * we,'

Ace. man^ 'me,' amdn^ 'us,'

Dat 1, mdnde (mdn-te), *in me,' amende (amen-te), 'in us,'

Dat. 2, mdnghe (mdn-ke), ' to me,' amenghe (amen-ke), ' to us,'

AbL mdndar (man-tar), ' from me,' amendar (amen-tar), ' from us,'

Soc. mdnja (mdn-sa), ' with me,' amenja {amen-sa), ' with us,'

Gen. mdnghoro (mdn-koro), 'of me,' amenghoro (amen-kord), ' of us.'

The genitive, of both singular and plural, is never used ex-
cept in connection with 5z, ' without:' hi mdnghoro^ hi amenghoro^
' without me, without us.'

Plur.

tumen^ 'ye,'

tumin, 'you,'

tumende, ' in you,'

tumenghe, ' to you,'

tumendar, ' from you,'

tumenja, ' with you,'

tumenghorOj ' of you.'

In a similar way are declined all the other pronouns. The
reader has had frequent occasions to observe the cases of the
relative kon^ 'who,' in the Vocabulary.
Though the Gypsies are fond of placing these particles before

the noun—as ti len^ 'in the river,' for kneste ; ti ker, 'in the
house,' for kereste—and though the ablative particle tar is found
united to indeclinables as often as to nouns, still, in the cases of
pronouns, these particles seem to be constant, and so tenacious,
that a Gypsy will laugh at your ignorance, if he should ever
hear you saying te man instead of mdnde^ ko man instead of
m^dnghe.
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Verb.

The Grjpsy verbs may be classified in two methods

:

1st, Verbs Simple and Verbs Compound

;

2d, Verbs Neuter, Active, Middle, and Passive.

Simple verbs are those in which the Gypsy verb is the simple
Sanskrit root: as dilcdva^ '1 see;' shundva, ^1 hear;' asdva, *I

laugh.'

Compound verbs are made up of a primitive word in combi-
nation with a verb, such as Jcerdva, ^ I do,' avdva^ * I come,' ddva^
* I give.' I have spoken of these verbs in the Vocabulary (see

to chew), and have shown that the usage corresponds with that

of the Persians. Kerdva, ^ I do/ the kerden of the Persians (Sr.

hri), united to the primitive word, serves to form active verbs

:

as chamherdva^ *I chew,' i. e. ^I make chewing;' vrakerdva^ M
talk,' i. e. ^ I make speech.' This form of the compound verb is

not so common among the Gypsies as among the Persians or

the Turks, for the Gypsies have another form of transitive verbs
which they prefer, as more congenial to their language : at least,

so it appears to me from their conversation. In fact, the reader

will observe that in the Vocabulary, in a long list of verbs, there

occur few compound ones. By many Gypsies these verbs are

never used, since they prefer the other form of the transitive

verb, of which I shall presently speak. The second verb, avdva,
* to come,' the ameden of the Persians, is extremely common, and
serves to form a long list of passive verbs, by combination with
adjectives and participles: as phuriovdva^ *to become old,' Gr.

Yr]Q&(7X(x}^ Lat. senesco ; bariovdva, ^to become great;' bukaliovdva,
^ to become hungry ;' khokhavniovdva^ ^ to be cheated;' matiiovdva,
^ to become intoxicated ;' shukiovdva^ ' to become dry ;' melalio-

vdva^ ' to become dirty.' So natural and easy is this form to the

Gypsies, that they are constantly using it, and with very little

variation. Avdva^ in combination with the adjective or parti-

ciple, possesses the signification of the Latin fieri^
' to become,'

and, of course, no other form but an adjective or a participle is

ever united to it. The final vowel of the adjective or participle

and the initial a of the verb are blended in such a manner that

they produce lo : as matto-avdvaj mattiovdva. This pronuncia-

tion is very constant. The reader has seen frequent examples
of such compound verbs in the Vocabulary, and will have re-

marked their signification in the numerous colloquial phrases

given under the various verbs.

I do* not refer to this class of verbs those which are formed
with the auxiliary isom^ ' to be,' and more rarely with ierdva,

* to have,' since these do not differ from similar verbs in other

languages.

Neuter verbs are very common, and are formed directly from
tlie Sanskrit root, without any alteration. They are in fact the
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Sanskrit verb itself, with its active present, of which the final sj]'

lable mi is simply changed into va: as chardva, *I graze,' Sr.

chardmi; asdva^ ^l laugh,' Sr. hasdmi.

Active verbs.—Besides those formed by the addition oiherdva
to the root, and which are naturally active, the Gypsies form
another and very numerous class, whose characteristic sign is the
penultimate ra: as tapardva, ^1 heat,' Gr. S^egiualvQ), This forma-
tion is so natural, and so usual, that a Gypsy is never at a loss to

understand it, or instantly to form it, even were it from a Turk-
ish or Greek root. To his mind it always conveys the idea of a
transitive action, precisely as we say dcyccnBj ^I love,' dyaniiMj 'I
induce love, I make one love.'

These transitive verbs must not be confounded with such
neuter verbs as have the penultimate in ra^ and which originate
from a root ending in r; as chordva^ ^1 steal,' dardva, ^I fear,'

terdva, *I have,' mutrdva, ^1 void urine.' Verbs of this class are
of four syllables, while nearly all the Gypsy neuter verbs have
three, and a few only two: as ddvaj 'I give,*' Idva^ *I take.'

These verbs are formed by the addition of ardva to the primi-
tive root: as murdardvaj^ I muiderf tapardva^ * I cause to burn;'
muntardva^ *I shave one.' Tapdva^ ^I heat,' is a striking ex-
ample of the variation of the Gypsy verb : Sr. tap^ ' to torment,
to heat;' G. tapdva^ 'I feel warm;' tapardva, ^1 cause to burn;'
taitiovdva^ ' I become hot.'

Middle jerhs.—These are extremely simple, formed by the
addition to the verb of the accusative cases of the personal pro-
nouns, precisely as the Europeans form their verbs of a similar
signification : thus Fr. je me lave ; It. io mi lavo.

Passive verbs.—These are rarely used by the Gypsies, who
prefer the active voice, and instead of saying "I was beaten,"
adopt the expression ** one has beaten me." On this account,
the passive voice is extremely difl&cult to describe, and such are
the circumlocutions to which the Gypsies have recourse whenever
they desire to e^^press a passive idea, that one wonders at the
ambiguity and vagueness of their language. Often they differ
so much that the hearer doubts whether he has understood them.
In a long discourse, the hearer may not meet with a single pas-
sive form. Even after satisfying himself that a verb is passive,
upon pronouncing it in the hearing of other Gypsies he may
meet with contradictions, or his hearers may be unable to under-
stand him.

^
In such cases, a Gypsy may tell you that such an

expression is not Gypsy, and that the speaker has no knowledge
of his language. In fact, I have written many paradigms of
passive verbs formerly, and, upon examining them, I have found
that they were at variance with sound grammatical principles.
For a long time I thought the Gypsies had no passive voice.
Still not despairing, I have made the paradigm of the passive
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verb, and have finally satisfied myself as to the truth of its

grammatical construction.

The reader will see this passive form in the following pages.

At times the middle voice is used, with the accusative pronouns
constantly joined to the verb. At times the compound form is

used for the passive, and the verb which is united is evidently

avdva. . It is united to the Sanskrit root, and not to adjectives

and participles, as in the more common compound verbs.

These observations will be better elucidated by paradigms of

the verb, after giving which, I shall proceed to speak of the

formation of the tenses. I hope that this course, which I have
followed in my studies on the subject, will be of service to the

reader, assisting him to form a clear understanding of the vari-

ous forms and significations of the Gypsy verb, and of its inti-

mate relationship to the Sanskrit.

Of the auxiliary verbs terdva, ' I have,' and isom, * I am,' I have
little to say. The first is rarely used to form such verbs as we
see in modern European languages. Its use is mainly restricted

to express the idea of possession: as terdva duJc, 'I have pain,'

i. e. ^ I am in pain.' Isorn forms a perfect passive, which I shall

note in its proper place.

IsoM, ' I am.'

Prese7if.

Sing. Plur.

1. isom^ 'I am,' 1. isdmas, 'we are,'

2. isdn, 'thou art,' 2. isdna, 'ye are,'

3. isi, 'he is,' 3. m, 'they are.'

Imperfect.

Si7ig. Plur.

1. isomas, 'I was,' 1. isdmas, 'we were,'

2. isdnas, ' thou wast,' 2. isdnas^ ' ye were,'

3. isds, ' he was,' 3. isds, ' they were.'

Future,
Sing. Plur.

1. kamovdv, 'I shall be,' etc. 1. kamovdsa, 'we shall be,' etc.

2. kamoves, 2. kamovena,

3. kamovely 3. kamovena.

These are all the tenses used : I have never been able to ob-

tain any knowledge of any other forms.

Chinava, ' I cut.' Chorava, ' I steal.'

Present,

Sing. Sing.

1. chinava, *I cut,' etc. chordva, *I steal,' etc.

2. chinesa^ choresa,

3. chinela, ckorela,
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Plur.
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Plur.

1. te chindsa,

2. ie chinena,

3. te ckinena.

Plur.

te chordsa,

te chorena,

te chorena.

Imperfect,
Sing. Sing.

te chindvas, * that I might cut,* etc. te chordvas, * that I might steal/ etc.

te chinesas,

te chinelas,

Plur.

te chindsas,

te chinenaSy

te ckinenas,

chinavdo, *cut.'

Verbs ending in vowels :

te choresaSj

ie chorelas,

Plur.

te chordsaSy

ie ckorenas,

te ckorenas.

Participle.

choravdoy * stolen/

Dava, *I
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Future,

Sing. Sing,

1, kamaddva, *I sliall give,' etc. kamaldva^ *I shall take,' etc.

2.

3.
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Indicative^

Present

1. chindva man, * I cut myself,'

2. chinesa tut, * thou cuttest thyself,'

3. chinela pes, * he cuts himself,'

Flur.

1. chinasa ^men, *we cut ourselves,'

2. chinena tumen, * ye cut yourselves,'

3. chinenapes, * they cut themselves.'

1. chindvas mqbn, 'J was cutting my-
self,' etc.

2. chinesas tut,

3. chinelas pes,

Flur.

1. chindsas ^men,

2. chinenas i'^men,

3. chinenas pes,

Aorist.

Sing.

1 . chinghiom man, * I cut myself,' etc.

tovdva man, * I wast myself,' etc,

tovesa tut,

tovela pes,

Flur.

tovdsa ^men,

tovena tumen,

tovena pes.

Imperfect,

Sing,

tovdvas man, ' I was washing my-
self,' etc.

iovesas tut,

tovelas pes,

Flur.

tovdsas ^men,

tovenas tumen,

tovenas pes.

2. chinghidn tut,

3. chinghids pes,

Flw.

1. chinghidm ''men,^

2. chinghidn tumen,

3. chiyighid pes.

Sing.

1. kamachindva man, -^

myself,' etc.

2. kamachinesa tut,

3. kamachinela pes,

Flur.

1. kamackindsa ^men,

2. kamachinena iumen^

3. kamachinena pes.

tovghiom man, * I washed myself,'

etc.

tovghidn tut,

tovghids pes,

Flur.

iovghidm ^men,

tovghidn tumen,

tovghid pes.

Future,

I .sh^ll cut hamatovdva man, *I shall wash
myself,' etc.

kamatovesa tut,

kamatovela. pes,

Flur.

kamatovdsa ''men,

kamatovena tumen,

kamatovena pes.

Imperative,

2. chin tut, 'cut thyself,' tov tut, *wash thyself.'

3. me chinel pes, * let him cut him- me tov el pes, 'let him wash him-

self.' self.'

* Properly chinghidmas ^men.
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Subjunctive,

Present.

1. te chindva man^ Hhat I may cut te tovdva man^ *that I may wash
myself,' etc. myself,' etc.

Imperfect.

1. te chindvas man, 'that I might te tovdvas many Hhat I might
cut myself,' etc. wash myself,' etc.

Passive voice.

Indicative,

Present,

Sing. Sing,

1

.

chinavdva man, * I am cut,' etc. choravdva man^ ^ I am stolen,' etc.

2. chinavesa tut, choravesa tut,

S. chinavela peSy choravela pes,

Plur, Plur.

1. chinavdsa ^men, choravdva ''men,

2. chinavena tumen, choravena tumen,
3. chinavena pes. choravena pes.

Imperfect.
Sing. Sing.

1. chinavdvas man, * I was being choravdvas man, * I was being
cut,' etc. stolen,' etc.

2. chinavesas tut, choravesas tut,

3. chinavelas pes, choravelas pes,

Plur. Plur.

1. chinavdsas ''men, choravdsas ''man,

2. chinavenas tumen, choravenas tumen,
3. chinavenas pes. choravenas pes.

Aorisf,

Sin^. Sing.

1. chintilliom,* *I was cut,' etc. chortillidm, *I was stolen,' etc.

2. chintillidn, chortillidn,

3. chintilld, chortillo,

Plur. Plur.

1. chintilldmas, chortilldmas,

2. chintillidn, chortillidn,

3. chintillid. chortillid.

Future.
Sing. Sing.

1. kamachinavdva man, 'I shall be Jcamachoravdva man, *I shall be
cut,' etc. stolen,' etc.

2. Jcamachinavesa tut, kamachoravesa tut,

3. kamachinavela pes, kamachoravela pes,

* The first person of this tense has a very marked liquid sound of the II. The
3d, chintilld, is a simple / always.
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Plur. Plur.

1. kamachinavdsa ^men^ kamachoravdsa ^men,
2. kamachinavena tumen, kamachoravena tumen,
3. kamachinavena pes, kamachoravena pes.

Perfect,
Sing, Smg,

1. chinavdo isoMy *I have been cut,' choravdo isom, 'I have been sto-

etc. len,' etc.

2. chinavdo isdn, choravdo isdn,

3. chinavdo isi^ choravdo isi,

Plur. Plur.

1. chinavdo isdm^ choravdo isdm,

2. chinavdo isdn, choravdo isdn,

3. chinavdo isi, choravdo isi.

For the imperative I have no certain data: the subjunctive is

usually employed in its place.

Subjunctive,

Present.

1. te chinavdva man, *that I may te choravdva man^ *that I may
be cut,' etc. be stolen,' etc.

Imperfect.

1. te chinavdsa man, Hhat I might te choravdsa man, *that I might
be cut,' etc. be stolen,' etc.

The pronunciation of the dififerent persons of the verb used
by the Gypsies is very peculiar. They are very prone to clip

off the final vowel of the tenses : thus, instead of chindva, they

say chindv ; for chordva, chordv, etc. ; in the 2d and 3d persons,

likewise, for chinesa, chines; chinela, chinel. So also with the

future, which, more than the other tenses, loses its terminal

vowel. In fact, very few Grypsies pronounce it in full, and prefer

the word as though written kadiindv, hachordv, or Jcamachmdv,

kamachordv. So also with the aorist, which, in the 1st person

plural, instead of chorghidmas, chinghidmas, is commonly pro-

nounced chorghidm, chinghidm. Many Gypsies are aware of this,

and they tell you that chivel for chivela, chorel for chorela, is vul-

gar. In this manner are clipped all their verbs. In general,

the verb retains its final vowel whenever it is at the end of a

sentence. In their songs the final vowel is generally pronounced.

I make these remarks, that the reader may the better understand

many of the colloquial phrases, where I have written the words
as ordinarily pronounced. To make a paradigm of a verb in

this clipped form would be preposterous, and would exhibit a

want of judgment in an author, who should take as a standard

the constant fluctuations of colloquial use.
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Tenses.—Preseyit.—This invariably ends, in the first person,
iiiva: as sivdva, *Isew;' chardva^ 'I graze;' hamdva^ * I wish;'

kerdva, ' I make.' It corresponds with the present active of the
Sanskrit, for we have seen, in speaking of the commutation of
the consonants, that the m of the Sanskrit is frequently changed
by the Gypsies to v: compare chardva^ 'I graze,' with Sr. chard-

mi; kerdva^ ^I make,' with Sr. karomi^ etc. The 2d person sin-

gular, ending in esa, resembles the corresponding person of the
Sanskrit, which ends in si: compare charesaj Hhou grazest,' Sr.

charasi; keresa, ^thou makest,' Sr. karoshi. But the 3d persons
singular and plural bear no relation to the corresponding San-
skrit forms.

Imperfect.—The Grypsy language has no augment of any kind
in any of its verbs. This tense is a mere imitation of the pres-

ent, to which it adds a final 5. It is always pronounced as I
have written it, without any clipping of consonants or vowels.

Aorist.—This is of very frequent use, as it expresses action
which, among more cultivated nations, belongs to the perfect,

pluperfect, and aorist. By this tense is expressed past action,

whatever its state or relation to other subjects, or its state of
completion with reference to the time expressed. It is formed
by adding to the root the syllable ghiom or kiom, whenever the
root ends in a consonant: as chindva^ 2iOi:, chinghiom^ *Icut;'
sovdva, aor. sovghiSm^ 'I slept;' pendva^ kov. penghiom^ *I said;'

bisdvaj aor. hisghiorrij *I inhabited;' hashdva, slot, bashghiorrij *I
cried;' chivdva^ slot. chivghiSm, * I threw;' shundva^2iOT,shunghi6m
or shinghiom^ *I heard;' merdva^ aor. merghiom, *I died.'

Yerbs whose roots end in vowels form the aorist in li67n or
niom:^ as Idva^ aor. liniom, liom^ or liliom^ 'I took;' ddva^ aor.

dinioTrij * I gave ;' jdva^ aor. ghelliomj * I went ;' avdva, aor. alliom,

'I came.'

Yerbs whose penultimate is ka form the aorist in a similar
manner : as dikdva, aor. dikli&m^ * I saw ;' chikdva, aor. chikliom^
* I muddied ;' pekdva^ aor. pekliom^ * I cooked ;' nakdva, aor. nak-
Horn, *I passed;' makdva, aor. makliom^ *I painted.'

The passives, and such compound verbs as have avdva for their
compound verbal element, never can have any other aorist than
that of avdva^ viz. alliom. They are always easily distinguished,
and form a very prominent part in every Gypsy^s conversation

:

thus kindilo is the 8d pers. sing. aor. of the pass, kinavdva man^
'I am bought,' kindilliom^ * I was bought;' linilo^ 4t was taken,'
from lavdva man, *I am taken,' liniliSm, ^1 was taken.' These
forms, linilo^ kindilo, and the like, are used as passive imperson-
als, and at times, united to the auxiliary verb worn, they form a
distinct tense, or rather, enforce the original meaning of the
aorist itself.

* So also, exceptionally, banddva, aor. handliom^ ' I tied.'
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Future.—The formation of this tense is extremely interesting,

for it originates from another verb, kamdva^ ^ I wish,' Sr. ham^
which we have already explained in the Vocabulary. It is pre-

fixed to the Grypsy verb without any intermediate term, and it

then forms the future. There are three modes of uniting it with
the verb. A Gypsy can say haraajdva^ kamjdva^ or kajdva, ^ I

will go;' hamakerdva^ kamkerdva^ or kakerdva^ 'I will make.' I

have heard these various forms used indifferently, and I have
put similar questions to different Gypsies, and the word has

been pronounced in these various forms. However, the first

form, kamakerdva^ is rarely used : they prefer kamkerdva^ follow-

ing their usual habit of clipping the vowels in their conversa-

tion. This form of the future is of altogether modern origin.

The Modern Greek has also lost the ancient form, and has

adopted the auxiliary d^ehx), corrupted to ^d : as ^« i57T(i/w, ^ I will

go.' We say now more generally ^£aw -bn&yeiv^ though the com-
mon people still cling to the 'O-u, Kara is added to itself to

express future wish : as kamkamdv^ ^ I shall wish
;

' precisely as

we now say S^ ^ilcj. I do not think that the Gypsies have
imitated their neighbors the Greeks in the formation of this

tense : they have followed the general analytical spirit, which
has so extensively pervaded modern languages. The English

makes large use of will^ shall^ would^ should^ in the formation of

its futures.

Imperative,—This mood exhibits in most cases a striking simi-

larity to the primitive Sanskrit root. Were not the different

formations of the Gypsy verb so very clear, it would have been

extremely easy to recognize the root in the simple form of the

imperative: thus kerdva., 'I make,' imp. ^er; shundva^ * I hear,'

imp. shun; dikdva^ *Isee,' imp. dik; jdva^ *Igo/ ™P-y^/ ^^"

shdva^ *I revile,' im.'p. kush ; ddva, *I give,' imp. de ; Idva^ ^I

take,' imp. la or k In the compound verbs, the imperative is

formed solely from the second verb: as vrakerdva^ *I speak,'

imp. vraker ; chumiddva^ ^I kiss,' imp. chumidL In the transi-

tive verbs, the formation follows the same rule as in the simple

neuter verbs, by rejecting the final syllable ava: as tapardva^ 'I

make warm,' imp. tajpdr ; murdardva^ *I murder,' imp. murddr.

As for the imperative of the passive, I have always heard the

subjunctive used in its stead.

Subjunctive.—This mood represents both the subjunctive and

the infinitive, and the usage of it becomes very clear after ob-

taining a little knowledge of the language. There is no vestige

of the Sanskrit infinitive, and the Gypsies, like the Greeks and

modern Slavonians, make use of the indicative mood. The
Greeks use their particle yd, the ancient 2p(x ; and the Slavo-

nians dko and da. This latter was in use among the ancient

Slavonic nations, in the optative and imperative moods, pre-

cisely as the particle ?^« of the Greeks was an optative, and in
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course of time lost its initial ^ and became the ycc of our modern
Grreek, so common now in the language that it is constantly to

be heard wherever the modern Greek is spoken. To us, and to

the Bulgarians, the subjunctive of the Gypsies is perfectly intel-

ligible and extremely natural, but to others this is not the case.

Te is the particle always prefixed, and it is never pronounced
ta ; but, whenever the verb begins with a vowel, te drops its

own. A few examples will fully illustrate the subject : alliom

te dikdvj *I have come to see,' i. e. *in order that I may see;'

pen lenghe f aven, 'tell them to come;' Gr. sM dvrov^ vdc eA^wa^,

' that they come.' Again, it is used as a pure optative mood

:

thus te jivel tuke^ * may it live to thee ;

' Gr. 2va ^rjo-T^, or v^ ^^or^^
.'

the whole phrase naturally would be e^jxo^av Iva ^rjai^, * I pray that

it may live;' hamdva te shikliovdva,, 'I wish to learn.' In this

example, the subjunctive is evidently a pure infinitive.

I have heard at times the Gypsies using the infinitive as a

noun, as the modern Greeks do : r6 vd. ^Uttm, t6 va t^ksna.

The aorist is sometimes used in the subjunctive with the par-

ticle te ; more generally the imperfect is employed.
The subjunctive used as infinitive is not altogether devoid of

expression, for it possesses number and person, which the ancient

infinitives had not. At times it is extremely clear and definite,

far more so than the ancient. This form of the infinitive is

known both to the Christian and Moslem Gypsies. These latter,

many of whom know not a word of Greek or Bulgarian, could
not have borrowed it from the Turkish, which has a proper and
regular infinitive, and whose verb in richness and variety is not
surpassed by that of any language, ancient or modern. Besides
this, the Gypsy verb makes but a poor comparison with the va-

rious complex moods and tenses of the Turkish verb. To me
it appears probable that the natural bent of the human mind,
and its progress towards simplicity of expression, have operated
with equal force upon the spirit of the Gypsy as upon that of
other modern languages, in which such a striking similarity

exists in the various forms of their verbal expression.

Participle.—This is not so clear or so well defined as the other

parts of the Gypsy verb. Some participles are pure Sanskrit

words. Others are formed from the Gypsy verb itself, in a man-
ner altogether peculiar to this idiom. In the first class belong
such terms as Sr. tapta^ 'heated,' G. tatto ; Sr. supta^ 'asleep,' G.
siitto or sotto ; St. purta^ 'full,' G. perdo. To the second class

belong a great number formed from the Gypsy verbs, pronounced
in various ways by different Gypsies, and not always familiar to

them all. They seem to take their origin, at times, from indi-

viduals who have more or less knowledge of their idiom. The
same remark applies to the modern Greek, where one may hear,

as participles of A^/w, Isydjuevog^ Xeyoiuevog, and Xeyiuivog.
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The following is a list of those Gypsy participles which have
appeared to me to be correct, and which I have frequently heard
used : sivdva, ' I sew,' part. siWo, * sewn ;' chardva, * I eat/ part.

charavdo ; asdva^ 'I laugh,' part, asavdo ; ddvay 'I give,' part.

dino ; jandva^ ' I know,' part, janc^o ; chindva^ * I cut,' part. chindS

OT chinavdo ; kerdva^ * I make,' ipSirt. kerdo ; pidva^ *I drink,' part.

pilo; mutrdva, 'I void urine,' part, muterdo ; nashdva, 'I depart,'

part, naslito ; chumiddva, '1 kiss,' part, chumidino ; ^dardva, *I

fear,' part, daravdo ; shundva, *I hear,' part, shundo ; hishdva^ *I

inhabit,' part. bishtS ; munddva^ *I shave,' part, mundavdo ; pird-

va, 'I walk,' ^2iTi. pirdo ; asiardva, * I hold,' ipaTt, asiardo ; jdva,

'I go,' ipSiTt. jadlo ; muhdva^ 'I let go,' part, mukavdo ; hashdva^
* I cry out,' part, bashto ; chivdva^ * I throw,' part, chivdo ; pekdva^

*I cook,' part, peko ; tovdva^ *I wash,' part, iovdo ; mardva,, 'I

strike,' part, maravdo ; resdva^ *I finish,' part, resavdo ; makdva^
^ I paint,' part, makavdo.
From this list the reader can see the great variety of the par-

ticiples existing in the idiom of the Gypsies. Those formed
from simple neuter verbs, as makdva, makavdo, * painted,' resdva,

resavdo, 'finished,' are of pure Gypsy formation ; whilst peko,

'cooked,' is related to St. pakva, 'baked, heated, cooked,' etc.

I have in the course of the Vocabulary noticed such participles

as are of indisputable Sanskrit origin.

The reader will observe in the paradigms of the active verb

that I have noted the participles chinavdo and charavdo. These
participles have a passive signification, and as such they are con-

stantly used by the Gypsies. As to the proper active partici-

ples, I confess that I know of none ; the Gypsies seem to make
no use of such forms, but in their stead employ the verb, as the

modern Greeks constantly do. The Turks, however, are ex-

tremely fond of the participle, and are using it constantly.

This want of active participles is another proof of my asser-

tion, that whilst both Greeks and Turks have given many ex-

pressions to the Gypsies, they have not influenced their gram-

matical system, which has followed those natural principles by
the operation of which languages of older date have been

moulded into their present form, each one by itself, and independ-

ent of the others. This holds good with the Gypsy, and if I have

remarked in the course of this memoir that the Gypsy language

has been thoroughly permeated by the Greek and Turkish lan-

guages, it still appears to me true that it has been formed, as to

its fundamental principles, independently of both. So also the

Modern Greek, which, though constantly imitating the Turkish,

has never had any connection with it in its elementary and
grammatical forms, for both languages are essentially distinct

from each other.
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Alphabetical List of Gypsy Words."^

abcliin, steel.

achat, yet.

achardva^ to sigh.

ctchdva^ to rest ; achardd, remained.
achibes, Bor., to-day.
achinelar, Bor., to cut.

akand, now.
akata (s. within).
akTior, akor, nut ; akhorin, akorin, nut-tree.
akiarghimriy sighed.
akld, akhid, this.

allioni (s. come), came (cf. 261).
amdksi (s. up), carriage.
amdl, partner.
ambrol, pear ; amhrolin, pear-tre6.
amuni (Bor., amini), anvil.

andva, to bring.
andre, within; andrdt {andrydl), from
within ; cf. behind.

angdli, armful.
angdt'y coal ; angareskoro, collier.

angle' forwards ; anglutm, foremost ; an-
gldi, from the front.

august, anginisi, finger.

angustH, angrusti^ ring.
anro, Bor., egg,
apdives, to-day.
aquia, Bor., eye.

arajay, Bor., priest.

arakav (Bor., aracate), guard; arakdva
(Bor., arakatear), to guard.

arati, Bor., blood.
aratti, night.
armdn, curse.
aruje, Bor., wolf.
asdn, wheel.
asdva, to laugh.
dsfa, tear.

ashardva, to praise.
astalo, piastre.

a^tardva, to hold.
mtra, Bor., moon,
a^c, here ; attar, hence.
avakd, avkd, avakhd, avaklid, this.

avatid, here.
avdva, to come.
avdives, to-day.
aver, avel, Bor., other.
avghin, honey.
avkos, first. [eigner.
avri, out ; avridl, from out ; avrw^nd, fot-

hacria (s. sheep), Bor., goat.
hdgnia, bath.
hahtalo, unfortunate.
hahtze (s. near), garden.
6aA:d (234), =paM
&aA;rd, sheep; hakri, ewe; hakrichd (bak-

ritzo, 245), lamb.
6aZ, hair.

balamo, Greek ; balaniano, adj.
Z»a?d, swine ; balicho (balitzo, 245), dlmin.

banddva, to shut, to tie ; bandloipd, band.
bangdva (234), '-^pangdva.
bar, stone ; bare'skoro, stone-cutter.
baravalo, rich.

baribu, Bor., much.
&ard, great ; bareder (246), comp. ; 6ano-
vava (s. increase).

?)ard, heavy.
6a«, Bor., hand.
bashdva, to cry out.
bashe, near ; bashdl^ from near.
bashipe, habitation,
ftosno, bOrShno, cock.
6ato, 6a<i^, Bor., father.

ben, birth.

bendva, to beget.
bendva, to say.

6cnA; (Bor., bengtie), devil ; ften^r (238) ; 6m-
^raZd, devilish. [seaman.

bero (Bor., bero, berdo), ship; bereskorOy

bersh (Bor., betyi), year. [possess.
beshdva {s. habitation), to inhabit, sit,

bestipen, Bor., habitation; bestelar, Bor.,
to inhabit.

bezeh, pity.

bi, without.
bidv, marriage.
bidva (s. when), to be delivered.
bighidn (249), he sold.

bikindva, bikndva (s. buy), to sell.

bish, Bor., bis, (s. numbers) twenty.
bishdva (234), bisdva (261), =- beshdva.
bisto (s. habitation), seated.
6it/ (Bor., bifi), snow. [hungry.
bokalo, hungry; bokaliovdva, to become
boldva, to baptize ; bolipe, baptism.
bopi, bean.
bor, belly.

bordmt (s. ship), '-^vordon.

bov, oven ; boveskero, baker.
bracuiii, Bor., sheep.
brakerdva (s. Jew), for vrakerdva.
brishundo (Bor., brijindel), rain.

bucha7'dd (s. cover), uncovered.
buglo, broad ; bugliovdva, to spread out.
ftwArd, bowel.
bunista, dung.
burda, Bor., door.
burnek, handful.
burshin, rain.

6ws, straw.

6^.9, Bor., much.
busni, Bor., sweet.
6w^, 6w^Zd, much.
6w<i, business ; butiakoro, day-laborer.
buzno, buzni (s. buck), she-goat ; buznord,
buzos, buck. [kid.

cajuco, Bor., deaf.

callicaste, Bor., yesterday.
coZo, callardo, caloro, Bor., black.
cambri, Bor., pregnant.

* Added by the Committee of Publication, as an important, and almost indispens-
able, appendix to Dr. Paspati's article.
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cangri^ Bor., churcli.
cani^ Bor., hen.
ccman^ Bor., wood.
casto^ Bor., hammer.
chachipe\ truth ; chachipandy true.
cJidi (s. boy), g-h'l.

chaja^ Bor., cabbage.
chaliovdva^ to be sated.
c7<a??i, kiss.

chanikerdva^ to chew.
c/iac>, boy.
c/iar, i^rass ; chardva^ to graze.
chares (s. wing), possible.
charo^ piate ; chareskorOy plate-maker.
chartdva, to vomit ; chartimpe, vomiting,
cliattdva^ to vomit ; chattimpe^ vomiting.
cham^ boy-child.
chauory (s. boy), Bor., girl.

chavHy chicken.
chergheni (Bor,, cherdillas\ star.

chibesy Bor., day.
chilCy chikdy mud ; chikdva (261), to muddy.
chikhandi (s. little), in a little while.
chiktdvay to sneeze.
ehimutray Bor., moon.
c7ii?i, till.

cJiindva (Bor., chindar)^ to cut.
chinday^ Bor., mother.
chiniovdva, to be tired.

chinkerdvay chingherdvay to pierce.
cAip, tongue.
chirdOy Bor., dwarfish, small.
chirikloy bird.

chlvdvay chitdvay to throw (also s. poor).
choldvay to steal.

choldva (s. cut), to whittle.
c7io?i, moon, month.
chordvay to steal ; c^or, chornOy cMcrnOy

thief; chordikano, stolen.

ehoriy Bon, knife.

choroy poor ; chorip4y poverty.
chorydly secretly.

chovay Bor., hand.
chuchiy chuchiy breast.

cMtchOy empty.
chukely dog ; chukliy bitch.

chukniy tobacco-pipe. [to kiss.

ehurni (Bor.y c?iupendi)y kiss; chumiddvay
chungaloy miserable.
chungdi^ay to spit ; chung^Vy spittle.

churi (Bor., chido)y knife.

churno (s. steal), thief.

chutiy Bor., milk.
ciriay Bor., passover.
cornichay Bor., basket.
crcdliSy Bor., king.
cremeriy Bor., worm.
cidcOy curqu€y Bor., Sunday.

daha (246), more.
ddiy mother.
daly door.
daly Bor., fear.

t?ani (Bor., dani)y tooth.

dantdvay dantUdvay to bite.

davy door.
d^ar, fear ; dardva (Bor., dardbary dararmr)y

to fear. [ate-tree.

damr, pomegranate ; daraviriy pomegran-
daiy Bulgarian ; daaikanoy adj.

daty father,

ddvay to give ; de, imper.
dey mother.
deheJy Bor., god.
delay it rains.

deniloy fool ; deniliovdvay to become a fool.

dernoy Bor., young.
dein/dVy sea.

d<?s7i (s. numbers), ten. [go<ily.

devely god ; devli (231), goddess ; deviikano^
dialezdva (s. write), to select.

diaVy dicaVy Bor., to see.

dikdvay dikhdva {dihdvay didva\ to see.

dimly dimishy pantaloon ; dimialOy wearing;
dinar y Bor., to give. [pantaloons.
dinelOy Bor., fool.

dino (257), given.
disiloy day breaks.
divesy day ; diveseskorOy day's wages.
domuky fist.

draky grape,
drom (Bor., droriy drun)y road.
duay dugay Bor., pain.
dudwriy gourd.
dui (s. numbers), two.
duky pain^ dukdvay to be in pain, to love

;

dukhaipCy love ; dukhaniy mistress.
dulevdva (s. near), to work.
dumoy back.
duquipeUy Bor., pain.

cZi«r, afar ; durdly from afar.

<?/ifa (s. numbers), seven ; eftavarderiy sey-

eketanCy together. [enty.

em-ey Bor,, within.
erajaj/y Bor., priest.

eresitty Bor., vineyard.
esiucMy Bor., sword.

faVy time, times,
fdrkiay scythe.

feUy down.
fendOy Bor., good.
forosy market-place.
furiy colt,

/wrd, old.

gdlpetty gold,
(jrao, Bor., village.

gardvay to conceal
;
garati}tan4yTQ.ysieTiou%,

garipe (s. itch), Bor., scab.
gaVy village

;
gavudno^ villager.

gely Bor., ass.

ghamee, Br., ship,
ghantdvay to comb.
gheldvay to play (in music).
ghelesy always.
gheliomy gherghiom (s. go), went ; cf. 261,
ghendvay to count.
glieVy itch

;
gheraloy itchy.

gherdvay to make.
ghermoy worm.
ghili (ghilo), song

;
ghilidvay ghiliovdvay to

sing
;
ghilimp€y instrument of music.

ghivesy day.
ginary Bor., to count.
giv (Bor,, ^), grain, wheat.
givsy Bor., snow.
gorhiy Bor., ox.
gorkOy bad.
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gosMva^ to cleanse.
goshnd^ dung (gosno^ 237).
goti^ bmin

;
goiiaver^ intelligent.

grafdva, to write.
grast (Bor., gras^ Sf^<^)y horse; grmtni

(Bor., grani)j mare; grastam (gTdi%
adj.

;
grasteshoro^ horseman.

gHs^ Bor., cold.
gudlo, sweet.'

gml, Bor., ass; itch.

guillabar, Bor., to sing.
guruVy guri^ ox

;
guruvm^ gun(,mn% cow.

gusto (s. hen), Bor., goose.
guva^ pit.

guy^ Bor., grain, wheat

Tiandiovdva (^3), — kfiandiwdva,
JianlOy sword.
hapaij apple.
hcu% cough ; hasdva^ to cough.
hindovi (s. from), India.
hirdo {^2), ^khurdo,
Tiohaimpe (232), '^khohaimpe.

ieh (s. come), ^^yieh.
iniya (s. numbers), nine; iniyavarderi^
ishtdr (s. numbers), four. [ninety.
iv, snow.
iv^ grain, wheat.

jamutro^ son-in-law.
jandva (s. negation), to know.
jangdva^ to awake.
Jam, to 2:0 ;

jadU (264), part.
jel (s. itch), small-pox.
jeni^ Bor., ass.

j€»d .• kayekjenOy no one.
jerorOj Bor., ass ; jerini^ fem.
jil,jir, Bor., cold.

JiZ, Bor., grain, wheat.
jinm% Bor., to count.
jivdva^ to live.

jojana, Bor., lie.

Joro, Bor., head.
jow, barley.

Jov (s. flle), six.

juealj Bor., beautiful.

Jwco, Bor., dry.
jumeriy Bor., bread.
junar^ Bor., to hear.

JM^, Jew ;
jutanOj Jewish.

juterjjutiy Bor., vinegar.
jutia (s. sew), Bor., needle.
Juvy louse.

jba, who, which.
kddeip. early), every.
kdini^ kagn% kaind^ hen.
kalipe^ excommunication.
kalo^ black.
kam (Bor., cam^ can\ sun.
kamdva (Bor., cmnelar% to wish.
kamUmpe% kamnwipe^ perspiration ; kam-

Uy perspiring ; kamniovdvaf kanUiovdva,
to perspire.

kamniy pregnant.
kdndelcLy it stinks ; kandinikOy stinking.
kangli^ comb.
Trnnn^ ear.

kdnnciy when.
kar^ pudendum virile.

karghiri, church.
kdriUy where.
kasht, kashj kasty kas^ wood.
kasukov^ deaf.

katdr^ from.
katdty whence.
katdva^ to spin.

katuna^ Gypsy tent.

kaye'kjend, no one.
ke^ who, which.
keboTy how many.
keldva^ to play (in music).
kelipe (s. because), dance.
ker^ house.
kerdl^ cheese.
keralo (s. wsi8h\ -^gTierald,

kerdva^ to make.
kerko^ bitter.

kermoy worm.
ket% how much.
kfur^ heel.
khan^ crepitus ventris.
khandi, little.

khaninky khaink^ well, Ijdva^ neut.
khanjovdva^ khandimdva^ to scratch ; khan-
khanloy sword.
khar^ pit.

khasoi (s. eat), food.
khatdva^ to dig.
khdva^ to eat.

kheliy % ; khelin^ fig-tree. [part.

khidva, khlidva^ cacare ; khendd^ khtendd^
khohaimpe^ lie; khohavno^ khohand, liar;

khohavniovdva^ to be deceived.
khokhavnwvdva^ to be cheated.
khoUterdvay kholiazdva (s. write), to be an-
gry ; kholiniakoro^ angry.

Mor, deep.
khorakhdiy Turk ; khoraMMno, Turkish.
khristune^ Christmas.
M«r, heel.
khurddy dwarfish, small.
kildvy plum ; kilavin^ plum-tree.
kilavdd (s. rich), fat.

kildy stake.
kindva^ to buy.
kirvdy sponsor ; kirvij god-mother.
kidy sack.
Mustiky girdle.
kochy knee.
kdkkcdo^ bone.
kolifiy bosom.
kon, who.
kopdna^ trough.
koH (s. shut), neck.
korin, root.
kordy blind.
kord (237), bracelet.
kmhdva^ to cleanse,
kdshnika^ basket.
kotdr (s. cheese), little.

ksilldbiy ksittdviy tongs,
kukudiy hail.

kuHy colt.

^t^rM, Sunday.
kurldy throat.
kusMva^ to revile (also kus, 249).
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lahelai\ Bor., to siiij?.

lacJiano (s. ashamed), shameful.
laches^ well,

lachipe^ alms.
lacho, <>-ood.

lahtddva^ to kick.
lajdva^ to he ashamed.
langar^ Bor., coal.

Zay, word.
Jdva^ to take, get.

?e?^ river.

Zi, Bor., paper.
Ukhnari (s. sleep), lamp.
/iZZ«r, Bor., to take, get.

?///?, mucus.
lindr, sleep ; Undralo^ sleepy.

Urdio (257), taken.
?ir, 7i?, paper.
loko^ lig'lit.

Zo/d, red.

Ion, salt ; londardva^ to salt.

?oriff, Bor., sea.

loshaniovdva^ to rejoice; loshano^ rejoic-

7oi'6, money. [ing; loshanoipe^ ]oy.

lubni {lobni, 231), harlot.

luey^ Bor., wolf.

luludi (s. similar), flower.

Zwwii, lumiaka^ Bor., harlot.

m«, negation.
macha^ Bor., fly.

macho^ fish ; macheskoro^ fisherman.

'inajara^ Bor., half.

makdva, to paint.

tnakid^ fly.

malkoch, a Gypsy tribe. [posite side.

marnui^ opposite ; mamuydl^ from the op-

mang^ Bor., meat.
manro^ mando^ bread ; manreskoro, baker.

mamtklo^ maniklo^ stump (of vine).

manush (Bor., manu, manus), man; ma-
nmhni (231), woman ; manushano (237),

mara, sea. [human.

Q7iardva^ to beat.

jnarno^ marly ^ bread,

marw, Bor,, man; marupe^ mankind.
9n«.s, meat ; maseskoro, butcher.

tnasek, month.
mashd^ tongs. [tween.

onaskare, between; maskardl, from be-

mader, blacksmith. [drunk.

matto^ drunk ;
mattiovdva^ to become

mel, dirt; melaU^ dirty; melaliovdva^ to

become dirty.

oneligrdna, Bor., pomegranate-tree.

merdva, to die.

merdo (s. die), Bor., sick ; see also invalid.

meripe\ death.

tnermori^ tomb,
milia, Bor,, mUan{s. numbers), thousand.

minch, pudendum muliebre.

mishdkos^ mouse.
7iinem6ri, tomb.
mol, wine.
mollati, Bor., grape.

mold, death. [worker in leather.

morti (Bor., morchas), leather ; mortidkoro,

moskdre (s, beget), calf.

moste (s. shut), from mui.

moskovis, Kussian.
muclar^ Bor., to void urine.

mwi, mouth ; muydl, muiydl^ in front.

mMkdva^ to abandon.
mulano^ ripe ; mulanokerdva^ to ripen.

mulano (s. dirty), dark.

mulotar (s. die, also 245), after dying.

muntdva {munddva^ 264), to shave ; mun-
tardva (253).

murdardva^ to murder,
mi^ns, brave, male, boy.
murtardva (s. die), to murder,
musho, mouse. [void urine.

muter^ urine; mutrdva (Bor., mutrar)^ to

na^ negation.
ndi^ nail.

naisvdli {naisbali^ 234), invalid.

naisukdr (s. negation), not handsome.
najabar, najar, Bor., to depart; to lose;

ndk, nose. [najipen, loss.

7takdva, to pass.

namporeme\ invalid; wampore'ma,sickness.

nandi^ negation.
nango, naked.
nao, Bor., name.
napaldl (s. behind), afterwards.

naqui, Bor., nose.
nashdva^ to depart.

nashavdva^ to lose.

nas^i, negation.
nas^o, departed.
nasukdr^ ngly.

Tia?;, name.
rte, negation.
new' (Bor., nebo^ nebel)^ new.
niglavdva {niklavdva^ 234), to go out.

nildi^ summer.
ninelo^ Bor., fool.

nuhli^ harlot.

oghi, heart ; ogheske, alms. [eighty.

o/tto' (s. numbers), eight; ohtovard4riy

okand^ now.
okhid^ this.

oklisto, mounted.
ongh% heart.

opre, up ; opm?, oprydl, from above.

07'io;z, Bor., wolf.

orobar^ Bor., to weep.
ostebel^ Bor., god.
ostelis^ osteli^ Bor., down.
ote (s. negation), for ate.

otid (s. why), there.

pachandra^ Bor., passover.

pachdva, to ask.

j9ai, water.
j9aiZZo, Bor., Greek.
pak^ wing.
pakidva, to believe.

paA:d, bald.

palabear, Bor., to shave.

j9aZa?, behind
;
palalutno, second.

palvdl^ wind.
pancTi (s. numbers), five.

pangdva, to break.
pangherd7ia^ to lame

;
panghim'dva^ to be-

come lame.
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pan% water
;
paniddva^ to water.

panko, pango, lame.
papain apple.
papina (s. hen), goose.
paquilUy Bor., silver.

pare's^ slowly.
parnavo, friend

;
parnavoipe^ friendship.

parno, white.
paro (234), =- baro.

parqj% Bor., leaf.

parvardva^ to nourish.
parvardo^ fat.

pas^ pasqtie, Bor., half.

pashe, near.
pdtaj clothing.
patranki^ passover.
patriuy leaf, feather.

paviy Bor., nose.
pechdva^ to ask,
pekdva^ to cook

;
pekilo^ peko, cooked.

peliortij fell
;
pelotar^ after falling.

jpeZd, testicle.

pen (s. brother), sister.

pendva (Bor., pewar), to say; also for be-

ndva (s. infant).

peninda (s. numbers), fifty.

perdva^ to fall.

perdva^ to fill.

perddl^ over (the water).
perdo^ full •ypertiovdva^ to become full.

peryul^ peryulikano^ foreign.

pfuv, phuv, earth. [old.

phuroy phuruy old; phwiovdva^ to grow
pidvy marriage.
pidva, to drink. [va (s. paper).
pichavdva (s. business), to send

;
pwhard-

pichisccu% Bor., cough.
pikaloy prop.
pikoy shoulder.
piloy peloy fallen

;
piU (263), drunk.

pinchardva^ to be acquainted with.
pindo, pinroy foot.

pirdva (Bor., jpirar), to walk.
pirindoSy on foot.

piripe, gait.

pirnangoy barefooted.
jpird, pirnoy foot.

pishdva, to grind.
pishoty bellows.
joMi, widow.
piyar^ Bor., to drink; pi?«, drink.
jp?(xZ (Bor.,jp?(xn,jp?(xno), brother.
plata^ Bor., clothing.
plubiy Bor., silver.

jpo (s. behind), more.
jpo?, navel.
polaleste (s. behind), farther back.
pom% Bor., silver.

jpori, tail.

poriasy Bor., bowel.
porik, porikifiy raisin.

pos,pOy Bor., belly.
poshikj soil.

posom^ wool.
joot', eye-brow.
poyichdver (s. yesterday).
prdho,% ashes.
praZ, brother

;
ji^ra (234).

prasdva^ to ridicule.

preddl, over (the water).
puchdva^ to ask.
pudino, musket.
purano, old (ancient),
pitrd, old

;
puripe\ old age.

pwr^^ bridge.
purum, onion.
pusca^ Bor,, musket.
pushum,, flea.

putar^ Bor., well.

p?/^i, business.
j9ww, earth.

gwer, Bor., house.
querar^ querelar^ Bor., to make.
querosto (s. house), Bor., August.

rac^i, Bor., night.
mi, nobleman.
raA:ito (s. night), it is growing dark.
rakloy rakliy child.

ran^ cane.
rdnij nobleman's wife.
rdnOy early.

rashdi^ j^riest ; rashani^ priest's wife.
rat, ratti, night.
rati (Bor., rati)^ blood.
7'eSy rez, vineyard.
resdva, to finish, suffice.
resheto, sieve.

resiSy Bor., cabbage.
richiniy bear.
roi, spoon.
roi, Bor., flour.

rorriy romni^ romano^ Gypsy.
romni (Bor., romi), wife.
rovdva, to weep.
royiy spoon.
rubliy rod.
ruky tree.

rw^ond, whelp.
rwp, silver ; rupovano^ of silver.
rutuniy nose.
rtev, wolf.

sahri^y tent.
saW, wife's brother ; scrH, wife's sister.
sanno, slim.
sanno (234), =» sunnd.
sappy serpent.
5ar, similar, like.

sar, Bor., garlic.

sardnda (s. numbers), forty.
sa?-o, Bor., all.

san'Oy sdrrore, sarnd (251), all.

sarvo, sdrvolo^ all.

sas, Bor., iron.
sashu% mother-in-law.
sciste, Bor., tall.

sarto (s. from and 285), healthy, right.
mstf'Oy father-in-law.
sauUo, Bor., colt.

sdvvm^e, savvo (235), all.

semer, pack-saddle.
serka, Br., tent.

sevlia^ Br., basket.
sAaA, cabbage. [smith.
shasiir, shastrl^ iron ; shastireskorOy black-
shastOy healthy, right.
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shastro, father-in-law.

shasuij mother-in-law.
shel (s. numbers), hundred.
sTielo^ rope.
shei'o, head.
sheve'l (s. cold), hundred.
shikdva (283), to learn; shiklo^ learned;

shikliovdva, to learn.

shil (s. numbers), hundred.
shil, shilalo^ cold ; shilaliovdva^ to feel cold.

shingh^ horn.
shoro^ head.
shoshoi^ hare.

shov (s. numbers), six.

shovarderi (s. numbers), sixty.

shucho^ shuzo^ clean.

shuko^ dry, emaciated ; shukiovdva (252),

to become dry ; shukiardva^ shukiavdva^

shundva, to hear. [to dry.

<ihut, shutko^ vinegar ; shutlo^ shudlo^ sour.

sigo, quick.
singe, Bor., horn.
siiigo, Bor., quick,
sir, garlic.

aivdva, to sew.
sivri, hammer.
60, what.
sobelar, sornar, Bor., to sleep.

mmnakdi (Bor., sonacai), gold.

sdske, why.
mstdr, because.
sotto (s. sleep), asleep.

sovdva, to sleep.

stavros, cross.

sudro, cool.

sukdr, beautiful.

sumpacel, Bor., near.

mndva (s. near), — shundva.

stmgaloy Bor., homed.
5wn?io, dream.
«w^, milk.
5W«o(263), — so«o.

«wv (s. sew), needle.

to, <e, and.
tdbioipe, heat.

tahkdr, taakdr, king ; takarnl^ queen.
toi(251),.=-«?ai.

takhidra, tomorrow.
tam-manush, blind man.
to/i, place.

tapardva (253), to heat.

tapdva, tap-ddva, to strike. [feel warm.
tapidva, to boil, to burn ; tapdva (253), to

tapillar, Bor., to drink.
tapiovdva, to burn.
tardva, to thirst.

tarshul, cross.

tato, Bor., bread.
tattipe, heat. [hot.

toito', warm; tattiovdva (253), to become
to«d (Bor., tati\ bath.

tov, thread.
tavidva, to boil.

<e, and.

tele,^ down.
terdva (Bor., terelar), to have.
terghiovdva, tertiovdva^ to stand.
terno, young; ternoro, Bor., new.
tikno, infant, young.
tovdva, todva, to wash.
tover, tovel, axe ; tovereskm'o, axe-maker.
trdnda (s. numbers), thirty.

traqidas, Bor., grape.
trebene, Bor., star.

tre'sca, fever.

«ri, ^rm (s, numbers), three.
tridk, shoe.
^rtjM?, Bor., cross.

triisJiy trust, thirst ; trushald, thirsty

;

trushaliovdva, to become thirsty.

trushul, cross.

turra, Bor., nail.

turshul (231), cross.

^t«^, milk.

uchardva, to cover.
wc/id, tall ; ucheder (246), one taller.

ukiavdva, uktiavdva, to step.

uklidva, uklavdva (234), to mount.
umdebel, Bor., god.
i«n^«, Bor., affirmation.

ungla, Bor., nail.

urydva, uryavdva, to dress.

uryoipe, dress.

m, affirmation.

vanro, vanio, egg.
vaptizdva, to baptize.

var, time, times.
vdria, weight.
varo^ flour.

vasidv, mill.

vasi (ms, 233), hand.
vent, winter.
verni, file.

vesh, ves (s. healthy), forest.

vicha, shoot.
viko, shoulder.
viv (236), = biv.

vldkhia, Wallachian,
vordon, carriage.

vrakerdva, to speak.
vrehtula, extinguisher.
vucho, tall.

vuddr, vutdr^ door.
vus, flax.

vust, lip.

2/aA;, fire.

yaA;, eye.
yaver, other.

yek (s. numbers), one.
yekpd&h, half
yerno, young.

^

[terday.

2/icA, yesterday
;
yichmer^ day before yea-

yismata, linen.

zdmpa, frog.

2en, saddle.

zoraloy strong.


